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REVIEWS

¥/V Study Bible Library on CD-ROM (32-bit edition, version 2.6). Published by Zondervan
active (www.zondervan.com). Includes I CD-ROM and a Reference Software User's Guide
veral hundred pages. $129.97.

This piece of silicon magic contains a virtual treasure trove of reference material that
ld take up far too much shelf space in my study were I to buy each volume separately. On
CD, you get the complete text of the New International Version (including footnotes), an
licized Greek New Testament, the King James Version, the New American Standard Bible,
,NIV Study Bible notes, the NIV Bible Dictionary, Captions of Maps and Cities, Nave's
ICal Bible, the Encyclopedia of Bible Difficulties, the Expository Dictionary, the NIV Bible
unentary, the New Revised Standard Version (including footnotes), some "Inspirational
jings" (Bible passages for particular feelings and occasions), and a section of verse notes for
Iser to create. It will link to your word processor if you ask it nicely. On top of all this, there
t1 Atlas with exceptional browse features (though toggling back and forth between them
red challenging). As if that were not enough, also included with this CD is the STEP reader,
~h is a tremendous search tool, and is used quite commonly among different kinds of Bible
y software.
The program begins with four windows for the NIV, NIV Bible Commentary, Nave's
ical Bible, and the NIV Bible Dictionary, though it can be set up to open any of the supplied
7ams. Within these windows are numerous text links, and each window knows what the
:r is doing - e.g., when you are scrolling through the NIV Bible Commentary, the NIV text
jow changes verses as you scroll through the commentary. I loaded it onto both my home
:puter (an ancient Pentium 133) and my office computer (a still-rather-Iong-in-the-tooth
tium II 433). Loading time only varied by a minute, as even the slower computer took only
minutes to do a "typical installation", which included all books, the Atlas and the STEP
:er. This allows one to use most of the programs without needing to put the CD-ROM into
drive every time. The exception, I found, was the STEP reader, which requires the CD to be
rted with each use.
I happen to own the Expositors' Bible Commentary on CD-ROM, also produced by
dervan Interactive, which uses exactly the same interface. What I found puzzling was that I
Id not make the two programs talk to each other. It had been installed well before the NIV
Ie Study Library, with typical installation; I would have thought that the new program would
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have recognized the previously-installed one, and set things up so that the two could interact. I
alas, I must open yet another program to do that!
This program comes with a sixty-day money-back guarantee, and claims to run \
Windows 3.1 or Windows 95. I run it at home with Windows 95 and at the office with Wind(
98, with no differences. It requires a Windows-supported video card and printer, and a t
minimum of 4 MB of hard disk space. A complete installation will require 45 MB.
The User's Guide is set up in different sections in a user-friendly manner. As v .
most computer programs,"however, I found I caught on more quickly to the various feature~ .
the program just by fiddling around and using it. I would recommend this software investrr .
for students, pastors, scholars, and perhaps especially those who are leading small groups J i
Bible study.
Jeffrey F. La

I
I

Scholar's Library, Logos Bible Software Series X. Libronix Digital Library System I.Od. La
Research Systems, Inc., 1313 Commercial Street, Bellingham, W A 98225-4372. 6 disks, 20
2001, $599.95.

'

1

The Logos products have been reviewed here previously (ATJ28 [1996] 116-120) .J
this completely new technology deserves a new review. It is now called the Libronix Dig ~
Library System and can act as an upgrade for Logos Library System users. To run the produc ll
is necessary to have the following: Pentium 133 MHz or faster processor, CD-ROM drive, :Ii
Windows 98 or higher (it will run on Windows 98/Me/NT 4.0 [SP3]/2000IXP), 64 MB mem(~
a minimum of 60MB of hard drive space, and an 800x600 or higher screen.
Installation is straightforward, with a self-loading system on the installation disk. I
possible through the 'Location Manager' to make the file resident on the computer hard-drive
not needing to run off the CD's. There are 232 titles available in the package, according to
company, including over a dozen English Bibles, several Bible dictionaries (e.g. NBD, Harpecommentaries (including the New Bible Commentary, Bible Knowledge Commentary: l\
Testament, and the IV? Bible Background Commentary), several foreign language texts (Gre
Hebrew, Latin) and too many other resources for pastors and students to be able to list here
complete description can be found at http://www.logos.com/scholars.Adifficulty. which I, j
others I am aware of, had in loading the package was in the fonts for foreign languages, wh
did not install correctly. Technical support was able to show how the correct settings could
made, but it was an annoying circumstance when first trying the new system out.
The new look of the package includes opening up what looks like a web home pa
This can be modified for each person's individual preferences. One section is for Bible stu
where you can enter a passage and chose how to look at the text, as a Bible verse alone, in
'passage guide' mode, who brings up all available commentaries, cross-references and topics
the 'exegetical guide' mode, where each Hebrew or Greek term behind the text
morphologically described and active links are provided to each of the available lexica ~I
grammars where the term is discussed; the 'word study guide' mode in which each word'
translated, the Strong's number is given, and active links to word study tools such as I
I
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:r ishman's concordance, Strong's itself, and theological word books are provided; or the
BIe and commentary' mode, in which the verse in a selected translation and a selected
o entary on that verse are shown in separate windows. All this makes the product very useful
.( 1 the first time it is accessed.
,
Other useful features have also been added. For example, under the pull-down 'Tools'
11 u, 'Bible tools' one can chose to open the verse under consideration in any or all available
eion so as to make a comparison between them. Using the same steps one can open up the
Hd study guide' noted above from whatever verse is on the screen, or pull up the verse in
~ 'ral versions with a color coded comparison between the selected base text and other versions
he verse. The 'Exegetical guide' is accessible in the same way.
If you need a bibliography for the research being done, pulling down the 'Systems
menu enables one to be generated following several different style options, including
lA, Turabian, Chicago Manual of Style, and SBL. Numerous other features are available, and
be explored by using the pull-down 'Help' menu.
There are several ways in which the material available through the Libronix system
I be purchased. One may buy an individual work for downloading through the company
"site. There are also several packages with software thought to be appropriate for different
u ps bundled together. This is considerably cheaper than buying each item as a separate unit.
example, the Scholars' Library is said to be 'worth over $5,000.00 in equivalent print
ions.' There are also numerous other publishers who are using the Libronix platform to
duce their own electronic material. That means that one can searnlessly access all the material
ilable on your machine with this one system. There are numerous other platforms that are not
lpatible, however.
Two matters of concern need to be raised, one minor and one major. The former is that
company's conservative theological viewpoint is clear from much of the material which they
I e available. For example, much of the material is from a dispensational background, and
lIas Seminary is very well represented among the titles made available in the various packages.
fre are works from many other viewpoints also, so one just needs to be aware of what one uses
1 resource, and use it critically.
A second, much more serious concern is over the numerous bugs in the version which I
d. I was using the tools to work on a commentary on Joel and Malachi, so needed it for fairly
,histicated word studies and word searches in English and in the original languages. Here it
s very frustrating, and would not be recommended until some of the problems can be ironed
.. One of the most frustrating aspects was doing word searches from the Hebrew text. The
tem has a very useful search mechanism using the right mouse button. When the cursor is
ced on a word and the fight button is clicked, one can do a number of things, including display
morphological information concerning the chosen word (i.e. the Hebrew word chosen, its
:cription as, for example, verb, qal, infinitive construct, Hebrew root, and dictionary form).
e can left click on the Hebrew root and be taken immediately to the BDB entry for the root,
ich is very helpful.
Another option from the right button is to work with the selected text, either in the form
it is found in the verse being studied, or in its root form. Each of these can be studied by doing
peed search in the Bible version being used or in all available versions, or it can be looked up

"
I
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automatically in any of the available lexical. All this is very helpful, but it is not trustworthy. \ ,
example, if one is studying Isa 35: 1 and wants to look up all the uses of the Hebrew term miQ ,
the procedure is followed as outlined above, and the program says that the term occurs 337 tj"
in the Old Testament. All well and good, until one checks other resources and finds out thai;'
fact the word only occurs 271 times. What the program does is search for all words with ' l
consonants mdbr, which also are these for the participle medaber, 'one who speaks'. This s: I
thing occurs where there are important differences in other diacritical marks, e.g. the differe ,
between 'shin' and 'sin' is not discerned, meaning that when one searches for 'fields', one; !
finds 'breasts'. In other words, a sophisticated tool has not had its sophistication carried thro
to the deeper levels where it can be most critical.
When doing a word search, a separate window lists all the verses in which the VI
occurs, or at least the first verse in each chapter in which it is found, with a number in parenth :
apparently indicating how many times total the word is found in the chapter. Each occurrenCl1~
the word searched in the text is highlighted blue, so they can be easily found when one scn '
through the text. If searching for midbar in Exodus, for example, the first occurrence in the h
(3: 1) is neither recorded in the generated list nor is it highlighted. Also Exodus 19 is said to h
5 occurrences of the word, when in reality there are only 3.
There is also an annoying lack of precision in the links provided. For example, whl
tried to look up the verb zii 'aq used in Joel I: 14 in BOB, the link was to the Aramaic sectim
the dictionary rather than the Hebrew. Even more frustrating when working on Joel commenl
was to have the links which are helpfully provided from the dictionaries like BOB to the bibl
texts cited in the dictionary entry take me to the wrong place. Joel 1: 1 takes one to John, not JI
While John is much more frequently referred to by that abbreviation than is Joel, the link to JI
in a Hebrew dictionary is patently wrong.
Another helpful feature, if it worked accurately, is the ability to perform morpholog:
searches. For example it is possible to request a search for every second person feminine sing!
Hebrew verb that occurs in the Minor Prophets. This is quickly accomplished, showing the s
verb that meets the criteria as being the first verb in Joel 2:21 (a second feminine singular pH'
form), missing the fact that the second and third verbs in that verse also meet these criteria (be
second feminine singular imperatives).
Sometimes there are problems caused by lack of proofing the material. The Heb!
term 'oracle' (n'm) has as one of its references in Libronix's BOB as Ob 4:8 (which does
exist), rather than to Ob 4, 8 (since Obadiah has only one chapter). Also the entry for niiW
BOB 627) is misspelled niireh, and the entry for the very important Hebrew verb yshb 'to sit'
its first meaning numbered '3' rather than '1', and it continues the erroneous number'
throughout the article. Finally, though there are undoubtedly numerous other examples, in I
Dictionary of Biblical Languages with Semantic Oomains, Hebrew, the words for 'desert la'
and 'Zion' respectively (numbers 7481 and 7482) are written as beginning with the final fom
the letter tsade rather than the non-final form.
One final point concerns those passages where the Hebrew and English verse anc
chapter numbers do not correspond. This is usually caught by the Libronix system, so goin~
Joel 4:19 in the Hebrew text will take you to the corresponding 3:19 in the NIV. The probl
comes when you want to look at all the versions of the verse. When starting from the NIV
!

I
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all the various versions are duly listed. When the Hebrew text is the base text, however, no
'lei versions are called up for 4: 19, since English versions have the chapter number reversed
Ie. It appears that an additional line or two of code would be able to fix this.
All told, it is difficult to know how to review the product. It is well conceived, asking
end-users might most benefit from what computers can do with the least amount of work on
part. While the conception is excellent, the execution is not. It seems that the earlier Logos
ons worked with fewer bugs, though 1 must admit I gave this version a harder workout than 1
did with earlier versions. Until the kinks are worked out, 1 would urge those who have
r versions to keep using them, and new buyers to hold their purchases until a new release
ties the problems that there are with the product. The company is constantly updating and
oving its products, with a new version most probably out before this review is printed.
nately, every theological library as well as pastors and students of scripture will want to have
ast one of the Libronix library packages, but the time does not appear to be yet.
David W. Baker
I

tin H. Manser, Alister E. McGrath, 1.1. Packer, Donald 1. Wiseman, 1. Gordon McConville,
Stephen H. Travis, eds., Zondervan Dictionary of Bible Themes. Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
). 1232 pp., hardcover, US$39.99; CDN$57.99.

The subtitle of this volume is "An Accessible and Comprehensive Tool For Topical
lies" - and that it is! As 1 have engaged my congregation in topical studies and preaching
les, this reference book has proven a helpful tool. Many key themes of Scripture are found in
book. It is arranged somewhat like the Thompson Chain Reference Bible, with numerical
:ences, headings and sub-headings, the various Scripture passages that relate to the topic, and
t of other themes that relate to the one being examined.
The themes are organized along the lines of a systematic theology, ranging from God
ugh last things. Sub-categories delineate the various qualities or themes, e.g. "Jesus, the
st" and "Jesus Christ, mind of'. An alphabetical list of themes, with reference numbers, is
ld at the beginning of the book. About half of the book is taken up with the numericallyxed Bible themes, while the other half is a Scripture index, providing a most helpful list of
cs by book, chapter and verse of Scripture. So, for example, if you were going to lead a study
Kings 18.16ff, about Elijah and the prophets of Baal, you could look up that passage in the
pture index and find all kinds of themes that relate to that text. If you wanted to study verse
you could check the ,theme of "criticism, against believers", which could then be crossrenced back to the themes index. Many Old and New Testament examples are cited of
ers who were criticized. Along with more than twenty biblical references, this category
s-references to three additional categories: "Christ, opposition to", "persecution", and
19ment, God's". This book provides a great treasure of helpful tools for study and sermon
)aration.
Were 1 to dare to complain about the book at all, it would be about the size of the print.
lIe liberal use of boldface type, italics, and a variation between serif and sans serif fonts aid in
legibility of the text, the print is still quite small. However, were it to be made any larger, the
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book may be so unmanageably heavy as to cut down sales. if not cause personal injury to t f
seeking to handle it.
The editors are thoroughly committed to the value of Scripture for the growt
Christian faith. They remind us in the introduction that it is important "that readers of ScriI
are given every means of help so that they may get as much benefit and enjoyment as pOs !
out of reading the Bible." This reference book goes a long way toward helping Christiru
every stage of maturity to benefit from and enjoy the reading and study of the Bible.
Jeffrey Loach, Windsor,1

Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit, Tremper Longman III, eds., Dictionary of Biblical
Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1998. 1058 pp., hardcover, $45.00.

Ima~

The Dictionary of Biblical Imagery (DBl) is a one volume reference work wi'
different approach. Rather than focus on concrete who, what or where type issues as 1
references do, this guide focuses more on defining, and explaining images, archetypes
metaphors. It is a valuable complement to the traditional Bible dictionary, but not a replacer
for it. Perhaps the best way to describe this dictionary is to compare it with a more traditi
Bible dictionary and how they each deal with some sample subject entries.
The subject of 'Bread' is a good one for comparison. The entry in DBI is as follow
short paragraph of bread as a staple, followed by subheadings on the following topics: "Brea
Gift", "Eschatological Bread", "Lord's Prayer", "Bread as Metaphor", "Summary" and a Iii'
references to related items covered in the dictionary: "Abundance, Eating, Food, GI
Hospitality, Manna, Supper, Table, Wheat" for the reader to pursue related subjects of inte
The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (lSBE) takes a very different approach to an e
on the subject of bread. The ISBE entry is naturally longer as would be expected in a 1
volume work. The subsections are: "Antiquity of Bread making", Prominence in D;
"Ingredients". "Bread-Making", and "Eating Bread" In the "Eating Bread" issues of symb
significance are only briefly dealt with. Notice the ISBE details 'what and 'how type issues: \
is bread, what is made from, what are its origins, how is made, how is it consumed, why it i
important staple. The DBI directs the reader more to questions of meaning and significance,
is this regard DBI really shines. The topic of idols and idolatry is another one where DBI is "
helpful. The typical Bible dictionary will define and describe idols and idolatry, but not 1
much insight to their significance. The DBI has a very nice and helpful entry on the sub
ranging from "Idols as Deceit" and "Idolatry as Actions" to "Idols as Spirit Habitations" gh
the reader much more rounded perspective on the subject of idols and their significance in
minds of various biblical authors in both Testaments.
A conventional Bible dictionary will provide a nice summary of essential facts (
topic, while DBI will provide added insight into usage that is of particular help in understan(
the depth of thought of some biblical imagery. DBI entries are particularly helpful in giving
reader more "preachable" insight, but the insight doesn't stop there. It can give the dilil
reader of scripture more appreciation for some of the multifaceted aspects of scripture. j
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f's from traditional Bible dictionaries even in biographical entries. The entry on David
, 'es on his character and how biblical authors portray him and his legacy. The typical Bible
)nary entry will summarize his genealogy, early career, reign and administration ending with
v brief comments about his character. If a student is simply looking for information on
eveh" and only wants to know where it is, how big it was, when it was destroyed and so
II, the standard Bible dictionary remains the proper choice. If a student wants some help in
:1 rstanding the role of a character in biblical literature, the significance of idolatry, the
i ling of metaphorical uses of the word 'bread' then DBI is the place to go.
In summary a review of several other entries on other subjects demonstrates the value
t lis fine work to the serious student. If there is any weakness it is that the author of each
Ie is not credited and precious few entries have any bibliography as do most entries in the
' !r Bible dictionaries. It is a very helpful, usable and worthwhile addition to any library. The
1)rs are to be commended for their efforts and the strength of their approach.
Christopher Coles

lard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism. 2nd Edition. Atlanta, GA: John Knox Press,
·5,1981. 239 pp.
n though it represents a face of scholarship that is now a full twenty years old, this dictionary
Ie technical terms, major figures, bodies of ancient literature, and methodologies that one
unters as one enters the critical study of the Bible remains a useful companion for the
nning student. An updated edition would be even more welcome.
David A. deSilva

hen S. Chapman, The Law and the Prophets: A Study in Old Testament Canon Formation.
27. Ttibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000. xvii + 356 pp., hardcover, 178 DM.

Canon is an interesting problem since by definition it is outside of the text or corpus
ng discussed; it is a metatextual problem. There are elements of evidence within the corpus
:If, but other evidence from outside must also be brought into the equation. In this revised Yale
sertation done under Christopher Seitz, Chapman looks specifically at the relationship between
two canonical sections, the law and the prophets within the process of canonization. He
Jyzes the traditional understanding that the law was primary, and that prophecy is in fact
mmentary' on it.
Chapman starts by surveying the discussions on canon since H. E. Ryle formulated the
mdard Theory' that there is a tripartite division of law, prophets, and writings which evidenced
lree-stage history of development. This nineteenth century view saw the stages taking place
ler Ezra for the law (5 th century BC), the law in the 3rd century BC, and the writings in the late
century AD. Other proponents of this approach included Wellhausen and Margolis, who
ced the material much earlier, with the law being Mosaic.
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A development in the mid-20th century was the rise of 'canon criticism,' wI!
Chapman sees beginning with a passing comment in O. Eissfeldt's Introduction, but only piCi
up and devloped by English speakers, starting with Peter Ackroyd in 1961. Other developer
this approach, in which utterances were seen as authoritative and thus incipiently canonical e
in their preliterary stage, include David Freedman, Ronald Clements, and the two ffi l
proponents, each from his own perspective- James Sanders and Brevard Childs. Subseql.
discussions by such scholars as James Barr, Roger Beckwith and Norman Gottwald are :
analyzed.
Chapman's own view is that there is a collatoral relationship between the law and l
prophets, both holding equal authroity, and each impacting the other in the process of ca ~
formation. He at some length compares his view with that of Philip Davies, though not espou! ~
his dating scheme.
~
Turning to the actual text, the first mine which Chapman explores are the canon I
conclusions of the law (Deut 34: 10-12, which theologically ties Moses with the prophets,)
follow) and the prophets (Mal 3:22-24 [4:4-6]), both of which show consciousness of canon 1
the latter discussion he draws particularly on the work of Childs in seeing material in its cun I
canonical context, and on those who propose the unity of the Twelve. He then looks at earl,
deuteronomistic writings (Deut 31-34; Joshua), showing that there was a canon consciousI
there as well. The impact of the jointly authoritative law and prophets is also shown the 1 ,
portions of the aT (DH, Jeremiah, Zech 1-7; Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, Daniel) have b J
edited. In order to support his view of the equality of law and prophets in authority and car I
Chapman critiques the arguments for the priority of the law.
This is an important, and readable work. It shows that both the law and the prophets f
authoritative Scripture which are aware of and playoff of each other. It is not a case of Tc
priority or of the prophets being before and the source of the law, as some critics hold. This bl
should be in all academic theological libraries.
David W. B~

Donald L. Griggs, The Bible From Scratch: The Old Testament for Beginners. Louisvr:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2002. 135 pp., paper, $9.95.

This is the companion study to the previously published, The New Testament
Beginners, also written by Donald Griggs. The preface cites adult members of congregations \ I
were polled for topics of interest in church school classes. Seventy seven percent of those po I
ranked with high interest study of 'the Bible.'
Designed for use in a classroom setting the study includes two parts. Part one is '
participant's guide. Part two is the leader's guide. Griggs has long been a pioneer in Chris ,
Education for all ages. He uses practical ideas for how this study can be taught in a seven w ,
series using a one hour per week class along with homework. This reviewer sees how an e:'
class or two could be added to help with overflow discussion as well as side topics which Sf
relevant to a particular study group.
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The series is properly labeled for 'beginners.' It helps the participant learn what to do
you open the Bible. The guide asks participants to cite: 'Things I notice' as well as
I'stions I have' in reference to passages that are studied for a lesson. 'The Bible Skills and
,Is Inventory' is helpful for the teacher. It is completed in the initial session and therefore
'S the teacher an idea of what material needs to be covered in this Old Testament survey
rse.
Griggs, a Presbyterian, does not write for one denomination only. Many traditions
tId find this study applicable and helpfui, particularly with those who are totally unfamiliar
1 the Old Testament.
Cliff Stewart, Abilene, TX

}ary Millar, Now Choose Life. Theology and Ethics in Deuteronomy. Grand Rapids, MI:
dmans Publishing Co., 1999.216 pp., paper, $24.00.

Now Choose Life is a volume out of the New Studies in Biblical Theology series edited

D. A. Carson. The goal of this series is stated as "Scholarly yet entirely accessible to students,
Itors, and general readers ... and [providing] clear and creative insights that help thinking
i stians better understand the bible and its application to contemporary life."
1. Gary Millar has accomplished that goal in this excellent look at the theology and
ics of Deuteronomy. Aside from one or two criticisms which will be noted below, Millar has
lieved a cohesiveness to the book of Deuteronomy rarely found in most works.
Starting with a discussion of scholarly debates in the field of Old Testament ethics and
ology, the author examines five main relationships between ethics and the text of
llteronomy: 1) Ethics and Covenant, 2) Ethics and Journey, 3) Ethics and Law, 4) Ethics and
Nations, 5) Ethics and Human Nature.
Millar argues there is no way to separate the ethics of Deuteronomy from the theology
Deuteronomy, and all of this is bound up in the Covenant relationship of God with His people.
it Covenant relationship involves not only the laws but the land they are to inherit. Israel is on
verge of entering the land, and God has used both the journey and the rebellion of the people
mderscore his commitment to establishing a people for himself.
The author contends that the focus on source criticism and redaction criticism in recent
ITS has obscured the literary and theological coherence of the book. Millar focuses on the
Isis tent theme of choice found thlfoughout the book of Deuteronomy, seeing within the text an
phasis on Israel's past, present and future dealings with God. Horeb (and the Decalogue) and
lab (the preaching and retelling of the law by Moses) become the points of decision along the
mey. Whereas an earlier generation rejected God resulting in forty years of wandering, the
II generation represented at Moab is again presented with a choice to accept or reject Yahweh.
Ises emphatically urges them to "Choose Life!"
One of the more interesting chapters in the book involves the question of the
uteronomist and human nature. The author discusses this from the perspective of the expected
ure on the part of Israel to "choose life." The "blessings" promised for obedience to God are
~rshadowed by the "curses" and the subsequent "Song of Moses" which the people are required
I
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to learn. In the end, even strict observance of the Law will not be enough to keep Israel fi
returning to "Egypt" in another, future captivity, only to be restored once again to the promi
land. Millar argues the final chapters of Deuteronomy look beyond the fulfillment of bothl
blessings and the curses, to a time when God will establish a new covenant with His peopk
which they will be able to obey His precepts.
Millar has presented his ideas in a systematic way with copious footnotes and tex'
references, evidence of his wide reading and scholarly approach to the subject. Scholars',
indeed find much to appreciate, as will pastors and students. One criticism regarding I
presentation of the material involves the Introduction and the author's extensive discussion ,
previous scholarly works related to the topic. While the material is an excellent summation of
current debate on Old Testament theology, it would seem more appropriately placed as;
appendix to the book rather than an introduction. The technical nature of the discussion dep.
from the overall tenor of the book as highly readable and accessible. Having noted this rni
criticism, this should in no way detract from the value of the book and its contribution to
discussion of Deuteronomy. In treating the text as a whole Millar has brought back a mu
needed level of vitality to the study of Deuteronomy, and he has served to build a bridge betwi
the ancient text and contemporary society and the Church. Under Millar's exposition of the tt
Deuteronomy becomes much more than a "second giving of the Law."
Robert Gulley, Cincinnati Bible College and Semin
I

John Barton, ed., The Biblical World. 2 vol. London! New York: Routledge, 2002. I: xxiii + ~
pp. , II: viii + 539 pp., hardcover, $190.00.

This work describes itself as "a comprehensive guide to the contents, his~orical sett
and social context of the Bible" (I: 1). Edited by the Oriel and Lang Professor of the Interpretat
of Holy Scripture at Oxford (one of the few permanent chairs covering the Bible as a wh
rather than just one of the testaments), it includes contributions by 48 scholars, some evangeli
but most eschewing that identification. The volumes provide brief, introductory essays on a w
spectrum of biblical topics, each with a short bibliography. The second volume concludes \\,
comprehensive indexes of biblical references (44 pages), modem authors (12 pages), and subje
(33 pages). The latter is especially necessary due to the wide-ranging coverage of the article.
The book is laid out in 8 parts, which are here indicated with their constituent chaptE
I. The Bible- The Old Testament, Apocrypha and New Testament; II. Genres- Near Eastl
myths and legends, historiography of the OT, prophecy, wisdom, apocalypticism, the Jew
novel, gospels, letters in the NT and Greco-Roman world; III. Documents- texts and versions (l
and NT), Dead Sea scrolls, Hebrew inscriptions, Cairo Genizah, Gnostic gospels, early Jew
and Christian biblical interpretation; IV. History- Biblical archaeology, Palestine during
Bronze and Iron ages, the exile, under Persia and Greece and Rome. and Israel's neighbors;
Institutions- Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek language, warfare, the arts, law and administration
the NT period, pre-exilic through post-exilic Israelite religion, Judaism at the tum of the era, (:
the social and religious life of the first churches; VI. Biblical figures- patriarchs and matriarc
Moses, David and Solomon, Jesus, and Paul; VII. Religious ideas- Jewish and Christian conce
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:!vation, interpretations of Jesus' identity and role, death and afterlife, and purity; VIII. The

t, today- Jewish and Christian Bible translation and modem biblical interpretation.
As can be seen from this list, there is a wide coverage of important biblically related
rial. The articles are fairly general however, and reflect the broad spectrum of theological
(Jresuppositional viewpoints. It is unclear to me who the intended audience of the book is.
I material would be good for an introductory Bible course, but there is more reading than
J d be appropriate for most one-term courses. Also the cost would prohibit its use in that
I~Xt. As a reference tool, since libraries would be the major purchasers at the price, it is too
~ .entary for most academic institutions, though public libraries might be a clientele well
l!d by it.
David W. Baker

'n Rhea Nemet-Nejat, Daily Life in Ancient Mesopotamia. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
'. [originally Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1998. hardcover, $49.95]. xxii + 346, paper,
95.
The title of this volume well reflects its contents, something that cannot be said for
y work. Dr Nemet-Nejat, a research affiliate at Yale, also hits her target audience of
dents and educated lay people'. Adding to its accessibility, the volume contains numerous
'k-and-white photographs, a map and a historical timeline of the ancient Near East, and a
.sary of terms used.
I
In her introduction, Nemet-Nejat describes the rediscovery of ancient Mesopotamian
lization and the decipherment of its languages. She also describes how one attempts to date
nts in history (relative and absolute chronology), and also sets Mesopotamia in its
graphical , linguistic, and historical context (from the Neolithic period to the death of Cyrus
~BC).

A list of chapter headings and subheadings will illustrate the breadth of information
ilable. These include: writing, education, and literature (writing origins, education and role of
bes, archives and libraries, texts- literary and non-literary); sciences (medicine, mathematics,
onomy, technology, natural sciences, cartography and geography [a special interest of the
lor]); society (city life, countryside, nomads and semi-nomads, class, private houses, family
. property and succession, role of women, fashion, food and drink); recreation; religion
ntheon development and composition, divine representations and service, places of worship,
·shipers, religious personnel, festivals, prophets); government (king, justice, warfare,
mational relations); economy (farming, canals and irrigation, land management, domestic
nomy, foreign trade, crafts and labor). She concludes with a brief look at the legacy of the

1.

While not directly related to the Bible, the volume does show the environment from
ich Abraham came, the life of nations who subjugated Israel for generations (Assyria and
>ylonia), and in which Israel spent many years in exile. The volume should be in all theo-
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logical libraries, and it contains material of interest to interested lay readers, so wou ub
appropriate in church and public libraries as well.
David W. l , .~

A New English Translation of the Septuagint and Other Greek Translatio1ls Traditiol
l1lcluded u1lder That Title. The Psalms. Translated by Albert Pietersma. Oxford and New' 1
Oxford University, 2000: xxvii + 149 pp., paper, $12.99.

Oxford "teases" a hungry audience with this first instalment of an eagerly aw~
English translation of the Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible (includin;l,
Apocrypha) that was widely used by Greek-speaking Jews across the Mediterranean, and thl l
the early church as well. The NETS project, the fruits of many years of labor on the part 0
International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, provides the first En i
translation of this important ancient version since Lancelot Brenton's 1851 edition, which :
based on two codices (the fourth-century Codex Vaticanus, with reference to the fifth-cer
Alexandrinus where Vaticanus is defective).
Students of the Bible studying the use of the Old Testament in the New Testamen
often surprised to find that the wording of the quotation may differ significantly from the worl
found in the Old Testament. This is because our English versions of the Old Testament arl
translations from the Hebrew text, whereas New Testament authors frequently rely on a rea
from the Septuagint version of the Old Testament. With the publication of the NETS, stuCt
will have easy and reliable access to the Greek Old Testament, which will be of great ValUl
them as they study the complexities of how the Old Testament was read and interpreted illl
first Christian centuries.
Although a fresh translation from the critical edition of the Septuagint edited by All
Rahlfs, the NETS intentionally makes the NRSV its starting point to facilitate comparJ
between the Hebrew and Greek text traditions of the Old Testament. Since the Psalms were
most frequently used resource among New Testament authors, the NETS version of this sir
book is worthy of separate publication and an excellent choice to introduce the larger pro~
Pietersma has provided a very fine translation, giving English readers easy access to the PSI
of the early church. I would merely have wished for a little more information on impor
variants in the Septuagint tradition, for example a note in Psalm 39:7 [Heb text: 40:6] that lie
is replaced by "body" in the three major uncials of the Septuagint, a reading that has di
relevance for Hebrews 10:4-10. When the complete NETS is available, it should be considen
necessary purchase by all who search the Scriptures.
David A. deS
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. ..1. Richardson, Hammurabi's Laws: Text, TransLation and GLossary. The Biblical Seminar

I Semitic Texts and Studies 2. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000. 423 pp.,
, cover/paper, $90.00/$35.00.

The geographical area of Mesopotamia is where Abraham set out with his family to
e toward the land he was promised. He left a flourishing civilization, which impacted not
I him, but the wider Near Eastern environment as well through its religion, language,
il·ature and laws, as well as its armies. It is one of its earlier law collections that is the object of
1volume. The laws are significant not only in their own right, but because of the light they can
1 w on Hebrew laws found in the Pentateuch, a light of further understanding, but also a light
!ontrast.
Richardson has published an exemplary analysis which provides much grist for
t lying the biblical laws. He does not undertake this study himself. He does not approach it as a
Ijcal scholar, though he has competence in that field, but rather as an Assyriologist. After a
.f introduction to the text itself, and also to the layout of his book, he provides an outline of
. contents of the laws, and then a transcription of them, along with the text's prolog and epilog,
" Roman characters and a translation into English. These are supplemented by limited
lunent on text critical, linguistic and grammatical matters. Students then are well-served by a
·-page glossary of Akkadian terms, another of proper names, numerals, and units of
surement, a list of roots and stems, of verbal forms, and alphabetical English-Akkadian and
(adian-English indexes.
While most Bible readers will find the simple translations of ANET or COS sufficient
their regular needs, this volume will be valuable for readers who need to go deeper into the
aning of the laws. The volume should be in all serious biblical studies libraries.
David W. Baker
~

k M. Sasson, ed., Civilizations of the Ancient Near East. 4 volumes in 2. Peabody:
ndrickson, 2000. xxxii + 2966 pp. , hardcover, $169.95.

I

This mammoth undertaking is an unaltered reprint of the original publication with the
Ine title by Scribner's in 1995, so those who already have the earlier set should not purchase
s. Those who do not, should.
The project is well-conceived and is, to my knowledge, unique in its form and content.
as originally published as a companion set to Civilization of the Ancient Mediterranean:
·eece and Rome by Michael Grant and Rachel Kritzinger (Scribner's, 1988). It well meets the
~ectations set out by its title, looking at the spectrum of culture divided into 11 parts: the
:ient Near East in western thought; the environment; population; social institutions; history and
lture; economy and trade; technology and artistic production; religion and science; language,
iting and literature; visual and performing arts; and retrospective essays. These are comprised
189 essays by as many authors, who include experts from around the world and across the
igious and theological spectrum. This is appropriate for this is a reference work in history,
:iology and culture rather than in focusing on theology, though that of various societies is
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studied. It is gratifying to see several evangelical contributors included among this august .1
Numerous articles are translated, from Dutch, French, German, Italian, and Russian.
The definition of the geographical area covered is generous for such a work, . a
includes "the core areas of Egypt, Syro-Palestine, Mesopotamia and Anatolia ... the Araii1
Peninsula and ... Northeast Africa .... Crete, Cyprus, Rhodes, Troy, Gordion, Lycia, Lydia, d
Caria" (xxvii). It commences its explorations at the advent of writing in the early 3 rd millenn ln
BC, and continues through the conquest of Alexander the Great over Persia in 330 Be.
Each article is self-contained, so the volumes can be consulted topically and randOl
or by the various civilizations. In order to find your way around, the first volume begins wii
"Cultural Table of Contents" in which the various cultures (ancient Near east generally; anCi
West Asia; Egypt; Mesopotamia; Anatolia, Canaan, Ancient Israel, and Arabia; Elam, Persia, d
Central Asia) are placed along one axis and the 1 1 parts mentioned above are placed along I ~
other. The various topics discussed under each of the intersections is indicated in the grid; J
providing a map to the work.
To supplement the main text, line drawings, black and white photographs, maps, ph
and even excerpts from relevant texts are included, as are extensive bibliographies for e I
article. To help access the massive amount of material, an extensive, 148-page index of subjel.\
places and names is included. Thus one can explore items from abortion through marriage I
witchcraft. The contributors have differing views regarding the value of various histon
sources, including the Bible, some which will be quite different from those of many of :
readers of this review. It is still an interesting and valuable work which should be in all acadeJ::
libraries. It is also the kind of work which lay folk would like to delve into, so would ,
appropriate in many church and personal libraries, though the cost, which is very reasonable I
such an undertaking as this, is likely to preclude the latter.
David W. Bal

I

I

Mark S. Smith, Untold Stories: The Bible and Ugaritic Studies in the Twentieth Centu,
Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2001. xix + 252 pp., hardcover, $29.95.

Ugaritic studies have had major impact on OT studies, even though they 01
commenced in 1928. In that year a site was unearthed at Minet el-Baida which, through I'
archaeological artifacts and epigraphic remains, has revolutionized our understanding I
Canaanite, and thus Israelite, culture and also of the Hebrew language as well as the Semi
family more broadly. In this volume, Mark S. Smith, Skirball Professor of Bible and Anci!
Near Eastern Studies at New York University, presents an interesting and useful study of t
development of the field.
Smith lays out his material in 4 chapters, each looking at a chronological peri
between 1928 and 1999. Chapter One ("Beginnings: 1928 to 1945) describes the first discoven
and the textual decipherment, mentioning all of the key players and showing the parts th
played. The subsequent chapters are: Two- "Synthesis and Comparisons: 1945-1970"; Thr(
"New Texts and Crises in Comparative Method: 1970-1985"; Four- "Resurgence in Tools a
Methods: 1985-1999."

1
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Each chapter begins with a bibliographic section entitled "Texts and Tools." An
:mple of its contents, taken from the third chapter, includes: archaeology, new texts,
rlslations, studies and commemaries, and synthetic studies. The bibliographies alone will make
t volume valuable for students of the field. The volume also provides a useful picture of the
~. elopment of the field, showing paths explored and some needing further work. There are also
dnating glimpses of the personalities involved, their cooperation and animosity, showing that
(olarship is not impartial and passionless. There is also some evaluation of the usefulness of
I contributions made, an evaluative endeavor rare among scholars (at least in print) but useful
[ those who need to work their way through the abundance of material. Especially useful for
[st readers of this review will be the sections on the influences, whether for good or for ill, of
antic studies on biblical studies. A discussion of the contributions of Mitchell Dahood, author
he 3 volume commentary on Psalms for the influential Anchor Bible series is one example of
t.

The volume could be usefully used in several ways. It is entertaining reading in its on
1t, even though some of the sections of names might not be too edifying for the uninitiated. It
'xactly those names that become important for the student reading more seriously in an area.
w, in a day of instantaneous access to information through a computer, it is becoming
mdantly clear that many do not have any critical ability to analyze the usefulness and validity
sources. After all, if it's published, it must be true! This tool could be well used when reading
terial by scholar in the field to see how he is evaluated by at least one of his peers, who has
eived assistance from numerous others in the discipline. The book should be in all seminary
i Bible college libraries, and it is the kind of thing that would find a readership among
erested laypeople.
David W. Baker

nton L. Sparks, Ethnicity and Identity in Ancient Israel: Prolegomena to the Study of Ethnic
'ltiments and Their Expression in the Hebrew Bible. Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1998.

In this careful and well-informed book, Sparks takes up a topic that is gaining
)minence in the contemporary study of the Old Testament, namely the expression of ethnic
ltiments in biblical literature. He is particularly interested in the processes through which
mic sentiments developed in ancient Israel and to that end scrutinizes a select number of
)lical texts. After introducing various issues and models related to ethnicity studies, the book
)ves to a survey of As~yrian, Egyptian and Greek texts. Sparks discovers that Assyrian and
yptian texts reveal scant ethnographical concerns, in contrast to classical Greek literature
presented by Herodotus), which routinely characterizes peripheral "others" with various
praved practices. Merneptah's Stele and the Song of Deborah, two early sources about Israel,
: then set apart for particular analysis and suggest, among other things, a common cultural and
igious identity on the part of Israel, as well as an experience of conflict in the land.
The bulk of the work focuses on selected texts from the prophets (Hosea, Amos, Isaiah,
'emiah, Ezekiel, and Second Isaiah) and Deuteronomy, which by virtue of scholarly consensus
their dating. Sparks regards as reliable sources for charting the development of ethnic
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sentiments. In Hosea, the author detects evidence of intensified ethnic sentiments linke'l (
Israel's ethnic traditions, which he attributes to the influence of Assyrian imperialism. T I~
sentiments, however, are largely lacking in Amos and Isaiah, suggesting that ethnic sentirrr.1
were strong in the Northern Kingdom but not in Judah.
.'
Sparks' exploration of Deuteronomy is, to my mind, the most intriguing and fru !I
section of the book. Deuteronomy is fundamentally concerned with the construction of iden~ I
While Sparks rightly notes that the book orients identity primarily along religious lines, he m';
cogent discussions of the way that Deuteronomy shapes a sense of ethnicity through )
construction of rhetorical others (here the peoples of the land) and the codification of relig l
practices. (Related to the latter, see also L. Stuhlman, "Encroachment in Deuteronomy:
Analysis of the Social World of the D Code," lBL 109 (1990), 613-632).
The author treats texts from Jeremiah in the same chapter, and with particular atten
to those that deal with the identity issues provoked by the first exile (597 B.c.). The exilic pel'
proper constitutes the final period of study (via Ezekiel and Second Isaiah) and results, Sp.:
argues, in a new set of ethnic indicia and a well-integrated history of the nation's ancestors :
corporate life. The final chapter offers a readable summary of the overall program of the stud:1
This book makes its strongest contribution in the descriptions of ethnic sentiffil:
through the close reading of biblical texts. Peripheral arguments, such as Greek influence on
composition of Deuteronomy or Hosea's central role in promulgating a mono-Yahwist theol(
are provocative but tenuous. I would also question whether the development of ethnic sentimt1
Northern Kingdom can be fully attributed to its experience as a peripheral community unded
core domination of Assyria. Do we really know that much about the nature of Assyria's dLl
involvement in 8th Century Palestine? Could not the encroachment of Damascus, as well aS l
harassment that Israel endured from surrounding peoples in the latter half of the 8 th Century,
the primary fodder for the intensification of ethnic sentiments?
A "prolegomena" is sure to spark these and many more questions. Despite
quibbles, I applaud the author for tackling this neglected and timely topic and for significaI
advancing our understanding of it.
L. Daniel Ha

Joseph T. Lienhard, ed., Old Testament III: Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy. And
Christian Commentary on Scripture. Downers Grove, IL.: InterVarsity, 2001. .

Commentary writing isn't what it used to be. Scholarly commentaries typically 0:
an analysis of the grammatical, lexical, and formal attributes of the text while giving attentior
issues of composition, rhetoric, and historical and social context. Popular and devotic
commentaries build on the foundation laid by scholarship and focus on the biblical te:
relevance to the modem church or scripture's role in deepening personal spirituality. Recen
engagement with various strains of postmodern thought has crept into the enterprise and, in sc
quarters, has challenged the genre altogether. The interested reader who turns to a contempor
biblical commentary may therefore find exposition based on the latest information on histor
context and current discussions on method or exegesis. Where a history of interpretatiOl
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I vided,

the review will generally entail a rehearsal of scholarship since the rise of the
orical-critical method, with only sparse reference (if at all) to "pre-critical" interpretation.
'tical" interpretation, it would seem, is what matters to the contemporary commentary writer.
. spite their wisdom and utility, modem commentaries thus often reinforce the disconnection
, ween the contemporary and historical experience of the church.
The work under review here is part of a series that revives a more ancient way of
enting on scripture, a way that valued the insights of the earliest interpreters of scripture.
e Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture takes its cue from the medieval practice of
npiling a chain of interpretation on a given passage of scripture (called a catena), drawn from
writings of the patristic period. Following this format, each volume in the series quotes a
;sage of scripture and then offers a sampling of patristic commentary on it. The reader is
ped by an overview that introduces the chain of quotations and by topical headings that
ranize the comments in light of key aspects of the verse or passage. Precise references identify
. source of each quotation, and footnotes provide information on biblical cross references and
dard editions of the works quoted.
The commentary on the biblical text is rich and diverse. Fully half of the quotations
:us on Exodus, reflecting the early church's interest in the particulars of the exodus, covenant,
j tabernacle. As one might expect, some of the quotations adopt an allegorical or typological
roach. What struck this reviewer, however, is the depth of exegetical and theological
gagement with the biblical text. There is little evidence here of the naIvete that modem biblical
10lars sometimes attribute to patristic commentators. Rather, the comments demonstrate that
Church Fathers were people of profound intellect as well as profound faith. There are many
'ights here that will bring new understanding for any interested student of the Bible.
The volume begins with a concise but informative overview of related issues: the
propriation of the Old Testament as scripture, the early church's use of the Septuagint, the
Iven commentaries on the Pentateuch extant from the period, and the development of an
legetical method built from classical models of interpretation. An appendix contains a table of
Its of all documents cited (arranged by author), a timeline of patristic authors, biographical
Ftches and summaries of fulonymous works, an extensive bibliography, and subject and
ripture indexes. This material provides ample background and reference materials, so that even
e reader unacquainted with the patristic period can use the volume with profit.
The editor is to be commended for a work that is notable both for the breadth of sources
I which it draws and for the wealth of wisdom it offers.
The modem exegete will find
lffiulating insights and "new" exegetical possibilities, while those who seek guidance in
eaching or spiritUal formation will find many treasures. This book should be on the shelf of
ly serious student of the Pentateuch.
L. Daniel Hawk
I

lmmi 1. Schneider, Judges. Berit Olam. Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2000.
Although literary study of Judges has generated a significant body of scholarship,
;hneider's is the first significant reading of the book as a whole in more than a decade.
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Working primarily from the Masoretic Text, the author undertakes a close reading th,'
particularly sensitive to issues of leadership and the role of women in the book. Judges be
with a quest for leadership and ends with a comment on the lack of a king in Israel. Schne
demonstrates how much of the intervening material is taken up with different forms of leader
and with evaluations (good and bad) of the monarchy (which the narrator foreshadows at II
points). Revealing in this respect is her attention to the presence of women in the narral
whose primary role, in her view, is to test the mettle of the male leadership and serve:!
barometer of how the Isr~elites get along in the land. The commentary on the relevant tex I
often insightful and stays close to the text, although I find myself wishing for more treatmer,
the use of metaphor in these texts - an aspect of the narrative that has attracted many femi
writers (e.g. the bizarre conjunctions of birth and death imagery in the Jael/Deborah texts,
aura of out-of-bounds sexuality in the Samson narrative, and the power of women's Spf
throughout the book). Taken as a whole, Schneider's careful reading complements conventi(
historical-critical treatments of Judges and makes a solid contribution toward the interpretatio
the book.
L. Daniel Hi I

I

Mordechai Cogan J Kings. The Anchor BibLe 10. New York: Doubleday, 2001. xvii + 556 '
hardcover, $50.00.

This volume completes the work begun on Kings that the author published on 2 Ki
in the same series in collaboration with Hayim Tadmor in 1988. It follows the familiar patten
this prestigious series. Since it is the first of the two volumes on the books of Kings, inclu
here are the extensive introductory materials on both books. These begin with the author's (
translation, which is based on the Hebrew text reconstructed during the course of the commenl
rather than upon the regular Masoretic text.
Included in the introduction are discussions of the name of 'Kings' and its 10catiOI
the canon, the texts and versions witnessing to it, Cogan's translation approach (which he se
to make as consistent and literal as possible, though lapses from this can cause one to catch Ii
gems such as that in 1 Kings 1 where the elderly and failing King David not only failed to 'km
Abishag in a sexual sense [v. 4], he failed even to 'know' that his son Adonijah was tryin~
usurp the throne [v. 18]), language and philology (justifying the significant use of Sem
cognates in interpretation), the composition of Kings including its sources (including '~I
History of the Kings of Israel,' 'The History of the Kings of Judah,' 'The Book of the deed~
Solomon,' undesignated tales, prophetic tales and narratives, and Temple records) and authors
(the anonymous Deuteronomist or Deuteronomistic Historian), chronology, 'history: bibli
text, archaeology, and extrabiblical documentation' (with relevant extrabiblical documents, i.e
selection of a city list of Shoshenq IIShishak, part of one of Shalmaneser Ill's annals, and pari
the inscription by the Syrian king Hazael known, as the Tel Dan Inscription, translated in
appendix), and an outline of historical events between 970 and 850. There then follows a 49-p:
bibliography covering works ranging between 1660 and 2000.
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The body of the commentary proper begins each section with the author' s translation,
h is followed by notes and comments. The author explains these as follows: "The detailed
s .. . clarify textual and linguistic matters, in a sense, justifying the translation. In addition,
: illS and places are identified, and attention is called to the world of the ancient Near East.
:hird subdivision, the Comment, contains a discussion of the structure of the individual units
I their themes, paying specific attention to literary and form-critical issues" (p. 83). The
, me concludes with the appendix mentioned plus ones on the chronology of Israel and Judah,
I n the ancient Near East (kings of Assyria from 1012-609, of Babylonia from 625-539, and
)t from 1033-525 BC, and indexes of subjects, references cited, and words cited from
ldian, Arabic, Aramaic, Egyptian, Greek, Hebrew, Hittite, Latin, Phoenician, Sumerian,
lC, Tamil and Ugaritic.
While not agreeing with all of Cogan's interpretations (as if one could find a
mentary with which one could completely agree!), this work provides many excellent
;hts and will need to be consulted by all students of Kings. In light of this, it needs to be in
y serious collection.
David W. Baker

tin 1. Mulder, 1 Kings, vol 1: 1 Kings 1-11. Historical Commentary on the Old Testament.

ven: Peeters, 1998. xxix + 604 pp., paper, $66.00.

This volume continues an excellent commentary series, some volumes of which have
ady been reviewed in this Journal. Unfortunately, the author passed away in 1994, before he
ld see his work, originally published in Dutch, appear in English. Possibly due to this loss, the
duction, while adequate, is less extensive than some in the series have been. It covers various
ions of the Kings text, parallels between it and Chronicles and Josephus, authorship and
ng (between 560--400 BC by redactor[s] using numerous pre-exiting sources, with a
:ussion of the 'Deuteronomistic History'), the sections' character and content (focusing on the
ridic dynasty's consolidation of power), linguistic aspects (claiming associations with
lteronomy and Jeremiah), the Temple of Solomon, and a very brief, and usually general,
iography. It is in this last element that the reader will need supplementation.
The commentary itself consists of the author's own translation, a brief introduction to
pericope, and a detailed exegesis which particularly focuses on linguistic and historical
erial. There is little or no summary interpretation or theological reflection. Hebrew and other
~ign languages are generally left untransliterated and untranslated, so some degree of biblical
'wledge is assumed. This will probably limit the volume to more serious, academic libraries.
thank the publishers for presenting this useful work, and regret the premature passing of the
lor, whose continued reflection would no doubt have made a useful volume excellent.
David W. Baker
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lain Provan, The NIV Application Commentary: Ecclesiastes-Song of Songs.
Zondervan Publishing House, 2001. 399 pp" hardcover, $24.99.

Grand

Ra~

:

Provan, a minister in the Church of Scotland who teaches at Regent Collegt! 1
Vancouver, British Columbia, has written one of the most recent additions to a fine serieH
commentaries, useful for all who take their study and exegesis of the Bible seriously. I beu
collecting volumes in this series a few years ago on the recommendation of a colleague, and bi ~
been grateful for the insights provided by each author.
Provan's volume on Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs (or Song of Solomon) foW'3
the same format as the others in the series. It begins with an introduction to each book, an out ie
and a selected bibliography. What follows is a transcription of the text in the New Internati(J1
Version, pericope by pericope. This is followed by an exegetical study under the title "Orig !
Meaning". "Bridging Contexts" makes up the next section, which seeks to move the reader fi 1
the original context to today's. Finally, the "Contemporary Significance" section applies the : t
to contemporary times.
For the sake of this review, I chose to study the section on the familiar text" j
Ecclesiastes 3.1-22. The author's exegetical section is very well done, and is accessible to t 1
pastors and lay students of the text. As is common throughout the series, words in an orig:!
biblical language are printed in a transliterated format. Provan does not assume that every rea' I
understands Hebrew, and so translates the words in question as part of the context of his writi'
Further, he will often give an alternate translation to that offered by the New Internatio
Version. If a grammatical issue arises, which might seem somewhat ancillary to the point ofI:
statement he is making, he places it in a footnote. I found even the footnotes helpful, thOll
skipping over them does not damage the integrity of the scholarship.
The "Bridging Contexts" section does exactly that: it bridges the text in question v
the rest of the Old Testament (and Old Testament history), and with the New Testament in
thematic context. Provan writes of a common theme throughout the section (in this case, "1
God is in control of time", p. 96). Not unlike Qohelet himself, the author plays something (
prophetic role when he says, "We forget that the Bible has not been given to us primaril)1
satisfy our curiosity, but to engage our lives. We forget that the resurrection itself does '
appear primarily in the New Testament as an idea about the future, but as a ground for pres
faith and holiness" (p. 97). This is a word from the Lord for us all, and something that past'
and teachers of Scripture can apply to our own lives, as well as to the lives of our hearers.
Pro van is very careful in his section on "Contemporary Significance" to avoid
pitfall that can happen so easily in such a peri cope on application: staleness. The possibi:
always exists, when writing a commentary and seeking to make it apply to the day at hand, t
the application will become 'not applicable'. While it may have been relevant to the time it ,
written, it runs the risk of becoming irrelevant to the times should the book sit on the shelf
five, ten, or twenty years. Provan's application of the text, while offering contempor
illustrations, is not so contemporary that it may cease to be useful to the preacher in anotil
generation. He cites the concept of life after death as a commonality between the text ~
society, which is true in virtually any age. He mentions the "proliferation of 'spiritualities'" ~
98), which is common today - though since future generations may note this era for being
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, iritual ' (but not necessarily in the right ways), it will still serve as a good illustration in years
):ome. The author also cites the common phrase carpe diem, and relates it to the text, with a
. ological critique of its use in the film Dead Poets Society in light of the biblical understanding
; the value of seizing the day. He is not afraid to critique the church, reminding us that the
: ristian faith is not so much about oppressive rules as it is about loving and enjoying God.
I highly recommend The NIV Application Commentary series as a valuable tool for
:Ise who want to make the Bible come alive in their lives and in the lives of those they
luence.
Jeffrey Loach

lTVa 1. Dawn, To Walk and Not Faint: A Month of Meditations on Isaiah 40. 2nd ed. Grand
pids: Eerdmans, 1997. xiii + 189 pp., paper, $15.00.
Marva Dawn is a gifted writer and speaker on areas where biblical studies and theology
" and show, God through the darkness. Those who appreciate her many writings will find
efit here as well.
After a brief introduction to how she want people still to hear God in their daily
eriences, Dawn places Isaiah 40 in its literary and historical context. She then has brief, 4-6
ge meditations on each of the 31 verses of the chapter, making a handy monthly devotional
cle. While not a commentary per se, the book looks seriously but readably at words, structure,
d theology, particularly practical or applicational theology. It explores how centuries old
igious literature can connect with our hectic, all too unreligious lives. Each section ends with a
r es of questions for further meditation, seeking personal, missional, and ecclesiological
plication of each verse of this key theological text.
I
The book will be useful for personal and corporate Bible study and prayer. Small
JUpS should find it helpful as part of their spiritual formation, and students and preachers can
~ in it a model of making study of scripture relevant so it will touch peoples' lives.
David W. Baker

I

I

W. Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations. Interpretation. Louisville: John Knox Press, 2002.
rdcover, $21.95.
This commentary is part of the Interpretation series of Bible commentaries designed for
lching and preaching. Dobbs-Allsopp writes with the desire that the discussions in this
mmentary be overheard by a Jewish audience as well. The text of the commentary was written
fore the September 11 th attack, but is understood by the readers in a different manner after the
Lgedy. Is Lamentations a book more contemporary than we would like for life in this new
ntury? Lamentations, notes the author, is perhaps known best from its use in services
Immemorating Jewish national calamities, particularly the destruction of the temple (first and
cond) and the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans. Noted in the preface are the lines from
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the opening of Lamentations that were the first words from one New Jersey pulpit on the I
after the terrible events of September 11, 2001: 'How lonely sits the city that once was fuld
people!'
One will find that this commentary fits within the scope of the Interpretation sel'
umbrella of commentaries published by John Knox Press. The series attempts to bridge the I
between more scholarly commentaries and the practicalities of the pulpit.
Dobbs-Allsopp's honest analysis of Lamentations as a whole underscores the te>,
harshness and its fumbling for answers that never come. The author refuses to back away fr~
the harsh truth of the text, allowing the reader to see the hope that rises out of the ashes and ru
of Jerusalem. The commentary is helpful in seeing the poetic structure of Lamentations t
'gives permission to grieve and provides a vocabulary for grief.' Hope hangs on by the thinn
of threads and this is one of the underlying messages of Lamentations.
Cliff Stewart, Abilene, Te;1

I. H. Marshall, ed., Moulton and Geden Concordance to the Greek New Testament. Si;.
Edition, Fully Revised. London and New York: T. & T. Clark, 2002. xxi + 1121 pp., hardcov
$100.00.

The Concordance compiled by W. F. Moulton and A. S. Geden, revised a
supplemented by H. K. Moulton in 1978, has been the standard Greek-text concordance 1
scholarly study of the New Testament for over a century. I. H. Marshall, with a team '
dedicated laborers, has made this tool even more accurate, user-friendly, and visually appealir
This latest revision provides a concordance not only to the Greek texts of Wescott and Hort a
Tischendorf, but also the fourth edition of the United Bible Societies' Greek New Testament, t
now-standard eclectic text. Every word except for the most common (the definite article, de, a
kai) is represented. H. K. Moulton's supplement of prepositions has been fully incorporated ir
the main text, rather than standing at the back. Each occurrence of a word is given a separ~
entry, even when found within the same verse. Strong's numbering system has been discarde
which is appropriate since that English-Greek resource has long-since become outmoded by t
lexical advances made by several generations. The whole has been typeset in a much mo
visually-appealing font.
Dr. Marshall has retained the best features of the original concordance, most nota
the listing of common words according to particular forms or usages rather than all togeth
under one entry. For example, the entry for eimi, the verb "to be," does not merely give:
undifferentiated string of occurrences of the word, but rather groups these by grammatical for
(present-tense indicative forms, then subjunctives, optatives, imperatives, and participles; thl
imperfect and future forms). The entries for ei, the word "if," are sub grouped according to tl
common uses of the word: ei; ei me, ei tis, etc. This makes for a much more helpful concordanc
as the student can both examine the occurrences of a particular form or usage in the Ne
Testament, as well as have access to the complete array of uses of a word.
David A. deSil'
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'laId Annstrong, ed., The Truth About Jesus. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998. 160 pp. , paper.

The fourth Anglican Institute Conference Birmingham Alabama 1997 provided the
(1m for the nine papers published in this volume. Papers were given by Fleming Rutledge,
lter W. L. Eversley, Edward L. Salmon, John Koenig, Diogenes Allen and Gareth Jones. In
'IV of their contribution to current debates about Christo logy I will focus on those offered by N.
i Nright and Alister Mc Grath.
Wright's short essay 'Jesus and the Quest' usefully sets the 'quest' for the historical
us (which has been rumbling along now for a quarter of a century) against the background of
I Enlightenment. The Jesus Seminar follows the trajectory of William Wrede, Ed Sanders is in
line of Albert Schweitzer and Luke Timothy Johnson is a kind of Martin Kahler redivivus.
lally valuable is his summary of some elements of the lengthy Jesus and the Victory of God.
we have come to expect from Tom Wright all this is done with enviable lucidity and erudition
l with even-handedness to those from whom he differs.
Underlying this essay is Wright' s passion for Jesus and the Gospel as history.
mrnitment to the historical Jesus is a matter of genuine discipleship. We must abandon Jesus
1 the NT ('the Superman myth') as a mere vehicle for timeless truths for this is not true to
tory and it gets close to the old heresy of Docetism.
He concludes with three 'reconstructions' of the historical Jesus as relating to (a) the
flgdom of God and Eschatology; (b) The Meaning of the Cross, and (c) Jesus and the God of
ael. Jesus' context was Israel suffering for her sins under Gentile occupation where any
)mise of the 'kingdom of God' meant political liberation. His 'kingdom' message had nothing
do with heaven post mortem but the post-exilic prophets' hope of the restoration of Israel, her
mple and her people. As 'Messiah' Jesus was the Lord's Anointed agent for this moment;
lessiah' did not then imply deity as the Second Person of the Trinity. Jesus' death was the
incentration in the sufferings of one man (the Servant of the Lord) of the so-called 'messianic
,)es' in which he took on himself the judgment of God for Israel's sins. By this act Jesus
~leemed Israel and provided for the redemption of the world. Jesus saw himself as Yahweh's
Inamic presence with his people. God was 'with him,' showed his face in Jesus' suffering.
But what is Wright's Christology in this short essay? On one hand he brackets himself
th Ed Sanders and Ben Meyer in following Albert Schweitzer's identification of Jesus as an
ocalyptic prophet. On the other, however, he states that 'Jesus believed he was Israel's
essiah'. It's unclear here whether Wright's Jesus is equally both 'Prophet' and 'Messiah', or
lether he was at heart the one and only metaphorically the other, that is, whether he was a
1essianic' prophet or a 'prophetic' Messiah? This is unfortunate since his position is
lambiguous in Victory where Jesus' understanding of himself as the Messiah is strongly argued.
In short, while this brief essay eases us into Tom Wright's innovative Christology, I do
It think the author has altogether done justice to his own exposition of Jesus as the Christ
ticulated in Victory (see pp. 477-539). Furthennore, Wright's attitude to questions of ontology
main unclear to me. It is one thing to observe that in Jesus God was dynamically present and
tive. But was that divine presence and activity unique to Jesus in ways that the Nicene fathers
ruggled to express in ontological terms notably in the association that the Son was homoousios
lth the Father?
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In his 'Jesus: The Only Way?' Alister McGrath addresses the pressing problem 01
uniqueness of Christ for Christians in pluralistic western societies. This problem is sharpene.
the distinction noted by Lesslie Newbiggin between pluralism 'as a fact of life and ... a ,
ideology'. It is the latter that imposes such pressure on Christians as to both their own beliefs!
their proclamation of the gospel which, if they hold to, brings the odium of political correctnel
McGrath urges dialogue between Christians and others, though not with the prospe,~
homogenizing the various viewpoints. On the contrary, McGrath sees dialogue aS I~
opportunity to understand what others believe and in a context of mutual respect to press
claims of Christ. Such dialogue effectively forces Christians to re-assess their own foundat.
for faith and occasionally to re-open or re-align aspects of the faith under the pressure of del
McGrath laments that dialogue frequently skirts the critical differences, e.g., between Christ ~
and Jews regarding the Incarnation of the Son of God.
In an exploration of semantic issues McGrath clarifies who 'God' is accordin:l
Christians and what they mean by 'salvation'. It is as if you only need to exegete these to g
that Jesus is, indeed, the 'only way' whether to 'God' or to 'salvation'. 'God' is 'Christ-like"
'salvation' is a redemptive relationship between God and his people achieved in and by Christ
McGrath declares this salvation to be open to all people to which end he encour:
evangelism. But it is not made clear whether those who do not specifically confess Cl
actually enjoy that salvation. Put bluntly, are those outside Christ lost?
Paul Barnett, Bishop of North Syd

Ronald Brownrigg, Who's Who in the New Testament. London! New York: Routledge, 2002. '
pp., paper, $14.95.
Lavinia Cohn-Sherbok, Who's Who in Christianity. London! New York: Routledge, 2002.
pp., paper, $14.95.

These two volumes are part of the Routledge Who's Who series which are mean
provide accessible biographical guides to the average reader. Other volumes in the series incll
Who's Who in Shakespeare; Who's Who in Jewish History; Who's Who in Twentieth-Cent
World Poetry. The series is not meant for scholarly research but in the instance of both of th
volumes reviewed provide brief summaries of an individual's biography without commentary
significance assessed. Attention is given to relevant environment and archaeological evidel
The editors assume little knowledge of places and persons, therefore the reader is reminded 01
of chronology of events plus other names and dates which might be helpful.
Who's Who in the New Testament is comprehensive including all those individl
mentioned by name in the New Testament along with those who are mentioned but are unnar
(the centurian, political groups, etc.) Of value is the English translation of many names cited.
example, Eutychus who unfortunately fell asleep during a long sermon of Paul, fell from a see<
story window. Fortunately, Paul ran to his rescue and pronounced him not dead but alive U
20:9) The Greek translation of Eutychus is "fortunate."
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Who ' s Who in Christianity cannot be as comprehensive as the former volume on
in the New Testament. Some individuals such as Jesus, Paul, Martin Luther, Pope
)1 XXIII could not be overlooked. Other entries were selected as representatives of certain
r rical eras or schools of thought. Each individual selected had a continuing effect on the
'jlstian church. Helpful are the short bibliographical references cited after an individual's entry.
This reviewer finds these volumes to be readable and concise. Of course, for any
: )US study these descriptions would be of little use. They are designed as the preface says for
I xdinary reader.
Cliff Stewart, Abilene, TX
I viduals

Carey and L. G. Bloomquist, eds., Vision and Persuasion: Rhetorical Dimensions of
I calyptic Discourse. St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 1999. xii + 203 pp., paper, $22.99.

This collection of essays seeks to bring the insights of rhetorical and socio-rhetorical
to bear on a body of literature that is least receptive to "traditional" rhetorical analysis,
j lely apocalypses.
The essays are held together by a common interest in unpacking the
jtegies and techniques by which authors of apocalypses try to persuade their hearers to adopt a
~icular view of the world and set of attitudes and responses to the world. The collection
r des the following contributions:
r cism

[g Carey, "Introduction: Apocalyptic Discourse, Apocalyptic Rhetoric"
D. C. Polaski, "Deconstruction, Construction, Argumentation: A Rhetorical Reading of
Isaiah 24-27"
1. Kaltner, "Is Daniel Also among the Prophets? The Rhetoric of Daniel 10-12"
D. F. Watson, "Paul's Appropriation of Apocalyptic Discourse: The Rhetorical Strategy of 1
Thessalonians"
G. C. Steele, "Discipline and Disclosure: Paul's Apocalyptic Asceticism in 1 Corinthians"
V. K. Robbins, "Rhetorical Ritual: Apocalyptic Discourse in Mark 13"
D. A. deSilva, "Fourth Ezra: Reaffirming Jewish Cultural Values through Apocalyptic
Rhetoric"
E. M. Humphrey, "In Search of a Voice: Rhetoric through Sight and Sound in Revelation
11:15 -- 12:17"
Greg Carey, "The Ascension of Isaiah: Characterization and Conflict"
L. G. Bloomquist, "Methodological Criteria for Apocalyptic Rhetoric: A Suggestion for the
Expanded Use of Sociorhetorical Analysis"
I

Vision and Persuasion is a groundbreaking work, since only a few articles had been
I)lished prior to this volume on the subject of the rhetoric of apocalypses. This volume
icipates, moreever, many more studies to come in this growing arena of scholarship.
lI
David A. deSilva
I
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N. Clayton Croy, Endurance ill Suffering: Hebrews 12:1-13 in its Rhetorical, Religious,
Philosophical Context. SNTSMS 98. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998. x + .
pp., $59.95.

Clayton Croy's published dissertation provides a careful and sound analysis of
12: 1-13, particularly its theology of suffering in light of Greco-Roman and Jewish conversatill '
Croy's examination of the athletic metapk ;
about the meaning and purpose of suffering.
woven in throughout this passage sheds significant light on Heb 12: 1-4, particularly regardingq!
meaning of "witnesses" in 12: 1 and the proper translation of the preposition uv'tl (12:2) as "wi,
view to" rather than "instead of." He also advances a compelling argument for understancl)
God's discipline in 12:5-11 as educative discipline rather than corrective punishment, expm l
along the way the ideological commitments that tend to drive commentators to read this pass '
as punitive chastisement.
This work is a model dissertation in its formulation of the question, its crit J
interaction with the history of interpretation, its detailed examination of both the Greco-Ror 1
and Jewish backgrounds informing a New Testament text, its methodological rigor, and !
commitment to bring the fruits of exegetical work to bear on theological and pastoral applicati !
of the text. It will become necessary reading for all future interpretation ofHeb 12:1-13.
David A. deS ~ E

Holman Christian Standard Bible: Reader's Text New Testament. Nashville, TN: Holman Bl ~
Publishers, 2001. 372 pp., $6.99.

This new translation seeks to provide an accurate representation of the original Gr ~
in current, idiomatic, readable English. It moves betwen "formal equivalence" (the attemp ':
represent to syntax of the original, represented in the extreme by the NASB) and "dyna' :
equivalence" (the attempt to capture the meaning of the original, represented in the extremell
the Living Bible and the Message). In general, the result is an accurate, contempOl I
translation. In some places, such as 1 Peter 2:7 and 3:7, it has overcome generations of fal ~
translation, showing that the team of translators indeed took pains to "rediscover" the meaninr .
the Greek rather than be influenced unduly by English predecessors like the KJV and R~'
Unlike the NRSV and the NIV "inclusive version," the HCSB does not seek "polit I
correctness."
The desire for a completely inclusive translation led the NRSV translal l
committee to replace many instances of "brothers," for example, with "believers" or "friends' .
"beloved," diluting the impression of "kinship" that the New Testament author is intention.:
trying to create. However, I would have found it preferable for both the NRSV and HCSB to I I
"brothers and sisters" consistently, achieving both the preservation of the meaning of the orig:;1
and the benefits of non-gender specific language.
Of course, no translation is perfect, and all are ideologically motivated. The ideol, :
of the HCSB may be apparent in its decision to place a subject heading between Eph 5:21 I
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Ih 5:22, thus causing a reader to pause between the injunction to mutual submission and the
iitructions given to husband and wife. Placement of a subject heading here is a well-known
,vice for muting the mutual submission that is to mark all Christian relationships so that the
I:rarchical model of the nuclear family (especially of marriage) may be retained and legitimated
I the basis of Eph 5:22 and following (a position that could not be maintained if one began at
Ih 5:21). Of course, the fact that Eph 5:22 has no verb and depends completely on Eph 5:21 for
s to be supplied should lead any Bible translator to keep these verses together in a single
!.tion (indeed, even a single sentence).
But even more objectionable than such infelicities in the translation are the
iroductions to each book of the New Testament. These consist of brief notes touching on the
I lowing: the title; the key text (canon within the canon?); key term; one-sentence summary; and
Irpose. The one-sentence summaries are invariably reductions of the book to a piece of
I positional theology. The summary of Hebrews, for example, reads as follows: "Jesus Christ,
o is better than the angels, Moses, Joshua, and the Hebrew hgh priests, offered a better
~ ~rifice and instituted a better covenant, making the old covenant obsolete and underscoring
. th as the basis for God's approval." The "summary" represents only the propositional or
positional sections of Hebrews, and leaves the equally prominent -- and rhetorically dominant 10rtatory sections completely unrepresented. Is this an accident? a choice? Whichever, it
'kes this reviewer as unwise. The New Testament authors seek to transform people's hearts
d lives, not merely present propositional truths, and any presumption to "summarize" a New
:stament book should reflect this larger purpose. Perhaps, then, the summary of Hebrews
mId better read, "Since Jesus Christ has outdone all previous mediators of divine favor in
inging us access to God, Christians are challenged to keep faith with Jesus no matter what
ssures are brought to bear on them." At any rate, some summary that preserved both the
positional/propositional and the life-shaping emphases of Hebrews would have been more
propriate.

In some instances, the single-sentence summary is clearly enforcing the ideology of the
slators/editors. For example, the message of Galatians is alleged to be that "sinners are
stified and live out a godly life by trusting in Jesus Christ alone, rather than by keeping the law
doing good works." First, this summary statement assumes that Paul has to polemicize against
od works as a basis for justification. In fact, he does not. He must only polemicize against
lose regulations of Torah and other Jewish customs that reinforce the distinction between Jew
\d Gentile. Paul, in fact, believes that doing good works leads to eternal reward (Romans 2:6I). Second, "living out a godly life" must include the doing of good works for Paul, who
lpects to find "faith working through love" among his converts (Gal 5:6). So this summary
atement tries to make the reader filter Galatians through a "good works versus faith" debate that
!ver happened in Paul's career, and that represents a shallow understanding of the Reformation
a issues that gave rise to such slogans as "faith alone" in the first place. The summary sentence
1 Romans, which clarifies that justification means "imputed" righteousness, betrays a similar
.eology, according to which Paul is not really concerned with transforming lives and hearts so
,at people actually do what is righteous before God as a result of following the Spirit given to
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them. The effect of these introductions is to provide a safe, conservative, proposition:1,oriented lens for the reading of the whole.
As with all translations, one needs to be wary in the use of this one. It is but I e
representation of the Word of God, and not the thing in itself. In any case, its editd
introductions should be ignored completely in favor of a more judicious introduction to the r;\
Testament.
David A. deS I

Morna Hooker, The Signs of a Prophet: The Prophetic Actions of Jesus. Harrisburg, PA: Tri 1
Press, 1997. 114 pp., paper, $14.00.

Signs began as the Schaffer lectures delivered at Yale University (1995).
The core argument of Signs is that historically Jesus was seen (by many) in his day \:
prophet.

This affirmation is set against a sketch of prophetic activity in the ~T. Here three ki~
of such activity are identified. First, there are prophetic actions which manifest divine po
(e.g., Moses dividing the Red Sea to allow the Hebrews to escape). Second, there are r ,
miraculous symbols which point to an act of God in the future (e.g., Jeremiah breaking a pc I
point to the coming destruction of Jerusalem). Third, Professor Hooker points to miracui,
signs that authenticate the genuineness of the prophet (e.g., Moses' staff that turns into a snakfi
Morna Hooker notes that our usual identification of 'prophets' with the 'Wri 'l
prophets' blurs the reality that Moses, Samuel, Elijah and Elisha were also prophets. Thi'
specially significant in that these non-writing prophets were often associated with the vari
kinds of 'signs' noted above.
But was there a 'cessation of prophecy' with the completion of the Canon? To be s
there were no more writing prophets. Yet Qumran texts and NT references make it abunda!
clear that an expectation existed for the coming of 'a prophet like Moses' who is also called '
prophet' (as prophesied in Deut 18: 18ft). Furthermore, a related hope was held for an Elijah-t
prophet. Thus the rise of a John the Baptist, of various 'sign prophets' c. A.D. 40-70 (I
Theudas and the Egyptian) and the rise of Jesus himself as a prophet agreeably fits in with
beliefs of the post-Malachi era.
It is against this analysis and reconstruction that Professor Hooker points to Jesus .
'prophet mighty in word and deed'. The 'signs' that Jesus was, indeed, such a prophet were
in particular. First, Jesus' miracles of exorcism and healing (whose historicity she accepts
broad terms; the 'nature' miracles she leaves out of account), which coincide with the :
category of OT miracle actions, point to the eschatological inbreaking of the Kingdom of (
But, second, there were also, as in the second OT species, non-miraculous symbols associ:
with Jesus. Among these were the choice of the Twelve, eating with outcasts and sinners
final acts in Jerusalem - riding up to the City, the cursing of the fig tree, the clearing of
Temple and the institution of the Fellowship Meal. A critical part of Hooker's argument is '
Jesus performed no sign authenticating his own ministry per se (the third OT category, n(
above).
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Morna Hooker allows that each evangelist, in his own way, 'interprets' Jesus to be
re than a Prophet' the title of her final chapter. Mark and Matthew see Jesus as the Christ.
. Luke he is, above all, the 'prophet like Moses' and in John the one in whose miracle 'works'
see God at work.
This raises some very large issues.
First, I ask whether Hooker's threefold format of aT 'signs' in her opening chapter did
set up a too rigid template by which Jesus as a prophet must be measured and assessed?
Second, it seems likely that Professor Hooker has downplayed Jesus' deliberate choice
Twelve to 'follow' and 'be with' him. In light of the historic scattering of the twelve tribes
s' calling of Twelve must be considered both astonishing and potent in its times. Here is a
~athered and a re-constituted Israel attached to Jesus. But this in tum must be connected with
'new temple' Jesus said would be raised after three days.
Third, if historically Jesus was 'a prophet mighty in word and deed' how is it that the
pels are not titled and focused on 'Jesus the prophet'? In fact, in their own ways each of the
spel writers identifies his book and focuses its contents on Jesus as the Christ/the Messiah. To
mind, I do not believe Hooker has explained the process by which Jesus has come to be
sented as the Christ and why Jesus as (the) prophet took a diminished role.
Here I offer two observations.
One is (as Vermes observed in JeSllS the Jew, 1973) that the rise of the 'sign prophets'
inning with Theudas in the forties served to diminish the apostles' emphasis on Jesus as 'the
Iphet' which was true of Jesus historically and which was declared kerygmatically (in some
ly speeches in Acts).
The other is that the disciples' recognition of Jesus as the Christ, and Jesus' acceptance
that title at Caesarea Philippi is, indeed, historical. To be sure, Jesus' initial 'Kingdom'
clamation in words and its 'sign', the expulsion of unclean spirits, was a 'prophetic' activity,
that dominated the earlier part of the Public Ministry. But over time it dawned on the
ciples and came to be articulated by Peter for the Twelve that Jesus was the 'king of God's
ngdom', thus 'more than a prophet', the very Messiah and Son of David himself. From that
fession given and received every subsequent action of Jesus was first and foremost messianic
he march by the Son of David towards David's City, the kingly Entry to Jerusalem, the cursing
the unresponding Fig tree, the 'sign' of the replacement of the Temple with a genuinely
II
lvidic 'house'. Agreed, these 'signs' were prophetic in idiom, but only in a subsidiary sense.
[marily they were messianic signs. In David's City and to David's 'house' came the heir of
lvid, his 'seed' to assume his kingly rule from which to build a new 'house'.
I
If, as I believe, these events are historical they must reflect Jesus' own mind so as to his
(ntity and mission. In tum, these formed and shaped the thinking of the first Christians and
Lablished that the thought of the early church and its kerygma were messianic so that its people
1m the middle thirties were dubbed Christianoil 'adherents of the Christ'. Thus the thought of
! NT is dominated by Christology that derived from Jesus himself. Hooker's preoccupation
th Jesus as prophet obscures this.
Paul Barnett, Bishop of North Sydney
3
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John P. Meier, A Margillal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus, vol. 3. Companions Ii I
Competitors. Anchor Bible Reference Library. New York: Doubleday, 2001. xiv + 669r l
hardcover, $42.50.
.

The third volume of Meier's projected four volume work, A Marginal Jew, focusei
the subtitle states, on those who surrounded Jesus, both companions and competitors. As il
previous two volumes, Meier's scholarship is outstanding, his documentation massive, anI!
conclusions well reasoned. While the reader may not agree with all Meier has to say, one wh
greatly enriched by the experience.
The book is divided into two major sections, "Jesus the Jew and His Jewish Follow :
(pp.I-285) and "Jesus the Jew and His Jewish Competitors" (pp. 287-613). The book cond
(pp. 614-647) with section entitled "Integrating Jesus' Jewish Relationships into the W
Picture." In the first section, the followers of Jesus are divided into three groups, the crowds'
disciples and the twelve. The crowds are defined as those who show some peripheral intere':
Jesus, but do not follow him closely. The disciples include those, such as Levi the tax collect
Mark and the Beloved Disciple of John, who follow Jesus, but who may not have been merri
of the Twelve.
The Twelve, Jesus' most well known disciples, represent Jesus' eschatological vi:
looking forward to the reconstitution of Israel (see pp. 136-137). While there are small varial
in the lists, the most significant being the replacement of Mark's Thaddeus with "Jude of JaY
in Luke 6, the lists demonstrate remarkable stability. Meier finds this fact all the more remark
since the lists are found in various strata of gospel tradition (see pp. 128-141). Thus, rv
accepts the historicity of the twelve as deriving from the ministry of Jesus, a position that plr
him in opposition to the findings of Crossan and the Jesus Seminar.
The second section of Meier' s book discusses Jesus ' opponents. Here t~e reader 1
one of the most readable and up to date examinations of the Pharisees (pp. 289-388), Saddu!
(pp. 389-487) and Essenes and other groups (pp. 488-613) available in English. Whilel
discussion is masterful, there may be some anxiety on the part of non-specialists as they fine
how little is known about the first two groups. While laity and pastors alike may be .
confident in Josephus' of the Pharisees, Saducees and Essenes, Meier points out how unreli
these descriptions are. Furthermore, descriptions of the Sadducees come almost exclusively r
their opponents, with earliest mention of their beliefs being found in Mk 12: 18. Meier's treatl
of the Sadducees, on the other hand, is sympathetic, viewing their conclusions as the prodw
plain reading of the OT text, much as required by later historical criticism.
Meier's analysis of the Essenes may cause some discomfort for those hoping tha
finds from Qumran would illuminate our understanding of Jesus and his message. In fact;
Essenes and Jesus are worlds apart, especially in regard to issues of purity. While there
superficial agreements in their eschatology, the understanding of who constitutes Is'
comparing Jesus' inclusive view with the Essenes' extremely exclusive vision, is very difk
While we may be able to understand more about the diversity of Palestinian Judaism as a resu
the discoveries of the Dead Sea community, Meier is somewhat skeptical about how much t
finds help us in our recovery of the message of the historical Jesus.
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In conclusion, Meier's analysis is one of the most even-handed available. His
;,hrship may be daunting for those not used to reading chapters where the notes are of equal
I th to the text, but the effort is rewarding. Since this work is volume 3 in a 4 volume work, it
!Is to be read in context of the other volumes, and, in fact, the reader is often referred back to
II mdings of volumes 1-2. Meier is certainly not an evangelical, but his work gives evangelicals
; ul insights and tools for confronting some of the more extreme and media popular
~ ntations of the life and message of Jesus, such as the pronouncements issuing forth from the
; s Seminar, or being given a hearing on the Discovery Channel. Meier's scholarship is solid,
I will stand the test of tine.
Russell Morton

1 Millard, Reading and Writing in the Time of Jesus. The Biblical Seminar 69; Sheffield:
lffield Academic Press, 2000. 228 pp., paper, $31.95.

Alan Millard is the Rankin Professor of Hebrew and Ancient Semitic Languages at the
:001 of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies, University of Liverpool. His special
I rest in writing and literacy on the ancient Near East has led him to look at the same topic
,ng the NT period. Two sentences from Millard's preface show what he is about in this
: me: "not only the questions of who wrote and why need to be answered, but also of which
, uages were used for which purposes and whether there were differences between the
) ous, the literary and the legal and between the written and the spoken .... The recent
mentary discoveries demand a new survey of the uses of writing [in Palestine] and a
sessment of the possibility that some people who heard Jesus speaking may have recorded his
ds." The later point is especially important since some claim a large time gap between Jesus'
any documentation of it and of his teachings. This is then allied with an understanding of the
Llting material being unreliable and tendentious.
The book is divided into 8 chapters. The first explores 'ancient books and their
rival.' Writing materials and surviving texts of various genres are discussed. Chapter two
. s at 'early Christian manuscripts,' including complete Bibles and parchment copies, the
ng of books, pre-Constantinian works, and even possible first century Christian fragments
n among the material found in the vicinity of the Dead Sea (the actual existence of which is
ied by Millard). Chapter three covers 'the form of the book: page versus roll', distinguishing
.veen the scroll and the codex forms of manuscripts. Chapter four looks at 'writing in
·odian Palestine,' especially focusing on the various languages used in the region (Latin,
:ek, Aramaic and Hebrew) and the types of material recorded in each. Quotations and blackIl-white photographs illustrate the material under discussion. Chapter four ('a polyglot society')
Iks at bi- (or even poly-)lingualism in this period. Millard determines that Jesus would have
liken Aramaic, read Hebrew, and probably read and used Greek, and, from the evidence of the
~pels themselves, Latin probably was used by speakers of the period as well. While not stating
't Jesus knew Latin, Millard's predecessor at Liverpool, W.J. Martin suggested that Peter might
II have spoken it in order to sell his fish with the Latin aristocracy living near the Sea of
liIee (oral communication).
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Chapter six asks ' who read and who wrote?' There he makes the useful distinc ~ I
between the two activities, a distinction all too apparent by those who have to grade stU(~
papers. Millard suggests that in all but the smallest towns people would have had access at I, I
to ones who could read, and, while there were professional writers/scribes, the skill '
widespread, though not universally pervasive, beyond them. In chapter 7 we are asked whew
we need to depend for information upon 'oral traditions or written reports,' and impor l
distinction since many understand the former to mean less accuracy. An influential groUpi
adherents to approaches, of form criticism espouse this position, and analysis of Je\l
(particularly rabbinic) pedagogy as well as that among the early Greeks suggests that orality',
important. Millard, while accepting aspects of form criticism, critiques it, especially as regarc
strict dichotomy between oral and written. He argues that writing would have been used al,'
side oral transmission 'at all levels of society'. The final chapter explores 'writing and \
Gospels,' especially looking at the Dead Sea document MMT, which records the practices ofi
Dead Sea community, which was divergent from mainstream Judaism. Their records we,
parallel those of the Gospel writers who also were departing from some of the main tenets of tl
Jewish brethren. Millard concludes that "the case being made is for notes of individual sayir
or a collection of some, and reports of remarkable events. This is not the say the Evangel
began to compose the Gospels in Jesus' lifetime, but that some, possibly much, of our sOl.:
material was preserved in writing from that period, especially accounts of the distinci
teachings and actions of Jesus. " This is a significant conclusion, and directly at odds with
contemporary scholarship, not least of which that claiming to that designation by the Je l
Seminar.
The book is illustrated by 42 black-and-white photographs of textual evidence on a !
number of different media. It concludes with a 24-page bibliography that includes some mated
up to 2000 and indexes of references, subjects, foreign words, and authors cited. The book is a
model of careful scholarship looking for objective evidence on an important topic. It must be il
any serious academic library, and laypeople will also find it interesting and useful.
David W. Bal

ml

Timothy B. Savage, Power through Weakness: Paul's Understanding of Christian Ministry i
Corinthians. SNTSMS 86; Cambridge/New York/Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 19
xvi + 251 pp., hardcover, $54.95.
.

This study is a revised Cambridge doctoral thesis completed under Professor Mo
Hooker in 1987. The subject is the central paradox stated by Paul in 2 Corinthians 12: 10, "WJ
I am weak then I am strong". The key questions addressed are why should Paul relish weakne
In what way could he ever be regarded as being strong? Against whom is he defending
ministry? And, what are his opponents advocating? Savage argues that Paul's interaction can
understood only in light of social realities in the Corinthian community, understood on basi~
what we know about Corinthian society as a whole. The use of written sources is fairly rout
but he makes good use of unwritten sources. The resulting picture of ordinary people in the f
century Graeco-Roman world is however unconvincingly uniform.
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Part I, comprising the first two chapters, provides a rather rapid overview of the
); ground to the paradox, covering the social setting of first century Corinth, then what Savage
a~s to be the four ministerial issues facing Paul in Corinth - his failure to boast, unimpressive
) sical presence, inferior public speech and refusal to accept financial support. According to
;' age, late Hellenism promoted the ability of the individual to determine his own worth. This is
11,/ general and the study advances at this stage in little more than a series of notes. Roman
:1 }hasis on social stratification offered a framework for measuring such worth and the incentive
()e ambitious through wealth or some other means - all be acknowledged by others as people
:fght applause from others to bolster their self-esteem. Religion itself offered contact with
I ne benefits such a health, wealth, protection and sustenance rather than moral transformation.
U it served them "on their own terms - not to change them, but to exalt them" (page 34). They
ll erstand Paul's refusal to boast as a lack of self-confidence and personal pre-eminence (page
;, his physical presence is weak because he lacks boldness when dealing with opposition. His
. aking style lacks arrogance and forcefulness and the fact that he refuse financial support robs
I of the opportunity to boast of their own generosity, forcing them also to identify with his
)Ierty (page 93).
Scholarship has tended to account for Corinthian dissatisfaction with Paul's ministry by
l. ming that it originated with missionary intruders who opposed Paul, that their criticisms were
gious in nature, and that all of this can be inferred from Paul's apology. By contrast Savage
l es that those who have been primarily disturbed by Paul's ministry are Christian converts of
I "freedmen class" who are influenced by Graeco-Roman attitudes towards both people and
I.gion.
Part II, chapters 3 to 6, concentrates upon the meaning of "power through weakness".
,apter 3 examines the nature of Christian ministry from the perspective of the glory of Christ,
Ii chapter 4 from the perspective of the shame of the cross. Chapter 5 looks at the pattern of
.stian ministry from the perspective of glory through shame and chapter 6 from the
·spective of power through weakness. Paul asserts a paradoxical glory - an eschatological light
glory missed by many owing to their inability to see, blinded as they were by their own selfi1tation. This light appeared in Christ and was also missed since it was manifested in the cross.
;an only be seen with eyes of the heart. It is not manifested through self-exaltation, grandiose
ech and self-glorification but through humble service and self-emptying. So that the real
wer of the gospel was manifested through weakness. A brief conclusion is followed by an
pendix dealing with the literary unity of chapters 10-13.
I
This is a satisfying study providing a reasonably convincing presentation of the
uation at Corinth. It demonstrates just how radical Paul's concept of ministry was in
rnparison to secularised Corinth. Savage demonstrates the relevance of popular culture in
aping the religious attitudes and social needs of first-century Christians in the Graeco-Roman
)rId though he makes it appear rather monolithic. Moreover it is debatable that this social
alysis can account for everything in Corinth. There were also specifically religious movements
lich had identifiable convictions which occasioned conflict and this cultural dimension must be
ami ned to supplement Savage's study. Sometimes categories foreign to the original are
:roduced as when we are told that the law encouraged "self-absorption" (page 136). And
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strangely enough 2 Cor 12:9 receives little direct attention, though there is much impjJ~
exposition.
,~
Robert Willoughby, London Bible Coll, ~

John Stott, The Story of the New Testament: Men with a Message. Revised by Stephen Mot:I,
Grand Rapids: Baker, 2001. 157 pp. , hardcover, $16.99.

Originally published in 1954 with the title Men with a Message, this New Testam '
introduction highlights the important contributions of each biblical author. Stott's main purp' :
is to prove that the message of each man is the outgrowth of his life and experience with Crnl.
Therefore, each chapter revolves around one New Testament author and draws the reader into I ~
life of that person. Stott then draws the author's unique biblical themes from an understandin! .1
his personal background. For example, the chapter on Mark is equally divided between
the Man," "Mark the Writer," and "Mark's Message." Stott's secondary purpose is to show l ~t
the New Testament message is in fact unified in spite of the fact that it comes from such a diVf'!:
group of men.
The average, evangelical lay person who has had little exposure to scholarly W I:
would be attracted to this volume for several reasons. First of all, such an audience tends to ':
more familiar with the characters (and thus the authors) of the Bible than it would be with I.:
biblical audience or the historical background. In addition, the book is simply but clearly writt ,
with the language updated by Motyer, making it more accessible to a general audience. B(i
terms, such as "grace" and "sanctification," are explained thoughtfully and thoroughly.
addition, Stott includes a number of colorful, visually attractive photographs, maps, charts, ,
boxed features. In order to accommodate a lay audience, he also divides the "Further readiI!
section at the end of each chapter into "Less demanding" and "More demanding, schola
works."
With that said, there are some important things Stott could have included, but didll
Because he is so singularly focused on the biblical authors, he says very little about the cultu
setting of the New Testament. Any historical or cultural information that is given is somehl
related to an author. For example, Roman tax collection is explained in conjunction w
Matthew, the tax collector.
However, there is no general historical . overview of
intertestamental period, which is extremely important in understanding the events of the N
Testament and their significance.
Stott also avoids mentioning a number of significant academic theories in his wo
For example, he simply says that most scholars believe Mark was written first with li1'
explanation or evidence. Another example is the fact that only a passing reference is made to 1
longer ending of Mark. Considering the intended audience, limiting the presentation of ObSClj
academic arguments is justifiable, but not to the exclusion of such significant contributions.
I
Overall, Stott has given us a good introductory text. Any lay person wanting to stu
the New Testament for the first time would do well to start here. Stott's book could also be m
in a high school New Testament class, but it may not be challenging enough to be used a~
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; lege or university text. While not intentionally designed for small group study, it could also
l used in an adult discipleship class.
Jennifer Quast

Imanne Meye Thompson, The God of the Gospel of John. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001. 279
: , paper, $22.00.

In this study, Thompson endeavors to examine "the neglected factor in New Testament
eology" (pp. 1-15), how the person and work of God is understood by the author of John. She
)vides a readable, interesting and important contribution by highlighting how John's
derstanding of theology affected Johannine christology. In short, Thompson understands
.stology as a function of theology, rather than vice-versa.
The book is divided as follows. The first chapter discusses the meaning of "God" in
m (pp. 17-55). Chapter two analyzes what is meant when the Johannine Jesus addresses God
"Father" (pp. 57-100). The third chapter analyzes the "Knowledge of God" (pp. 101-143). The
lrth chapter discusses the "Spirit of God" (pp. 145-188). Finally, Thompson addresses the issue
the worship of God in the Johannine community (pp. 189-226). The conclusion (pp. 227-240)
mmarizes her findings.
Chapter one indicates that for first century Jewish writers "God" is not an abstract
:ellectual construct. Rather, God is understood in terms of the divine relationship with Israel. In
t context, God establishes specific agents, such as Moses (Josephus and Philo), the "Logos"
Ihilo), or Melchizedek (I1QMelchizedek), who share in God's nature and work (see pp. 32-38).
Ikewise, in the christology of the NT in general and John in particular, Jesus enjoys a special
1tuS. "It is precisely the exercise of unique divine prerogatives that, when predicated of Jesus in
hn, lead to the harshest charges against him: in claiming to bestow life and to judge - two
lique prerogatives of God - Jesus "makes himself equal to God" (p. 47). Yet, John's portrayal
. Jesus does not jeopardize monotheism. Rather, monotheism is affirmed, since God's most
lSic attribute is to bestow life. This role is given to the Son (Jesus), who, upon of the
surrection, acts as God's agent to bestow life (p. 55).
Chapter two examines the role of God as "Living Father" in both the Old Testament
ld Second Temple Judaism. A remarkable agreement is found in the conceptions of God as
lther in these sources. In both, God is the source of life. John is unique in that "God's activity
ith relationship to the Son is all-encompassing and comes to expression ins statements
garding God's life-giving powers and activity in past, present and future" (p. 69).
Because of God's unique relationship with the Son, knowledge of God is mediated
,lely through the person of Jesus (see ch. 3, pp. 101-143). Jesus alone knows God, and alone
msmits this knowledge of God. No one is said to "know God" in John except Jesus, and those
whom Jesus imparts such knowledge. Again, Thompson relates this understanding of
lowledge of God to concepts within the Hebrew Bible and Second Temple Judaism rather than
, any supposed gnostic redeemer myth.
The Father is also made known is through the Spirit or Paraclete. Thompson gives a
orough analysis of the problem of the relation of the Spirit and the Paraclete in John,
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concluding that they are identical . Unlike other Johannine scholars (i .e. R.E. Brown), Thom~
asserts that the Spirit-Paraclete is not a replacement for Jesus. Rather, the Spirit-Parae
performs functions both of Jesus and the Father (see pp. 183-186). In short, Thompson adoJ:'
theological rather than christological reading of the Spirit-Paraclete passages in John.
I
Finally, Thompson analyzes worship in the Gospel of John. Worship is to be in Sl i
and truth, both of which are revealed in and through Jesus. Jesus is not a replacement fon!
temple (contra N.T. Wright), as much as a replacement for Moses. The polemic against 1
"Jews" in John is that they do not know Jesus, who reveals the true worship of God, in "spirit II
in truth (In. 4:23). This worship is what, in the view of the gospel writer, differentiates '
Johannine community from the wider Jewish world which rejects Jesus.
'
Thompson makes an important contribution in emphasizing both the thoroughgq
theological nature of the Gospel of John, as well as its connections with Second Temple Jev
monotheism. Jesus is not a "second god" in John. Rather, he is in intimate relationship with I
the unique revealer of the Father. Her work needs to be taken seriously by any student of J,
concerned with the role of God in that Gospel.
Russell MOl

Claus Westermann, The Gospel of John in Light of the Old Testament. Siegfried S. Schatzm
trans., Peabody: Hendrickson, 1998, I06pp.

Westermann's book is both intriguing and frustrating. It is intriguing to have such a
high caliber Old Testament scholar bring his insights to such a multifaceted New Testament te
It is frustrating for the lack of footnotes and references. The serious student or scholar interest
in pursuing his suggestions and lines of thought is left without help due to a lack of a
bibliography, appendix or footnotes. The more general reader will be frustrated by the lack of
explanation of his points.
The Introduction opens with some promise in which he suggests a recipn
relationship between the testaments. He outlines in broad terms some points of contact regard
compositional style themes, and prophetic echoes from the Old Testament. Unfortunately h
exceptionally brief and doesn't really develop many of these ideas in succeeding sections off
book. On page 17 he tells us that "In the Gospel of John the conservation bears the s~
significance as in the Old Testament." He then moves on to his next point without explair
this statement.
He assumes the reader already knows understands the significance
conversation in the Old testament. He assumes a consensus point of view on the subject th~
already fully appreciated by the reader. He does not unpack his assertion for the edificatiOl
the reader. He does not seem to be aware that the reader may not have the prior knowledge tc
able to really appreciate his point.
On page 19 he asserts in passing that the story of the vine and the branches is a "ge
critique of the understanding of community as found in the Acts of the Apostles, wi
everything depends upon human activity." This is hardly plausible. Even a cursory readinl
Acts gives the reader a strong impression of the significance of the Holy Spirit. The da)
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e ~cost is centered on the activity of the Holy Spirit. Ananias and Sapphira are struck down by
loly Spirit, in acts 11 Agabus prophesies by the Spirit.
Chapter 3 which is the longest chapter is devoted to a review of the "controversy
i~gues" (5: 17-47, 6:25-65, 7: 14-30 & 36, 8: 12-59, an 10:22-39) Westermann spends the bulk
f e chapter discussing the gnostic character of the controversy dialogues, rather than bringing
n DId testament relationship into focus. He states that the controversy dialogues "belong more
) 'rrly church history than to the Gospel of John." (p.24) He makes this assertion with no
: ence to prior scholarship on John. Leaving the reader with no real information on which to
v late the basis of his claim. In discussing the father I son motif he tells us that "the roots of
I ,language lie in the Old Testament." He then fails to direct the reader where in the Old
, ament these roots are and begin to suggest what the significance might be. This highlights
I najor weakness of the book that runs throughout. Just when he directs the reader to a core
r of intertexuality he fails to take the reader down the road and examine where and how the
I Testament impacts the New.
Chapter 4 is a very short discussion of the significance of the Old Testament for the
It pel of John. Unfortunately he gives just the most cursory review an affinity between
! miah and John. He also mentions in passing some parallels between Jesus and the prophets.
, ould have been helpful to have him expand on these themes and the significance of the
: rding of conversations between individuals in both John and the Old Testament, instead just
se whets the reader's appetite he moves on.
Relative to the rest of the book the Epilogue is rather long. It is a survey and critique of
perspectives of six major German New Testament scholars on their work on the Gospel of
: 1 (Bultmann, Kasemann, Bomkamm, Schotroff, Wengst and Thyen).
The critiques are
resting, however they really add little to the book, as they seem somewhat out of place in a
I k that is supposed to be a discussion of the relationship between the Gospel of John and the
I Testament.
Overall the book is somewhat disappointing. As a short survey devoid of references, it
' ~ally not too helpful to either the general reader or scholar. The books presumes too much
Ir knowledge to help most general readers, and is too short on detail to really help the scholar
erious student.
C. Desmond Coles, Columbus, OH
I

!

n L. White, The Apostle of God: Paul and the Promise of Abraham.
Idrickson, 1999. xxxv ~ 277 pp., hardcover, $24.95.

Peabody, MA:

Professor White sets out to answer a perennial question: what happened that
'lsformed Saul, the Pharisee and persecutor of Christians, into the radical follower of Jesus
0m he believed to be the Messiah for the entire world? The answer put simply: White, a
'fessor at Loyola University in Chicago, believes that Saul's personal vision (what he terms a
1
ystical experience") of the resurrected Jesus radically changed his idea of God. Rather than
'sing him, God had vindicated Jesus in raising him from the dead. Consequently, Paul no
ger viewed God primarily as lawgiver and judge but as the one who creates spiritual offspring
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(including "lawless" non-Jews) and brings them into the family of God.
White divides his treatise into three parts. In part one he surveys the major images ' I
metaphors in each of Paul's letters. He concludes that Paul's metaphors point in one direcl ~
the character of God as creator-which White believes is Paul's root metaphor for God. Wh'1
study of Paul's rhetorical processes in the letters confirms for him this underlying view of GOI,
spiritual parent or Father. In part two White assesses how Grecc-Roman ideas and poli
developments influenced Paul's view of God and his image of Christ. He surveys the concepl
divinity, cosmology, co l1)1llunity , economics, universalism-given the Greco-Roman ruler (
and empire.
Part three consists of synthesizing chapters that draw conclusions for three cn
elements of Paul's theology: God as Father, Christ as Lord, and the church as God's family
people. This is a very fertile section that yields many illuminating insights. For example, W
finds that Paul views God as the universal creator who displays his sovereignty as the fOUl
(Father) of communal life, the providential sustainer of the social order, and the sourc!
nature's order. White makes his case rather well, but I question that it is as open and shut a
makes it-that is, that the creator/Father motif dominates to the point of almost excluding ott,
While demonstrating the crucial place in Paul's thinking for the image of God as creator and
eager adopter of people into his family, White has not convinced me that this should displacei
other images or portrayals of God. The biblical writers strain to picture God in ways their real l
could understand. So, for example, God is both judge and creator; for Paul, God's positio.1
creator does not supplant his role as judge.
In discussing Christ as Lord (chapter 7) and the church as community (chapter 8) W
provides many useful insights that help us understand Paul's words in light of the Greco-ROI
cultural backdrop in which he wrote. Even apart from the rest of the book these prove,
useful summaries of Paul's understanding of these topics. Christ is Lord of God's Empire, h
of the church and its priestly Lord. The church is the household of faith, consists 'of Abraha
offspring, and constitutes a heavenly city and divine empire.
A short epilogue concludes the book. It seeks to move interpreters of Paul away f.
limiting his emphasis to the doctrine of justification by faith. It is wrong, White conte]
because Paul's language is more graphic and metaphorical than the abstraction of justificat
and because it overlooks Paul's new view of God as creator (rather than judge). White
succeeded in showing crucial ways in which the Paul after his conversion differed from
typical Pharisee (and of the pre-conversion Saul). The book takes its place alongside others
rightfully question the centrality of "justification by faith" in Paul's theological system. W
Paul may never have repudiated his phariseism, White shows that the abstract "justification" j
to capture the Christian Paul's theological heartbeat. But whether Paul completely abandoned
idea that God is judge as White seems to allege, I am not convinced.
William W. Klein, Denver Seminary, Denver, ColOl
l
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) id 1. Williams, Paul's Metaphors. Their Context and Character. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson
'\ lishers, 1999. 432 pp., hardcover, $24.95.
David WiIliams was, until his retirement, the Vice Principal of Ridley College,

r versity of Melbourne, Australia. His book on Paul's metaphors is the culmination of research

flowed out of a series of lectures he had given twenty years earlier. There is every evidence
etailed research that adds to the value of the work. Williams draws from all of the relevant
[,ent sources to illuminate the metaphors that Paul has used in his writings. He covers such
cs as life in the city, life in the country, family life, and warfare and soldiering. In all, 12
or topics are investigated. Each topic is subdivided, so for example, life in the army is divided
er subheadings of the army, tactics, warfare, laying siege, taking prisoners, signals and
' tngs watch, the soldier's armour, the soldier discipline and commitment and finally the
I tiers pay. Each of the main themes receives si milar treatment.
The insights that WiIliams brings through this study are fascinating as he seeks to relate
ial customs and practices to the teaching of Paul and so brings out meanings that would be
jen from the mind of the non specialist. The book is an invaluable source for students and
lchers. It is well bound and has an excellent index system.
There is only one thing that concerns me. Williams follows the methods that have so
g gone unchallenged until recent years. He turns too readily to Greek sources for explanations
~n there are not only viable explanations found from aT text, but in this reviewer's thinking,
~h more convincing ones. If the Hellenisation of the Gospel is taken for granted and there is
the attempt to read the NT in the light of the Old, it not only distorts Biblical theology, but
iorses the liberal assumptions that Paul was the creator of a new religion that had only
tative connections with the teaching of Jesus and the Old Testament.
Tom Holland, The Evangelical Theological College of Wales
j

I

Id H. Young, The Parables: Jewish Tradition and Christian Interpretation, Peabody:
ndrickson, 1998, 332 pp.

Young's Investigation and analysis is both interesting and challenging. The
roduction gives a solid overview of parables in general as teaching tools. Young also surveys
relationship between Jesus's parables and the broader context of Rabbinic Judaism. He makes
ensive use of Jewish materials related to Second Temple Judaism including the Mishnah,
lmud, Dead Sea Scrolls, as well as the work of modem Jewish scholars and other major
:ondary sources. The general outline he follows in his exposition of the various parables is
:ical and helpful. He opens with a "focus" section describing the basic thrust or theme of each
·able. He then generally surveys the history of Christian interpretation, followed by an
llysis of the original setting in life with a comparison to Rabbinic parallels if applicable, or
vish tradition in general before bringing us to his conclusions on a particular parable.
Young's analysis of the well known parable of the prodigal son is excellent, and he
cidates some very interesting background information not found in most commentaries on this
·able. He notes that according to Middle Eastern culture and Jewish tradition the older son
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should act as a mediator in times of family crisis or dispute. This shines more light on the all
son's shortcomings. When the younger asked for his portion of the inheritance, the older she!
have intervened and attempted to talk his brother out of such a shameful request. The older S(l
inappropriate silence would have been noted by the original audience. The older brother ha
responsibility to shield his father from the hurt of such an impudent demand from the youfll
child. This type of additional information offered by Young shows that in this parable the 01,
son is not merely less important third figure, but a significant actor in this mini drama, and d
with some more subtle but significant shortcomings of his own. The original audience then wo
have perceived the older son as failing in his family role and showing a level of selfishn
similar to but more subtle than that of his younger brother. By passively acquiescing to
division of the estate he demonstrates that he too is selfish and self centered only in a differ
way, thus the later protestations of obedience by the older brother would have had a rather hon
ring to the original audience. The older brother is actually portrayed as being quite emotion:1
distant from both his father and younger brother, yet the father remains gracious and acceptin~
him as well. Young's exposition of this parable thus adds greatly to our understanding of 1
well known parable. Young's use of relevant cultural clues and Jewish sources are a prim!
strength of this book. Young is not merely rehashing minutiae of linguistic analysis or seekl
some novel source critical angle, he is adding valuable new insights to our understanding of
parables through extensive comparison with Jewish thought, theology and culture of the Sec(
Temple period.
Young's interpretation of the perplexing parable of the unjust steward is VI
stimulating and it might be more controversial than his other expositions. He conte]
(following Flusser) that Jesus's reference to "sons oflight" (Luke 16:8) is not a reference to
own followers but rather a reference to the Essenes at Qumran, thus the parable is an indictm
against the Essene policy of total withdrawal from the surrounding society, refusal to inter
with outsiders and their financial policies. A less controversial, but illuminating point that Ym
makes is with regard to the owner's commendation to the fired steward for his shrewd action
reducing the debtor's debt loads. Young indicates that we are looking at an honor and sha
culture. Honor being the highest good that can be attained, more prized than even mate]
wealth. The fired steward attained honor for the owner by means of the debt reduction. 1
debtors were as yet unaware that the steward had been fired, they would have attributed the g<
fortune of their debt reduction to the generosity of the owner, and publicly praised his genero~
to others in the community. The owner would gain favor and honor within the community. 1
owner would then in an awkward position where he could not go back to the debtors and ask
the original debts, such action would gamer resentment and lower the high esteem he had j
achieved in the community. The steward's personally motivated actions thus gained SOl
goodwill for both himself and his former employer. Even if one rejects the association of
"sons of light" with the Essenes, the illumination of the context in an honor and shame cult
makes both the actions of the steward and the owner's response to his actions far m
intelligible than they would otherwise be to a modem Western reader.
The above discussion selected only two parables to give a feel for his approach j
contribution to the study of the parables, however his study adds valuable insights to all

I
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,hIes he reviews. Overall Young's study of the parables is an excellent and stimulating
,:ribution to the study of the parables and is well worth reading.
Christopher Coles

Carson, New Testament Commentary Survey.
, rVarsity Press, 2001. 144 pp., paper, $12.99.

I A.

Grand Rapids: Baker, and Leicester:

This is the fifth edition of a resource actually begun by Anthony Thistleton, but which
Carson has been consistently revising and updating since the third edition in 1976. The
;ent volume seems to cover resources through 1998 very well, with some representation of
unentaries written in 1999 and 2000. The multiplication of commentaries and monographs on
[vidual books of the New Testament, and the difficulty of discerning the wheat from the chaff,
ces this book a valuable resource indeed -- a must read for the student or pastor who is
Iding her or his library. Don Carson's expert guidance will save the beginner from many bad
chases. Since the book, as a whole, represents one man's opinions, it would be valuable to
ck his suggestions against the recommendations of other professors or specialists, but Carson
tainly provides all one needs to arrive at a "short list" of necessary resources and to be
:uainted with the potential pitfalls and strengths of most books that a student might encounter
he course of researching an exegetical paper. This book is highly recommended.
David A. deSilva

,I

R. Telford, The Theology of the Gospel of Mark. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
275 pp.

199.

The Gospel of Mark, being the most analyzed and written about Gospel, stands as one
Ithe key sources for early Christian tradition. Mark is the shortest of the Gospels and is
1erally understood by the majority of scholars as the earliest. Consequently, in recent years
Irrk has returned to the center as a key source for theology.
,
w. R. Telford, lecturer in Christian Origins and the New Testament at the University of
:w Castle in the United Kingdom, has provided a new volume to the excellent Biblical theology
ies published by Cambridge University, New Testament Theology. In it Telford has put
~ether a thorough investigation and discussion concerning the Gospel of Mark's theology from
! perspective of redaction criticism. It is important to note that this is not a comprehensive
!ology of Mark's Gospel. Telford acknowledges its limitations.
In the introduction, he says, "the principal method employed will be the historical.tical one (especially redaction criticism) but I shall draw upon the insights of the newer literary
proaches where appropriate." The problem of this statement is that appropriate occasions for
erary insights never seems to arise. While most literary critics make strides to acknowledge
d often use the findings of historical-criticism within their methodology, this study never
riously considers any recent literary findings. In chapter two (pg. 147), Telford affirms the
ldings of recent literary studies which support his conclusion that the original ending for the
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Gospel of Mark was at 16:8. Yet following this conclusion, he raises the question as to Wh)l
Gospel is left with a short ending and no post-resurrection appearances are included. The re
of the study is left wondering if there are any recent literary findings that may speak to the iss
At least to some limited extent. But Telford does not examine them.
Nevertheless, Telford has put together a thoughtful and helpful resource for schc
studying the Gospel of Mark. One of the greatest assets of this work is the bibliography \
footnotes. Within them is a wealth of important scholarship. Anyone interested in Bib]
studies and Theology will. do well to read this book.
Andrew S. Hamil

Anthony C. Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corilllhians. New International Greek Testan
Commentary. Grand Rapids/Carlisle: Eerdmans/Paternoster, 2000. xxxiii, 1446 pp., hardco
$75.00.

At first, it appears incongruous that a professor of theology should write a '

commentary, especially in a series dedicated to the exegesis of the Greek New Testam
Anthony Thiselton, however, is also a distinguished NT scholar, whose works include sev
articles on 1 Corinthians, as well as several important books on hermeneutics. With I
background in both New Testament and theology, Thiselton brings a wealth of learning to
commentary, including numerous excurses discussing important issues within the text, as wei
the occasional exploration of Wirkllllgsgeschichte, or "post history" of the text (see especially.
276-286, 1306-1313). Especially insightful are references to the Church Fathers, particul.
John Chrysostom, as well as allusions to the thoughts of the Reformers.
Yet, Thiselton does not simply review the past. He is well aware of the current trend
interpreting 1 Corinthians, including rhetorical criticism. He is especially indebted to the wori
Margaret M. Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation [Tubingen: Mohr, 1991]), as'
commentaries by Hayes, Fee, Barrett, etc. While he is open to rhetorical criticism, Thiseltol
also aware of the limitations of the methodology, which he outlines in his introduction (pp.
52). He also, correctly, follows the lead of Mitchell and others who accept the unity and integ
of I Corinthians, rejecting theories that 1 Corinthians is a composite document made Uf
fragments of several letters.
Thiselton understands, with Mitchell, that one of the primary themes of 1 Corinthi3.Il
the issue of unity. Paul reverses the standards of the dominant culture, which Thiseleton in ph:
inaccurately labels as "secular," where "honor" amounts to self-aggrandizement. Rather,
Corinthians are called upon to reject factionalism and self-seeking. As a result, in his discus!
of 1 Corinthians 12-14, Thiselton, as opposed to Fee, sees the primary emphasis of the discus!
of the gifts as being an exhortation to unity, rather than a call to recognize diversity. While
views on certain gifts, particularly tongues, will not be acceptable to all, particularly Penteco
believers, the focus on Paul's imagery as stressing the unity of the church is helpful.
While the book has much to contribute, there are some features that detract frorr:
overall usefulness. The first is, in line with a number of other commentaries published in the
decade, its imposing length. Thiselton at times seems so anxious to discuss every opinion
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oversial points that the reader is bogged down in a mass of detail. On manifestation of this
mcy is the citation of works that are now dated, such as Grimm-Thayer, even when these
I :es do contribute substantially to the discussion and a reference to BAGD would suffice.
More troubling, however, is the inordinate number of misprints. These are especially
, rinent in the misspellings of German, Greek and Hebrew words, as well as incorrect spellings
: unes. Furthermore, on pp. 810-848, the footnote numbers at the bottom of the page do not
• !spond to the numbers in the text. It is to be hoped that later editions will correct these
lems.
Yet, despite these caveats, for the reader who is willing to sift through a mass of detail,
elton has written an important and useful commentary. If one has the time and patience to
~ through the details, much may be learned.
Russell Morton
I

iam M. Ramsey, Historical Commentary on Galatians.
ids: Kregel. 1997. 366 pp. , paper, $14.99.

Edited by Mark Wilson.

Grand

This revised edition makes Ramsey's classic work on Galatians newly available in
[em typeset, with updated geographical references, use of the reference system of the Loeb
;sical Library where applicable, and the like. The first half of the book (originally the second
, in Ramsey's organization of the whole) presents the "commentary," which is more like a
!s of notes or excurses on specific topics in the interpretation of Galatians. The second half
;ents a detailed discussion of the history and peoples of Galatia.
David A. deSilva

est Best, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Ephesians. Edinburgh: T &T Clark, 1998.
pp., hardcover, $69.95.

I

Bring together the name Earnest Best and the International Critical Commentary Series
r&T Clark and you can be sure that you are going to be treated to the very best in scholarship,
. that is what is realised in this Commentary on Ephesians. The choice of scholar was natural ,
Best began his post graduate theological research with a thesis on Paul's understanding of
it being 'in' and 'with' Christ means. Unless that basic concept is clear it is impossible to
!r into the theology ofSt Paul and it is of course a key term in the letter to the Ephesians.
;pite this connection, Best questions Pauline authorship.
The exegesis is detailed and thorough. It is judicious in weighing the evidence and
re are all the marks of the most careful scholarship from a man from whom we would expect
less. Within this welter of detailed information are the occasional pastoral insights, when for
mple, Best notes the nature of Paul's praying when commenting on his request for prayer. He
Lot asking for personal deliverance, but that he might be kept faithful to his calling to make
1st known.
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The work is based on the Greek text, which is essential for a work of such a stand
However, it is a pity that the publishers have not been able to accommodate some concessio
the non Greek reader such as the Word Commentary series has, for if they had done, I W(I
imagine the series would have a much wider readership outside of the academic community.
work is accompanied by the same high standard of indexing for authors, subjects and texts, ~
common with the ICC series.
The only negative comment that this reviewer would give is that Best deals with (
letter as though it is written about the experience of individuals, hence his discussion on what!
sealing of the Spirit means in 1: 13. He follows the well-worn path of relating the tex'
individual Christian experience when the letter is to the church and its theology is about :
church. Such facts, I would suggest, ought to make us ask the question whether the theolog
dealing primarily with the community's experience, and secondary with the individu ·
experience, normally dealt with in the instruction sections to groups of people, i.e. fath
children, masters etc. Such a refocusing of the hermeneutical principle will bring to the sur1~
thought patterns and hence a theological depth that Best's approach, in this reviewer's opin
has failed to observe.
Tom Holland, The Evangelical Theological of WI '
l

Gordon Fee, Philippians. InterVarsity Press, 1999,204 pp., $17.99.

The outstanding exegete and New Testament scholar Gordon Fee has produced a g
in his IVP commentary on Philippians. This is an illustrious volume in the InterVarsity PI
New Testament Commentary Series and a major resource for pastors, students and Bible Stl
leaders. The series focuses on contemporary relevance, solid biblical exposition and a w
friendly format
Dr. Fee replaced F.F. Bruce as editor of the esteemed New International Comment
series. In that series he authored the commentary on Philippians. However, this 1:
commentary on Philippians is not just a smaller version of the larger one. The expositior
"lightened up" and the many footnotes of the larger volume have been almost eliminated.
The commentary views Philippians as an ancient letter written in the style of f
century letters. Throughout it is based on a mutual friendship between author and recipients i
is neither bombastic nor caustic. The setting is carefully placed in the Greco-Roman world
first century Philippi. The letter deals gently with external opposition and internal unrest fae
the Christians at Philippi. These are incipient in form and thus not catastrophic but in need
corrective exhortation to avoid future demise.
The passage by passage commentary contains friendly exhortation, encouragement
facing opposition and suffering while partnering in the gospel, rejoicing in Christ Jesus :
standing firm in the Spirit.
Richard E. Alli:
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. mam

J. Malherbe, The Letters to the Thessalonians. Anchor Bible 32B.
, bleday, 2000. xx + 508 pp., $50.00.

New York:

A. 1. Malherbe has contributed much to our understanding of the Greco-Roman
alists and the importance of these philosophical-ethical traditions for our reading of Paul's
: :rs. A commentary on Thessalonians from this distinguished scholar, who has already written
: :ral ground-breaking monographs on the Thessalonian epistles, is therefore a welcome
,urce. The volume includes a new translation of the epistles, an introduction to each letter,
:s on specific or technical issues in the text, and "comment" sections in which the meaning of
text, enriched by the discussions in the notes, is brought to bear on the pastoral exigencies of
Thessalonian Christians.
A striking feature of the commentary is Malherbe's decision to treat 2 Thessalonians as
nuine letter of Paul, addressed to the congregation just a brief while after 1 Thessalonians. It
become fashionable in scholarship to group 2 Thessalonians with "Deutero-Pauline" letters,
, so the arguments posed to the contrary by a distinguished scholar are bound to have
)ortant reverberations in treatments of Pauline letters - and the tendency to give 2
!ssalonians a secondary place in studies of Paul's theology and ethics - in the decades to

Particular strengths of this commentary include Malherbe's sensitivity to the epistolary
Iventions of Paul's time and the epistolary types that provide a framework for how Paul's
ers would have been heard. An even more noteworthy feature is the wealth of Greco-Roman
rature brought to bear on Thessalonians as Malherbe scours that all-too-often neglected
:kground for comparative texts that illumine both the world of the addressees and the language
I arguments of Paul.
Malherbe's own deep involvement with popular philosophical
vements in the first-century may occasionally lead him to prefer an interpretation with which
i review would disagree, for example reading Paul's censure of the people who say "peace and
urity" (1 Thess 5:3) as directed against the Epicurean quest for "security" in retirement from
)lic involvement as opposed to the more obvious and ubiquitous Roman imperial propaganda.
vertheless, Malherbe presents the options fairly, which will allow each reader to ponder the
:ions and decide for herself or himself whether or not to follow Malherbe's conclusions.
Much to the chagrin of its primary readership, the Anchor Bible volumes are becoming
iuly expensive, particularly when compared to the costs of other critical, hardcover series.
vertheless, this particular volume is worth strong consideration for the pastor's and scholar's
rary.
David A. deSilva

lin G. Kruse, The Letters of John. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2000, 255 pp. , hardcover,
~.OO.

lin Kruse, lecturer in New Testament at Bible College of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia, has
.de a major contribution in his commentary on the letters of John. His work is a volume in
e Pillar New Testament Commentary series by Wm. B.
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Eerdmans. The Pillar series is published for teachers, pastors and students. Emphases,
clarifying the meaning of the text, interaction with informed contemporary debate and avoidrul
of an overabundance of undue technical detail.

1

Exegesis of original languages by the author is evident but a working knowledge on the part
the reader is not essential. Exposition is accomplished with pastoral sensitivity and theologi
awareness. Kruse provides excellent exposition, a treatment of introductory matters and I
historical context in addition to exploring authorship, purpose, audience and theological them
He assumes a close relationship between the Fourth Gospel and the letters of John.
The two principle concerns of the literature as identified by Kruse are assurance of the belie'l
and the secessionists.
The secessionists circulated among the churches propagating beli
contrary to the authors teaching confusing the believers. At issue, were the doctrines of i
humanity of Jesus, the atonement, the role of the Spirit, the meaning of koinonia and eternallifl
The author's exposition is clear, balanced, insightful and edifying. Solidly based on a knowled
of the Greek text, the commentary carefully provides a verse-by-verse exposition of each lett
At a difficult time in the history of the early church, Kruse perceptively expounds the apostl
defense of orthodox belief. This volume is an invaluable, lucid resource for a study of the till
letters for pastors, teachers and serious students.
Richard E. Allis,

R. H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation (revised).
xxxvi + 439 pp. , hardcover, $44.00.

NICNT.

Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,

19~

Mounce's 1977 commentary on Revelation was rightly lauded as a new benchmark
scholarship on this elusive text. He provided a thorough explanation of the text in light of JOhl
use of the Old Testament, interaction with contemporary phenomena of the Roman empire a
the province of Asia, and other essential features of historical-critical interpretation. In I
revised edition, Mounce has updated the bibliography fairly well through 1993, with a few wor
from after that date. He has modified his own position on recapitulation somewhat, and retaim
premillennial orientation. It remains in many ways, however, a 1977 commentary. More rece
work in social scientific criticism, or the application of sociology of religion and sociology '
knowledge theories to the interpretation of Revelation, have not impacted Mounce's commentru
Mounce's reflections on Revelation as "apocalypse" tend to be limited to formal features of t
genre rather than extending to models of how apocalypses shape the hearers'/readers' perceptio
of their worlds and motivate them to function within it. All this to say that Mounc!
commentary is as good, if not better, than it was in 1977, but has not moved appreciably forwa
from that point in terms of interpretational paradigms.
David A. deSil
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,nard L. Thompson, Revelation. Abingdon New Testament Commentaries. Nashville:
"ngdon, 1998.207 pp., paper, $22.00.

The purpose of the Abingdon New Testament Commentaries is to provide "compact,
ICal commentaries on the writings of the New Testament" (p. 9), geared toward upper level
lege and university students, as well as pastors and other church leaders. When writing such a
unentary, especially on the Apocalypse, writers face two temptations. Either they may write a
unentary that is excessively detailed and esoteric, or, in the effort to communicate clearly they
y write a simplistic commentary. Thompson avoids both of these pitfalls, and in the process
vides a lucid, informative commentary, which will be most helpful to the lay reader or pastor.
! bibliography (pp. 191-197), while not extensive, provides the reader with a solid foundation
iome of the most important secondary literature on the Apocalypse.
Thompson takes both the message and background of Revelation seriously. The reader
:reated to a wealth of parallels from the OT, early Jewish writings, including apocalypses,
!co-Roman parallels, and rabbinic writers. His discussion of Rev. 4-5 (pp. 88-100), the beasts
Rev. 12-13 (pp. 131-143), and the New Jerusalem in Rev. 21:1-22:5 (pp. 180-190) are
ticularly strong. The reader is reminded that all Christians contemporary to John (pp. 174-175)
not necessarily share John's vision of Rome. John's message of hope and confidence in God is
o emphasized (pp. 189-190).
I
Thompson's outline of Revelation is, perhaps, his weakest point. He follows a
lVentional pattern of seeing Revelation as consisting of seven parts, consisting of Rev. 1:9~2; 4:1-8:1; 8:2-11:19; 12:1-14:20; 15:1-16:21; 17:1-19:10; 19:11-22:5. The seven-fold
ucture is introduced by an epistolary introduction (1: 1-8) and concluded with a final assertion
confidence in God and the Lamb in 22:6-21. While this structuring may be helpful, the reader
)uld also be aware that Revelation consists of numerous ring structures, where the reader is
ninded of what has occurred earlier in the text. These are particularly prominent in common
19uage found in Rev. 4-5 and 19:1-10, as well as Rev. 2-3 and 21-22. In short, Revelation has
interlocking structure, which is not well reflected in Thompson's analysis.
Thompson's locates the message of Revelation within the late first century. This fact,
mg with parallels to Greco-Roman writers and Jewish-Christian tradition, should also warn
iders to avoid misusing John's vision as a roadmap to the future. Rather, John's message is a
ll1ling against compromise with Rome. From reading this commentary, readers may be
couraged to speculate in what ways current western and American culture, like Rome, are
stile to the claims of the Gospel. For example, what would be John's response to our own
mpromises with consumerism would be in light of the condemnation of Rome's economy in
:v. 18 (pp. 166-172)?
One final caveat may be needed. The average reader will need to keep the text of
:velation handy when reading the commentary. Thompson's discussions are often brief to the
lint of abrupt, and the reader who lacks knowledge of the context of Revelation or the ancient
)fld could easily be lost. Nevertheless, Thompson has provided an excellent resource to
troduce non-specialists to the Revelation of John. It can be used with profit by pastors and laity,
well as teachers of undergraduates. Readers exposed primarily to popular approaches to John's
I
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VISIons will be challenged, and may need to re-evaluate their positions. As such, the t
provides a valuable service.
Russell Mo

A. K. A. Adam, ed. Handbook of Post11l0dern Biblical Interpretation. St. Louis, Mo.: Ch2 :
Press, 2000.

A. K. A. Adam, ed. Postmodern Interpretatio1ls of the Bible - A Reader. St. Louis, Mo.: Cha'!
Press, 200 I.

"Postmodernism," Richard Rorty is alleged to have quipped, "is a word that pretend J
stand for an idea." The perspicuity of Rorty's definition notwithstanding, "postmodernism" "
notoriously slippery term. Depending on who wields it, the word may, for example, serve ; ,
catch-all for trends in popular culture, represent an amalgam of inscrutable ideas of interest ( I
to academics, or signify a philosophical bete noire that threatens the end of Western civilizal :
and life as we know it. Whether the two books under review here will reinforce or counter an::
these or other ideas will of course be up to the reader. In any case the interested reader will j "
in them a readable, provocative, and most welcome portal into postmodern thinking, in the j .
case (and in the words of the editor) by "talking about postmodernism" and in the second
"talking postmodern-Iy."
,
While the title of the first book is straightforward, its referent is devious. The tablt
contents gives it the look of a "handbook," promising (as one has come to expect from SI
things) a concise but complete capsule of every entry in tum. The topics listed include pee
prominent in postmodern discourse (e.g. Bakhtin, Derrida, Lyotard), as well as. themes (I
deconstruction, intertextuality, postcolonialism) and postmodern treatments of conventio
topics (e.g. historiography, scholarship. truth). Reading through the entries, however, become
messy business, for it soon becomes apparent that the entries are not self-contained. r
discussion of "postcolonialism," for instance, spills over the margins of its own entry and pops
again within titles such as "identity," "sexuality," and "translation" and in the context I
summaries of such figures as Derrida and Lyotard. Voices and topics appear, disappear, ;
reappear in different combinations and discourses, resisting the sense that any has been "fl
covered."
In a similar fashion the contents of the first book exceed the promise of the title. 1
entries not only concern themselves with what "postmodern interpretation" looks like but a
with aspects of contemporary thought that have influenced its development. There are 1l
"postmodern interpreters" of the Bible among the personages addressed. Rather, the readel
introduced to figures whose thought has influenced the way that. biblical interpretation is be
recast (though few of those addressed have themselves engaged in the practice). Because it d(
more than address biblical interpretation, this volume is an excellent resource for anyone seeki
a substantive engagement with postmodern thought.
The contributors to the second volume take up (directly or indirectly) many of ;
strains of postmodern thought introduced in the first. The readings presented here of
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,( ndings into the whole of the canon and provide accessible exemplars of postmodern
r :rpretation in practice. They demonstrate both the diversity of perspectives offered by
, tmodern discourse and the rich benefits to be gained by viewing the biblical text through other
fies.
I recommend these books not only to those who are interested in exploring a new
meneutic but also to anyone who is interested in getting past the "word that pretends to stand
j an idea."
As such, I believe they will become an indispensable resource for both the
I vcomer and the seasoned veteran. I, for one, shall return to them often.
L. Daniel Hawk

. Guinness , Time For Truth: Living Free in a World of Lies, Hype and Spill. Grand Rapids:
:ker Book House, 2000. 128 pp., paper, $10.99.

In 1973, Os Guinness' first book and now classic The Dust of Death was published.
e breadth of this book astounded many of us. Guinness had managed to analyze Western

ture through the 1960' s from a Christian perspective in a way that was profound,
nprehensive, and quite understandable to those of us living in the midst of that turbulent era.
, wrote from first-hand experience quoting directly from the voices of that era. Since then he
i been one of the West's clearest voices in providing cultural analysis through Christian lenses.
'w he has taken on the monumental task of summarizing and critiquing Post-modernism in the
ok Time for Truth.
Guinness describes how people have been deceived into thinking that the dismantling
truth and the loss of all meaningful and traditional moral distinctions in the West will usher in
~ew World of "greater enlightenment and freedom." In response to this loss, he describes his
ose to warn the West against what will be the "death knell of Western civilization in general
Id the American experiment in particular." This is because it amounts "to a profound crisis of
iltural authority in the West-a crisis in the beliefs, traditions, and ideals that have been
cisive for Western civilization to this point"(l3).
i
Guinness admits that this small book (only 125 pages) is not a comprehensive study of
,stmodernism, but his work is quite broad and foundational. The first two chapters examine
IW the loss of truth has effected the crises in ethics and in character. He cites the loss of
incipled ethics, the preference of social ethics to personal ethics, and the superficial view of
il. He quotes Karl Menninger's analysis of sin being defined down to crime and then
entually sickness. Guinness has a helpful summary of how Nietzsche's view of power has
come central to postmodernism. He also shows the character of postmodern ethics in the way
e Nobel prize was awarded in 1992 to Rigoberta Menchu, even though much of the writing was
.t factual but fictional. This development has created a culture of "spinmeisters". He also uses
ch examples as Samuel Clemens' creation of his alter ego, Mark Twain, as an example of
meone who "created himself' in the manner that has become popular for all twenty-first
ntury image-builders. Image has established itself as more important than character.
His third chapter looks at postmodernism's impact on America at the national and
oballevels. Guinness discusses political correctness, "Iawyered truth", and the loss of a center
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in Western thought. He describes how Clinton became the first postmodern president, follo ' l
by a very insightful section on the seven habits of postmodernist lying. In chapter four he Shifl~
building support for a Christian view of truth and begins by comparing Primo Levi's suicid ~
the Christi~ witness. of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. .Guinness write~, "Levi' s vi~w of truth left r\:
a weary SIsyphus wIth a hopeless task, Solzhemtsyn's made hIm a sword In God's hand !!
allowed him to raise a voice to rally the world" (75). He then lays forth two arguments f,
high view of truth and argues that truth must be the basis of freedom. Guinness states, "T
without freedom is a manacle, but freedom without truth is a mirage" (87). In the last I
chapters he presents strategies for responding to those who reject truth and at the difficulties
one who attempts to live out truth. He uses the method of Francis Schaeffer by demonstm
how postmodernism and relativism clash with reality and cannot really be lived out. Guim
argues that the holocaust teaches us the reality of true evil and that "when we come face to 1:
with raw, naked evil, then relativism, nonjudgmentalism, and atheism count for noth'
Absolute evil calls for absolute judgment" (103). How much more are we aware of this in
light of the events of September 11 !
Guinness aptly performs the role of apologist, and continues as one of ChristendOi
foremost cultural critics. Christian truth stands directly in conflict with postmodernism.
recognizes that we cannot simply replace the postmodern with a return to the modem. They
equally faulty. This is a watershed moment and we must choose the third way, the Christian v
·of truth, in opposition to both the modem Enlightenment view of truth and the postmodern de
of truth. Those of us who desire to reconstruct society must realize the nature of those ideas
must be deconstructed first. Postmodernism is at the core of this effort.
This is a serious topic for those who want to understand the implications of the 10s:1
truth. Guinness writes "For the lies of Western society-particularly as they are compoundec
the "culture cartel" of postmodern academia, advertising, entertainment, and youth culturemore seductive and enduring than those of communist society" (19). This writer has r
numerous summaries and critiques of postmodernism and if I were to recommend just one hi
to explain what postmodernism is, its historic roots and developments, and how Christians she
approach this non-worldview world view, then it would be to read and study Time for Truth.
Mark Hamilton, Ashland Univer,

Evangelical Dictionary of Theology, 2nd ed., edited by Walter A. Elwell. Grand Rapids: Ba
Book House, 2001. 1312 pp., hardcover, $49.99.

This tome is the second edition of a widely and well-received dictionary in the 19~
which itself was designed to succeed Baker's Dictionary of Theology, published in 1960. '
editor is Walter Elwell, a professor at Wheaton College Graduate School. The goal that Baker
out for this book in its first edition, according to the preface, was "to construct a one-volt:
reference work on theology that was both up to date and academically accurate, yet accessibll
the average layperson" (p. 5). The main differences between the first and second editions are
addition of about 215 new articles and the deletion of about 100 others, along with the inclm
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f rticles about theologians who are still living, not all of whom might comfortably be

ojdered evangelical.

This caught my attention, so I read the articles on two such theologians. Both were
by R.A. Peterson, and both give a fair and honest account of the contributions of Sallie
Fague and Rosemary Radford Ruether to the work of theology today. What impressed me
1t about both is that Peterson chose to conclude each article with a few words about what
\ 1ge1icals can learn from such theologians, as well as what evangelicals need to be concerned
t 1t with respect to their work.
There are four pages listing contributors, among whom are several "big" names, such
SJeoffrey Bromiley, J.I. Packer and the late F.F. Bruce, as well (gratifyingly for some) as a few
: adians, such as Ian Rennie and the late Stanford Reid (both Canadian Presbyterians).
Each article is written in a very readable fashion, with a length that in most cases is
ly digestible. Cross-references are provided toward other articles that may be of interest to
reader, and a bibliography is provided, listing a short variety of books which presumably were
d in the writing of the article.
j
There were a few areas, such as in the articles on "Church Government" and "Church
'icers", where I believe that a more accurate definition could have been given had the various
sections of the articles been separated as individual articles, and written by those within each
lition. For example, it might have been more helpful had an Anglican written the section on
scopal church government, a Presbyterian on Presbyterianism, and someone from the
,gregationalist tradition on Congregationalism. Likewise, if each office peculiar to a particular
lition had been written about by one from that tradition, there might have been fewer picayune
)rs.
On the whole, however, this book is a valuable contribution to the continuing life and
h of the Christian church, and particularly its evangelical witness. It is a very heavy volume,
Ireaders are advised to keep it on a lower shelf or on a table. It would make an excellent
~rence volume for the church library, the pastor's study, or the lay person's bookshelf. As
veIl states in the preface, "If this volume informs you intellectually, strengthens you
ritually, challenges you personally, or deepens your walk with the Lord, we will have achieved
. purpose" (p. 5). I believe that the purpose has been achieved.
Jeffrey Loach
I; ten

llard 1. Erickson, Christian Theology, 2nd ed., Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1998, 1312 pp ..

This work is a revision of the author's Christian Theology, first published in 1983,
ich has become a standard text in seminary systematic theology classes. The overall plan of
book and much of the content remain the same. Erickson has updated the discussion to
lect the changing theological landscape.
This updating is especially evident in the
.legomena section, which contains a new chapter on postmodernism and new sections on
:onstruction (chapter 2), structuralism and reader-response interpretation (chapter 4), and
:ech-act theory (chapter 6). In his chapter on theological method, Erickson has inserted a new
p, which he calls "consultation of other cultural perspectives" (pages 74-75). In the course of
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the book, he responds to some other recent texts, such as Stanley 1. Grenz's Theology for ,i
Community of God (pages 1044n 17 and 1045n 19). He also refers briefly to the views of aj l
theists (pages 307 and 386n13).
The book's clear presentation and its usefulness in teaching have always been among ,
strengths. In this edition, Erickson has enhanced its usefulness to teachers by adding objecti\' I
chapter summaries, chapter outlines, and study questions to the beginning of each chapter.
before, the extensive Scripture and subject indexes make the text very useful as a referen:
Despite its length, the hardcover printing is very reader-friendly, with a good binding, :
attractive layout, clear headings, and a readable font.
Other strengths of Erickson's volume include his careful descriptions of oppos '
viewpoints and the irenic tone he maintains throughout. In light of this general thoughtfulnes~
is unfortunate that he has chosen not to revise his statement that Arminianism is based "in r:
upon [God' s] foreknowledge of merit and faith in the person elected" (page 852 in the revi~
edition, 835 in the original; emphasis mine). Arminian theologians do not argue that salvatiOl
based on human merit, even in part. Erickson's discussion of Arminianism in general would
improved if he addressed the Arminian view of corporate election, which reflects Arminius' a
perspective and has broader acceptance among evangelical Arminian theologians today than dl
the election of individuals based on God's foreknowledge of their response.
Nevertheless, this update ensures that Erickson's text will continue to be a popular cha
for evangelical seminaries looking for a moderately Reformed text in systematic theolal
Readers of all theological persuasions will continue to benefit from Erickson's careful discuss
of the issues, even if they ultimately disagree with his conclusions.
Brenda B. Col

1

James Leo Garrett, Jr., Systematic Theology: Biblical, Historical, & Evangelical, Volume
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995. 872 pp. (Out of print.)

In this second volume, James Leo Garrett brings to a conclusion the system~
theology begun in his first volume, published in 1990. Volume two begins with the work
Christ, continues with the Holy Spirit and salvation, and concludes with the church and
things. His method, described in the subtitle of the volume, remains the same as in his fi
volume. In each chapter, after a brief introduction, he discusses Old and New Testament d,
l
surveys the history of the doctrine, and provides a systematic formulation. His discussi
follows an outline format.
As his subtitle indicates, Garrett takes an evangelical approach to his topics, flavOl
with a nonsectarian Baptist perspective. He affirms universal atonement and perseverar
(which he prefers to call "abiding in Christ"), but he sidesteps some of the usual Calvini
Arminian debates. His discussion of election tends toward a Reformed view, although with so:
tentativeness. He comes to no conclusion on whether we should identify and order the decrees
God (p. 447-448). On the question of whether election is of individuals or of a people, '
concludes, "Inasmuch as we become Christians as individuals even as we are made to belong
the family or the people or the church of God, it would seem impossible as well as undesirable

II

I
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Impt a total dissociation of election and individual destiny. What is called for is a proper
lIlce between the collective and the individual" (p. 454). He does not attempt to delineate that
lIlce. His treatment of spiritual gifts is non-Pentecostal but open to the validity of all spiritual
i today. On church order, he discusses various issues of interest to Baptists but advocates no
.icular polity.
One of the strengths of his volume lies in its inclusion of topics not usually covered in
.ematic theology texts. For example, his discussion of sanctification includes chapters on
itual disciplines, stewardship, and prayer. His discussion of the church includes a discussion
.vorship in various traditions and in the contemporary church. The section on the church also
mdes a chapter on church, state, and society, as well as a discussion of church discipline. His
iusion of practical topics helps to avoid a split, all too common in theology texts, between
:>logy and ethics.
The great strengths of Garrett's work are its thoroughness of coverage, its copious
es, and its breadth of perspective, especially its inclusion of various theological traditions in
h topic. The methodology of moving from biblical data to historical development to
tematic formulation is excellent. This approach benefits from Garrett's encyclopedic
~wledge of historical theology. The volume contains thorough Scripture and author indexes,
I its subject index is disappointingly meager. The book's outline format partly makes up for
t weakness.
:
Oddly, however, for such a long work of systematic theology, it actually seems to
ltain very little systematic theology, as such. In his systematic sections, Garrett surveys other
ologians, often with little synthesis of his own. For example, in his discussion of the extent of
atonement, Garrett reviews the historical development of various positions and then
nmarizes theologians' arguments in favor of particular atonement and in favor of general
nement. After citing Donald Bloesch's and Millard Erickson's comments in favor of universal
Inement, Garrett concludes by saying simply, "These arguments seem persuasive" (p. 65).
Similarly, his chapter on justification consists of a short discussion of Old and New
stament concepts, a long survey of the history of the doctrine, and a "systematic conclusion" of
e paragraph. This paragraph does draw brief conclusions, stating that justification should be
:n as declarative, and faith is the condition rather than the grounds of justification (p. 276), but
loes not attempt to flesh out or even support his conclusions.
In some chapters, Garrett simply juxtaposes contrasting or contradictory opinions
thout comment. The reader is sometimes left wondering what Garrett himself believes about
: topic in question. For example, in his systematic formulation of conversion he raises
estions about whether conversion is a work of God or a work of human beings, whether we
)uld affirm a strict ordo saluris, and whether conversion is once-for-all or repeatable.
though he summarizes theologians on different sides of these questions, he offers no opinions
conclusions himself.
With all its virtues, Garrett's Systematic Theology remains an encyclopedic prologue to
,ystematic theology rather than a fully developed systematic theology in its own right. For this
lSon, it would not make a very good stand-alone text for theology courses. Furthermore, the
rkward separation between the person of Christ in volume one and the work of Christ in
lume two could create problems for seminaries who divide their sequence of courses at a
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different point. Students might also find the dense discussion and outline format rather (
reading. Since the publisher has allowed the work to go out of print, this issue is a moot poin!:
present.
Nevertheless, for those who can find copies through used or out-of-print bookselhl
this volume would be an excellent reference work for teachers, advanced students, and paste
Its survey of biblical and historical material would provide an solid foundation for lectm
papers, and sermons.
Brenda B. Col

Stanley 1. Grenz, Theology for the Community of God. Nashville: Broadman and Holman, 19'
reprint Grand Rapids and Vancouver: Eerdmans and Regent College Publishing, 2000, 691 pp. \

This volume is a reprint of Grenz's theology text published in 1994 by Broadman a
Holman, which recently allowed it to go out of print. I reviewed the original volume in the 19
issue of this journal. The reprint, a joint venture by Eerdmans and Regent College, is I
paperback rather than the original hardcover. The content is identical to the original, and I
same indexes (subject, name, Scripture) are included. The only changes in the text appear to
the correction of a number of typographical errors that appeared in the Broadman volume.
A few changes have been made to the presentation of the book, with mixed resu]
The use of a smaller, lighter type font shortens the book from its original 890 pages to 691 pag
(Unfortunately, for anyone who has developed lecture notes around the text, this means that it 11
been repaginated.) Pages are more dense and less easy to read than the original, which makes I
text less student-friendly. However, the outlines at the beginning of each chapter have be
moved to a detailed 24-page table of contents, giving students a clearer guide to the bool
overall organization and enabling them to navigate through the book more easily. The improv
formatting of chapter subheadings provides a clearer guide to the organization within ea '
chapter.
Grenz's text is still an excellent synthesis of systematic theology around the theme .
community, a solidly evangelical treatment that interacts profitably with contemporary thoug
Professors of theology who want a broadly evangelical (or non-Calvinist Baptist) theology te
will be glad to see this work back in print.
Brenda B. Col

John H. Leith, Charles E. Raynal, eds.,
Writings, Geneva Press, 2001.

Pilgrimage of a Presbyterian: Collected Shan

John Leith, noted professor at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia, has long beer '
respected voice in the Presbyterian Church (USA). His many books, including "An Introducti
to the Reformed Tradition" have been valued for years. One who reads his books recognizes tl
his purpose is to state theology in understandable language. His manner is forthright and dire
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h, in his classes often quoted Reinhold Niebuhr's words: "At any rate I swear that I will never
re to be a preacher of pretty sermons." Without a lot of pomp and circumstance, Leith both
Illched and taught with a grasp of the confessional heritage for the Reformed tradition and with
, lid basis of biblical understanding.
Leith himself, when approached about this book compiling his 'shorter writings',
, dered if his major works contained most or all of what would be included in this collection.
. reader will agree that there is something interesting and unique in these collected sermons
. writings. For one, they are in direct response to controversies and challenges that have faced
I sbyterians since the forties. Many are quite interesting, although in the spirit of Leith, they are
'pretty'! The writings reflect a serious and often conflicted voice in relationship to his
lomination. Leith describes his theological position as 'critically orthodox.' Some of the
ons are classic looks at major tenets of the reformed faith such as predestination and the
severance of the saints. The book includes sermons, lectures, photographs and a complete
liography of Leith's writings.
Cliff Stewart
~

ald K. McKim, Introducing the Refonned Faith: Biblical Revelation, Christian Tradition,
ntemporary Significance. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001. 261 pp., paper,

7.95.

The name 'Donald McKim' has become synonymous with 'accessible reference works
the Reformed tradition' in Presbyterian circles in North America. If you look on the shelf of
loy a Canadian or American Presbyterian pastor, you will probably find at least a couple of
oks written or edited by McKim. With Introducing the Refonned Faith, he has not let us
wn. This is one of the most readable and commendable books on the Reformed tradition that I
ve ever read. Were I not Presbyterian myself, reading this book would make me think very
iously about becoming one! The book helps to make clear that, as McKim states in the
roduction, "The Reformed faith is a faith of living people" (emphasis his).
There are nineteen chapters in this volume, the first sixteen of which deal with major
>ics of interest in the Reformed tradition. It is, in many ways, laid out like a systematic
:ology, beginning with Scripture and ending with the end times. McKim opens the book with
~gested ways to use it, either as a study for an individual or for groups. He also suggests that
e could read only the text, or the text and the endnotes. The endnotes are somewhat
luminous in themselves (50 pages of somewhat fine print), but give insights that, for many
lders, are helpful. These include word origins, quotations from scholars, historical notes, and
ations that help to clarify the points he makes in the book. That being said, one could read
ly the text itself and still be greatly edified.
Each chapter is laid out just as the subtitle of the book states: biblical revelation,
uistian tradition, contemporary significance. As part of the "Christian tradition" section, each
apter has a "Reformed emphases" subheading, in which McKim makes clear where Christians
the Reformed tradition tend to stand on the matter being discussed. Here, he often will cite a
:ed or statement of faith from the Reformed tradition. He is careful to note that there is not
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unanimity among Reformed believers on all matters, and he explains, where appropriate, v t
some of the different opinions are among the various strands of the Reformed tradition. :E
chapter concludes with "Questions for reflection", which are useful both for group and indivi( I
study.
McKim uses a number of "big" words, which he defines well, making the b ,
accessible to anyone with a secondary school education. He is very committed to the USt, f
inclusive language, which sometimes makes the grammar awkward. Many of his illustrations ~
from his own experience .in the United States, which do not always resonate with a Canac l
reader (for instance, the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy in the 1920s was highlighteel
more than the Scopes trial!) Still, I would not hesitate to hand this book to an informed se{'1
who desires to learn more about the Reformed tradition, provided the seeker would sit doWl, i
discuss each chapter with me as she or he read. If one has spent one's whole life in a diffe: i
theological or ecclesiastical tradition, reading this book all at once, without an opportunity, I
verbal reflection, could be somewhat overbearing.
Some might suggest that in this relatively small book, McKim has attempted to cone I
Rome. True, he aims high, and covers all of his bases quite well. The only pitfall I notice( I
this midst of this was the common problem of glossing over some issues that probably deserv{
more lengthy treatment. He remedies this in the endnotes by giving numerous citations
sources in which the issue at hand can be explored much more deeply.
The 'nice touches' in this book come near the end. McKim spends chapter 17 cil
other Reformed scholars, some of whom came up with different emphases for the Reforr '
tradition than this book shows. He cites the work of A.A. Hodge, the late scholar of Prince1
John H. Leith, of Union Seminary in Virginia; as well as I. John Hesselink and Jack Rogers. '
chapter 18, McKim answers some common questions about the Reformed tradition, questiOl
am asked often. It is in this (sadly) short chapter that he addresses, in only four paragraphs, t
of my passions about the tradition, which is church government. The nineteenth chapter is a ,
question (one for each week of a year) catechism, which McKim prepared to be "Reformed:
ecumenical" (p. 186). It, too, is a useful tool. Following this is a list of Presbyterian j
Reformed churches known to exist in Canada and the United States. Recognizing that
approach is not the only approach by which to understand the Reformed tradition, he I
comparative sources near the end of the book to give the very curious some additional reading.,
As I constantly am updating my curriculum for teaching newcomers to
congregation about the Reformed tradition, I will use this book as a source, and will surely w
it out in a short time due to the number of times I will tum back to it for reference. For
believer in the Reformed tradition or outside the tradition, it is a book well worth reading.
I
Jeffrey F. Loi

I

Leon J. Podles, The Church Impotent: The Feminization of Christianity. Dallas: Spence, 19
xviii + 288 pp, paper, $10.77.

Leon Podles' book might easily be dismissed by Evangelicals as one of the m
bizarre entries in the male/female leadership debate. Such a dismissal would be entir
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. rstandable. Podles' view of Scripture fluctuates. Most of his discussion treats the text as
: ble, but, when he does comment on origins, he contends: "The main books of the Old
~ ament took their canonical form in the midst of the Exile" (65). "The writer of Genesis"
ed the exile on "a flaw in the relationship of man and woman. This flaw was projected back
le very beginning of history" (64). Few Evangelicals would posit a pool of authors shaping
enesis account of Adam and Eve to explain the exile. And few should be comfortable with
New Testament theory that the gospels were written as apologies to the Romans and
refore the Jews, for whom the Romans felt no special affection, were the enemies given most
'nence" (81). Problematic, too, is his contention the Holy Spirit is "'the reciprocal love
veen the Father and Son'" which "becomes itself a person" when that love "'attains fullness"

His main argument that sex does not equal masculinity/femininity, sex and gender
g different, and, therefore, the Persons of the Trinity are masculine, but not male, while their
y is feminine, but not female, is at best circular. It rests on an inductive sexual observation 1 separate, women unite or commune - which is posited back into the
posedly non-sexual Godhead. Such reasoning triggers implications Podles would very much
Iwant; for example, at the moment of this review a transgendered candidate is petitioning a
omination in our vicinity using the same basic argument sex does not equal gender,
tending his sex is male, his gender identity female, so he has had himself scientifically
lsted. While his argument is no stronger than Podles', it does make a reader question the logic
he underlying theory of the book:
Why use the term gender when sex is explicitly not involved? Why ask whether God is
;culine or feminine, positing definitions back to God drawn from human behavior? Such a
cedure is similar to asking what race God is (Is God white or black?) by basing one's
~ussion on current socio-anthropological or ethnographic descriptions of races. The great
rcus Garvey objected to just such reasoning: "Our God has no color, yet it is human to see
rything through one's own spectacles, and since the white people have seen God through
te spectacles, we have only now started out (late though it be) to see our God through our own
ctacles" (Philosophy and Opinions, 1:44). One could paraphrase: "While our God has no sex,
it is human to see everything through one's own spectacles of gender, so we men posit God as
;culine (and disagree with feminists who label God as feminine ... )." But, with gendered
~uage not consistent in ancient Hebrew and Greek for all 3 persons of the Trinity, and verses
Ilicitly resisting identifying God with such categories (e.g. Deut 4:15-16, Mark 12:25), why do
Why is God not supragenderal? As God is not Jewish, though God worked powerfully
)Ugh the Jews, God need not be labeled masculine to work powerfully through males. This
nt underscores a series of inconsistencies in Podles' methodology. For example, he uses the
der based language argument to claim masculinity for the Father and Son, but ignores
dered language in his discussion of the Spirit (the Spirit is feminine in Hebrew, neuter in
:ek). He also avoids discussing the obvious objection against gender-based language having
~ universal gender references (e.g. how is a "year" feminine and a "day" masculine in Hebrew?
w are a "year" neuter and a "day" feminine in Greek)? Other inconsistencies include
,laining Jesus choosing only male disciples "to spare women that burden" of martyrdom (79),
ile commenting eight pages later "the sacraments have always been open to women, as has
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martyrdom" (87). Finally, a heavy dose of Roman Catholicism (e.g. "Mary is the mother of I
Church", 85) might close out Evangelical interest in this book altogether. But such dismi51
would be a mistake. This last part, the heavy Roman Catholic nature of the book, is actually l.
strength and its real contribution.
Leon Podles himself was a Roman Catholic pre-seminarian who dropped out .,
seminary because of the endemic, rampant homosexuality (x). Given the recent high prol l
Roman Catholic scandals (especially currently in Boston with Paul Shanley and the embattlt
Cardinal Law), the book becomes more than simply a heterodox offering in the seeminl
endless debate on female leadership, this time on the complementarian side. Podles' complaint5i
the final analysis are essentially about the "homosexualizing" of Christianity through I
"feminizing" of it. In other words, this is not a simple recruit in the firing lines of the curr,
Evangelical in-house debate. It is much more: a critique of the legacy of historic Catholid
with an impassioned plea that Evangelicals not follow its errors.
One does not need to accept all his bio/psycho-speak postmodern theomythology ~
realize that Roman Catholic theology and practice are in deep trouble in its high incidence
pederasty among its ordained leadership. Neither should we be put off by his English professc
penchant for hyperbole ("The Methodist Church is a women's club at prayer" [xv]
"Christianity Today has made as many compromises as it can with feminism and ignores I ,
problem of the lack of men in the church" [xv]) to recognize this is a hurting man who I
delivering a serious warning. If we take into account the context out of which Podles is writiI
Evangelicals on either side of the women's leadership debate can learn something useful.
When he addresses the issue of homosexuality he can provide provocative insights (e
70-71). Refreshing is his break with the usual man is active, woman is passive mythology a
particularly enlightening is his analysis of the origin of that chestnut, the Aristotelian revival :
medieval scholastic thinking with its bridal and maternal theology (1 02ff). His helpful detaili
of the shifting of the bride of Christ imagery from the collective to the individual explains t
disenfranchisement of men from the Church (and also enlightened me personally why, since eru
puberty, if not before, I have always loathed the hymn "In the Garden" and Warner Sallmru
"bearded lady" picture of Christ). His final plea that brotherly love be salvaged from sexl '
aberration so that churches can create a safe place to grow our sons healthfully into holy men il
concern all of us need to take to heart.
Like Ezekiel lying down on his sides for 390 and 40 days respectively to gain attenti,
for his points (Ezek 4:4-6), Professor Podles' approach may appear at times to be a strange or
but his warning is timely and serious.
William David Spencer, Gordon-Conwell Theological Semina

James R. White, The God Who Justifies. Minneapolis: Bethany House, 200 I, 394 pp., $19.99. :
th
The Reformers of the 16 century viewed the doctrine of justification as being at t
very core of the Gospel. Martin Luther described justification by faith alone as the article 1
which the church stands or falls. He wrote: "When the article of justification has falle
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:' rything has fallen. Therefore it is necessary constantly to inculcate and impress it, as Moses
;s of his Law (Deut. 6:7); for it cannot be inculcated and urged enough or too much."
James White makes a valuable contribution to the literature on this doctrine with The
:dWho Justifies. This book is written with a 21 st century audience in mind for the purpose of
liuainting a new generation with the basics of the doctrine of justification. It makes a welcome
Ilition to such classics as James Buchanan's The Doctrine of Justification written in 1867.
The book is divided into two main sections. The first section contains an overview of
ks related to justification. White discusses the biblical definition of justification, the role of
utation and the central importance of God's Word in laying out the parameters of
tification. He devotes one full chapter to the grounds of a believer's justification, namely, the
:rifice of Jesus on the cross and the implications of that unique salvation event for our
tification. White frequently refers to the wisdom of past writers on the subject. He freely
tes from James Buchanan, John Murray, Jonathan Edwards, John Calvin, and a number of
'ly church fathers to reinforce with the reader that his is not a novel approach to the subject but
her is right in line with traditional Christian teachings on justification.
The second section contains a detailed exegesis and commentary on a number of New
stament passages relating to justification. The passages, taken from Romans, Galatians,
hesians and James are presented in Greek (from the Nestle-Aland 27 text) and in English.
tem ate translations are provided when there is an issue on how a word or phrase should be
I
Idered.
I
James White carefully steps through these texts to present the case for our separation
1m God due to sin, our inability to justify ourselves before God and the need for God to justify
! ungodly. He demonstrates from the Greek text as well as the context of the passages that
itification is spoken of as a God- declared righteousness (in Paul's letters) and as a
:hteousness demonstrated to others (in the letter of James). White works through the places
lere textual variants playa role in the exegesis of the passage. He also discusses the case of
IW to proceed in understanding the meaning of a text when the translation of a phrase is
Icertain. An example is found on page 186 of the book, referring to Romans 3 :22. Paul uses the
Ifase "Pisteos Iesou Christou." Is he writing about faith in Christ or the faithfulness of Christ?
mes White wrestles with this and other issues. He details how a translator must work through
ammar, context and other factors to best determine how a word or phrase is best translated.
hite's discussions on how to approach the work of translating Scripture is not merely
eoretical. He was a critical consultant for the update of the New American Standard Bible in the

I

'90s.

The length of the book and its use of detailed exegesis from the Greek text might seem
lunting to the average reader. However, the nature and importance of the subject requires
reful exposition and argumentation. In an age of short attention spans, an author may be
mpted to write about the doctrine of justification by faith alone in only a cursory manner. The
'erage reader can get through White's book and understand it. But it will take time. Trying to
.ort-circuit that process would be like someone new to the sport of baseball asking an expert to
:plain the rules, history and strategies of baseball and to cover it, in great depth, and do so in
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only 30 minutes. Reading and thinking through The God Who Justifies will take time and wi t
worth every minute of the effort.
This is an excellent overall treatment of the topic. James White is faithful to Scril i
on the subject and does not deviate from centuries of church teaching on the subject. One a~
that I really liked was the author's emphasis on holding these truths and doing so passiona
Justification by faith is something not only to be studied but cherished as well. It is the mean '
which God regards us as being in right standing before Him because of Christ. This is the 11
vital truth of our life in Christ. As Luther pointed out, if the knowledge of justification falls a~
the knowledge of other doctrines will fall away as well. White's zeal for the subject anc
sound exegetical and theological treatment of justification in his book show that fervor and !.
scholarship can be found together in the same work.
Walter Ha

Joel R. Beeke and Sinclair B. Ferguson, eds., Reformed Confessions Harmonized. Grand RaJ
Baker Books, 1999. 271 pp., paper, $21.99.

As a Presbyterian. I was excited to receive this book for review. Many years ago,
divinity student, I stumbled across a used book in a Christian bookstore in Toronto entitle,
Harmony of the Westminster Presbyterian Standards. for which I paid the princely sun
CDN$35.00 at the time - but what a find! It illustrated parallels between the Westmi
Confession, the Larger Catechism and the Shorter Catechism, using a pattern similar to B
Throckmorton's ubiquitous Gospel Parallels. The present volume has rekindled my e
excitement, in that it has gone a step beyond by adding parallels from earlier materials
Belgic Confession of 1561, the Heidelberg Catechism of 1563, the Second Helvetic Confes:
of 1566, and the Canons of Dort of 1619. Altogether, these represent three strands of
Reformed tradition: the Dutch-German (Belgic, Heidelberg, Dort), the Swiss (Helvetic), and
Scottish-English (Westminster). Facing pages show these seven columns under several rub1
theology, anthropology, Christology, soteriology, ecclesiology, and eschatology.
Some who are not part of the Reformed tradition may think a book like this to be (
of an eye-glazer, but this is a valuable tool for any Christian who takes the Bible seriously,
much evangelical theology owes some of its expression to the Reformed confessions of
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Any student of Protestant history will quickly tell you
these documents made a significant impact on the life and faith of the church universal in
years around their compilation and publication.
While many Reformed churches have fallen away from the use of catechetical mat(
in their programs of preparation for profession of faith, it still finds regular use in affirming
faith of the church in worship (as a change from the use of the Apostles' Creed, for example),
in illustrating the points of a sermon or lesson. If, for example, you were preaching a serie~
the Ten Commandments, you could use a resource like this to find out that both the Heiden
Catechism and both the Westminster Catechisms address the decalogue, and help to clarify
meaning behind the commandments. So. to use the fifth commandment as an example, you c(
look in A Harmony of Reformed Confessions on pages 152 to 157 to find, among other thi

-I
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1. ~uestion

124 of the Larger Catechism asks, "Who are meant by father and mother in the fifth
onandment?", with the answer ensuing.
What brackets the Harmony is equally as helpful as the Harmony itself. The
duction includes a brief overview of each of the confessions used in the book, which gives
1 eader a snapshot of the circumstances behind the preparation of each document. Then, a 24r. 1 annotated bibliography concludes this valuable source book - a tool worthy of a book all on
" wn. It is compiled following the pattern of the Belgic Confession, the oldest Reformed
t dard included in the Harmony. It is limited to works in English, and, as Dr. Beeke confesses,
Iuld be of value to readers of Reformed persuasion" (p. 247). It might, however, also be
11ble for those outside the tradition who want to study it from an historic, confessional
Ipective.
This book would be a useful addition to every pastor's library, including those who
Ie from churches that are not accustomed to confessions and catechisms.
Jeffrey Loach

I E. Braaten and Robert W. Jenson, eds., Marks of the Body of Christ. Grand Rapids:
dmans, 1999. 179 pp., paper, $18.00.
Utilizing Martin Luther's seven "marks" of the church this book is the compilation of
sentations by an ecumenical group of scholars including Gerhard Forde, Richard Lischer,
~an Wood, John Erickson, K. Paul Wesche, Richard Norris, Jr, David Yeago, Carl Braaten,
Jert Jenson and William Abraham. This diverse group of essayists brings intelligent insight
m Catholic, Episcopal, Lutheran, Methodist and Orthodox thought.
The reader will find Luther's "marks" quite provocative, particularly as they are
Itrasted with the church of today. Suggestions brought by the authors are relevant and
Jortant. No doubt readers will find an historical ledge to stand where one can look at the
'spectives of the church today versus the values of Luther.
One criticism of the book is that there is neither an introductory nor concluding chapter
nmarizing with a broad brush the direction or conclusion of the contributions included.
'haps a joint concluding by both Jenson and Braaten would have been helpful in piecing
;ether any threads of commonality found in the book.
Certainly these "marks" of the church listed by Luther and the discussions of this book
uld provide interesting background for a class to study in the local church.
Cliff Stewart, Abilene, Texas

n Braude, Women and American Religion. Religion in American Life, ed. 1. Butler and H. S.
mt. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000. 141 pp., hardcover, $24.00.

Ann Braude begins her treatment of women's contribution to American religion with
: comment that although women comprise the majority of membership in almost all religious
mps throughout American history, they nevertheless have had to take a backseat to male
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religious leaders (pp. 11-12). In spite of this, women have made a significant contribution tl
development of religion in America in a great variety of ways.
Braude begins to survey these contributions with the early Puritan period in Amel
history. In the 17th _18 th centuries she shows that women's contributions were in pIa!
religious households in the New World. Although restricted at first, women's roles beg~
expand in the 19th _20th centuries through their use of spiritual gifts to effect church and soc
growth and reform (pp. 12-13).
Women have played a significant role in American religion, yet Braude contends
this has often been overlooked. She shows how women's activities and beliefs have
meaningful to shape the development and growth of American religion. Braude highh
women's contributions from various groups. She focuses on women's activities in secd
groups such as the Shakers with Mother Ann Lee (p. 30), the Quakers with Mary Dyer and SI
and Angelina Grirnke (pp. 43-49), Christian Science with Mary Baker Eddy (p. 53),
Pentecostalism with Aimee Semple McPherson (p. 116), in addition to Roman Catholics (pp
85). Braude also highlights women's contributions in various ethnic groups such as Je'
women (p. 66), Native American Chief Wilma Mankiller of the Cherokee Nation (p. 81), as
as Chinese women in America (p. 76), Muslim women in America (p. 131), and Aft
American women like Jarena Lee (p. 41).
Braude concludes the work with a discussion of the contemporary period "Sinc{
1960's" (p. 111). She addresses issues of women's roles in church leadership today and worn
quest for ordination and equal rights in the church. At the end of the book is a tim
highlighting women's contributions in America for three centuries (pp. 134-35) as wel
bibliography for further reading (pp. 136-38).
The work is broad in its spectrum and it is quite readable. Braude deals witt
religious contributions of women in America from many different groups and voices. This i:
strength of the work. Its inclusivity of women from various historical time periods as we
various ethnic groups makes it a rich and valuable survey of American women in relil
Braude provides a panorama of the breadth of women's contributions to the developmeI
religion in America.
JoAnn Ford W~
I

Colin Duriez and David Porter, The Inklings Handbook. Chalice Press, 2001.
hardcover, $32.99.

244

There is great relevance to this book with all the renewed interest in Tol
accompanying the release of the Lord of the Rings films. With this revived interest in Tol
has been a resurgence of interest in the group of English writers known as the Inklings.
Inklings include lR.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, Charles Williams, Owen Barfield and a few 0
who drift in and out of this informal gathering and who met in Oxford from 1933 to 1949 c
once or twice a week to read their works out loud to one another. Duriez and Porter have
together a handbook on the Inklings which includes a series of six essays about the writers
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h! writings along with an elaborate glossary of ideas gathered about these people and their
5 dates.
The Inklings Handbook is divided into two parts with the first having six essays on the
n~ngs and the second as a type of encyclopedia or comprehensive guide to the group's
I( :analities, associates, and literary works. The book begins as if it is going to be an interesting
I( ,ription of the writing craft and of the friendship among the Inklings probing into the ways the
nI enhanced each other's particular natures and works. The first chapter of only four and a
; I pages uses a variety of resources to describe the development and voice of the Inklings.
The
I :es from the novelist John Wain's biography (Wain an early participant in these meetings)
~ ~ particularly insightful. This chapter left me hungering for more, however. The second
I )ter is a detailed twelve-page chronology of the history of the Inklings' reading of their
10US works to one another along with the dates of their publications beginning with 1917 and
,d en's starting of The Silmarillion through the death of Tolkien in 1973 and Owen Barfield in
7. This section had wonderful tidbits of information about the Inklings, such as from a
I rence dated Thursday, April 13, 1944 gathered from a letter from Tolkien to his son. Duriez
il Porter note Tolkien writes concerning a book being written and read to the group, "The best
: of it, according to JRRT (Tolkien), is Wamie's chapter on the court of Louis XIV. He is not
)artial to the concluding chapter of CSL's (Lewis) The Great Divorce." Or the notation from
, May of the same year when Tolkien reads two chapters from The Lord of the Rings which
vis approves with "great fervor" and is moved to tears.
The next couple of chapters are a bit disappointing to me. Chapter three focuses only
the Chronicles of Narnia, especially on how the ideas of Namia developed, on the history of
llia, and on the geography of Namia. This chapter had me puzzled as to what it had to do
Ih the Inklings in general. The fourth chapter does the same concerning Middle Earth, again
h little relevance to the Inklings. The fifth chapter is the most interesting one to me. Here the
!lhurian legend is discussed and this ties together the Inklings since various members were
luenced by this legend and used it in their own literature, especially Lewis and Charles
lliams.
The sixth chapter concludes the essay section of the book. It focuses on Lewis,
lkien, and Williams and their views of imagination and theology. This six-page chapter could
the basis of an entire book. The emphasis is upon the romantic element in their works and
ne of the common influences on all of them, such as natural theology or George MacDonald.
ese essays conclude after only forty-three pages and are followed by one hundred and eighty
~es of an encyclopedia of Inkling-related subjects, entitled The Inklings from A-Z. This
:tion was very broad and comprehensive and could have been entitled, "Everything You
mted to Know About the Inklings and More." I particularly enjoyed the essays on issues I was
familiar, such as affirmative way from Charles Williams or the backgrounds of some of the
1ge members of the Inklings. The book can be a useful tool and is filled with insightful
ormation on the Inklings. I think I would have liked it better had the second part been a
)arate book by itself and the first part had been the beginnings of another book of essays on the
dings. I have to admit I have come to like the cartoonish nature of the slipcover of the book but
It initially I delayed reading the book due to this cartoonish cover of Tolkien and Lewis
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standing outside The Eagle and Child pub in Oxford, one of the frequent meeting places of "
Inklings.
Mark Hamilton, Ashland Univen

Rowan Greer, Christian Hope and Christian Life. Raids on the Inarticulate. New York, Her,
and Herder, 2001. 282 pp., $24.95.

The purpose of this book is to revive an approach to Christian faith and life which I
recently been much neglected: this life in the context of hope for the life to come. The subt ~
refers to the necessary limits of such a quest, and of the way in which the author's main sour '
have probed eternity's sheer impenetrability and mystery. An introduction to the main exposit ~
is provided by an extended account of New Testament teaching on the relation betw(
eschatological hope and the Christian life. No attempt is made to synthesize the teaching, and It
range of emphases is placed side by side, from the more temporally oriented eschatology of P l
to the below-average pattern that the author discerns in the Fourth Gospe\. There is no treatm~t
of the Book of Revelation, perhaps a strange omission in the context.
The main content of the book is to be found in extended accounts of the thought f( '
authors, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, John Donne and Jeremy Taylor, each of them prefa I
with an account of his religious development. From the ancient world come Gregory of Ny,
and Augustine, in whose thought we discern the sheer complexity of the Christian tradition. I
these expositions, we see something of the conversation that has always taken place between I:
Platonic tradition and the biblical gospel, for both of these thinkers are deeply platonic, and yet
different ways. While Gregory's thought simply cannot be made coherent, Augustine's is m(:
nearly so; and while Gregory says many things that verge on what was later to be rejected I
Pelagianism, Augustine's greater pessimism about the human condition gives a shape to
thought that Gregory's lacks. Moreover, his stronger distinction between the soul and '
material creation saves him from Gregory's virtual panentheism. The two classical writers fr
the Anglican spiritual tradition give the exposition a chiastic structure, for Jeremy Taylor
shown to echo some of Gregory's emphases, while Donne is more Augustinian.
It is good to have all four of these great thinkers expounded in such depth and det,
especially for the reminder of the impoverishing effect of so much modem Christian activism.
was also highly salutary reading for your reviewer, who is rather skeptical about this particulru
and, in context, very Anglican - tradition of Christian spirituality. But let me put an, I hO
j
gentle, question. Does not the modem reaction against Platonising spirituality, for all its aridi
have a genuine criticism to make, that traditional eschatology has been weakened by a lack
concrete contribution from a notion of eschatology as the renewing of both the heaven and t
earth alongside its treatment of the destiny of the human creature? That is to say, has t
tradition not been too exclusively preoccupied with the relation between the soul and its Go
While any corrective to the sentimentality of so-called creation spirituality is to be welcome
must we not also acknowledge that the injection of Platonism into Christianity did carry a hea'
price in an over-spiritualizing of the tradition that overlooked the fact that our bodies relate
l

I
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definitely, and, in the context of the doctrine of the resurrection, more positively to our
context that was allowed, certainly by the great Father of all western theology?
None of that, however, should be allowed to detract from the value of this
II lshionably edifying piece of writing.
Colin Gunton, Center of Theological Inquiry, Princeton
11 ~rial

i

~hryn

Lindskoog, Surprised by C. S. Lewis, George MacDonald, and Dante. Mercer
verSity Press, 2001. 221 pp., hardcover.

I

It is refreshing to read the work of an articulate, brilliant liberal arts person who is
ulfed in her subject matter. Lindskoog's knowledge and insight about Lewis, which she first
lonstrated in her now classic C. S. Lewis, Mere Christian, is displayed in an even greater
llght provoking manner in this scholarly, yet highly readable book of twenty-three essays.
~ first seven delightful essays center primarily on Lewis. There is the amusing "Who Is This
n?" the emotional comparison of Lewis to Beatrix Potter, Lindskoog's own fantasy into the
Id of Lewis called "The Splendid Lands," a summary of Lewis' ideas on Christmas, and a
vly discovered essay by Lewis entitled "All or Nothing."
~ next eleven essays connect Lewis to the ideas of various other writers, including Dante and
.cDonald, but also Sinclair Lewis, Dorothy Sayers, Willa Cather, D.H. Lawrence, and Mark
'ain.
The final five essays are her sage observations about Lewis on topics such as Natural
W, joy, and writing. She tells how Lewis often gave away writing pointers to both friends and
mgers. She says that after reading her thesis "he pointed out one weak sentence where I could
Ie been misread, and he included the following bit of free advice: 'Most readers will
Isunderstand if you give them the slightest chance. (It's like driving cattle; if there's an open
This section also provides an essay of
I:eway anywhere on the road, they'll go into it!)'"
Idskoog's personal discoveries and insights into Dante.
,
First and foremost Lindskoog is a great storyteller. In her essay, "Unexpected
~asure" she writes,
The Lewis family had many silly nicknames. Their mother often called
their father "Old Bear," and when they got older the boys secretly called
him "Potato," as he pronounced it-"Pudaita." The boys were named
Warren and Clive, but when they were little they were usually called
"Badgie" and "Babs." Most boys wouldn't like to be called Clive or Babs
very well and when Clive was only four years old he announced. "I'm
Jacksie! Jack was the only name he would answer to from that day on.
When he grew up and became a famous writer, he signed his books C. S.
Lewis. But his friends and relatives called him Jack all his life.

It has been a long time since a book brought me such pleasure and delight. Even if you
:ve never read the works of Dante and MacDonald, if you have done any extensive reading of
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Lewis, then this book will provide immense pleasure. It may even stir you to probe into the we,:
of Dante and MacDonald. I often have students ask me how to learn to write. I provide a t,
fold answer, write and read great writers. Lindskoog, like Lewis, is the type of writer that th , ~
who aspire to write must read.
Mark Hamil

1. I. Packer, Faithfulness and Holiness: The Witness of J. C. Ryle. Wheaton: Crossway Boo
2002.272 pp., hardcover, $17.99.

Noted scholar 1. I. Packer writes to pay tribute to the life and witness of Angli<
Bishop John Charles Ryle (1816-1900). Tribute is due to Ryle who certainly graced the l~'
century with significant evangelical influence.
Packer's intent is to introduce Ryle to evangelical readers of today. Unfortunately, t
volume lacks significant biographical data to introduce Ryle. Instead the reader is again and agi
subject to the hyperbole of Packer who does not do much to create new interest in Ryle. C
begins to wonder if the book is more a reflection of Packer's allegiance to "Puritanism" thaI I
biographical piece on Ryle. Most chapters are much too short and the reader is hungry for m(~
detail about Ryle. Disappointing to discover that J. I. Packer's commentary on Bishop Ryle~
only a third of the book with the other two thirds being a reprint of Ryle' s own work, Holiness. ~
Cliff Stewart, Abilene, Te} ,

Steven D. Reschly, The Amish of the Iowa Prairie, 1840 to 19/0. Baltimore: Johns Hop
University Press, 2000, 270 pages.

Reschly's work represents a further addition to the growing literature that considers t
Amish and Mennonite experience in America from a sociological perspective. After giving sOl
background material on the Amish origins in Europe and their migration to America, Resc
focuses his study on the Amish community that established itself in Iowa beginning in the 184(1
He works with the thesis that the Amish experience of "marginality and persecution in eaI
modern Europe" led them to develop a repertoire of attitudes and social structures which enabll
them to maintain their community even in the midst of multiple migrations (pp. 7-8). In effetl
they established a "portable community" whose dynamics allowed ironically for both stabili'
I
and adaptability on the Iowa prairie.
Reschly develops his thesis through eight chapters. He sets forth the specific attitud
and institutions developed by the Anabaptists and their Amish and Mennonite descendants
chapter one. Chapters two through five delineate some of the most characteristic features of tl
Amish ," repertoire" that made possible the continuation of their distinctive community: tl
innovative Amish agricultural system, preservationist patriarchy, limitation of their relationsh
to the modern nation-state, and creation of strategies of land ownership and inheritance th
fulfilled their practice of modified community of goods. Chapter six is a fascinating look at tl
"sleeping preacher," Noah Troyer. His trance speaking, laced as it was with critique of numero
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of the Amish "Ordnung," served to strain the dialectic between individual freedom and
c munal responsibility. The timing of his messages could not have been more critical, for the
l sh were facing
a number of internal and external forces that threatened to divide the
c:munity in the 1870s and 80s. In chapter seven Reschly shows how the religious divide
rng the Amish, catalyzed by Troyer, led to a schism in the Amish community between the
.: ition-minded Old Order Amish and the change-minded Amish-Mennonites. The final chapter
c;iders changes in Amish migration strategies, especially due to the impact of these
c:roversies within the Amish community.
Reschly's narrative is spiced with fascinating personal stories gleaned from such
,~ces as correspondence and diaries. The strength of the book is in the statistical mining of
~ iUS and land records that yields a wealth of insights about Amish farming practices, family
ractions, and land acquisition and holding. Other noteworthy elements are the stories related
. he Amish attitude toward the Civil War (some sons of Amish families did serve) and to the
Iition and demise of new Amish settlements. Especially impressive are the forty pages of
!s that demonstrate the thorough research that undergirds the work.
If I do have a disappointment with this work, it is in the opening chapter, where
;chly sets forth the historical foundations for Anabaptism in general and the Amish in
ticular. He accepts the "assured results" of those who propound the polygenesis theory of the
Though this approach has yielded a more accurate
ttiple origins of Anabaptism.
lerstanding of the diversity and origins of the movement, there are several features of the
ory, as reflected in Reschly's discussion, that are problematic. Reschly follows the
ygenesis theory's overemphasis on the dissimilarities within the various branches of
abaptism. As C. Arnold Snyder has argued in Anabaptist History and Theology, there is more
Iitinuity among the various expressions of Anabaptism than polygenesis theorists have allowed.
laddition, Reschly's declaration that "Anabaptism as a religious movement resulted from three
,ed attempts to impose a radical version of Christianity on the entire social order" (p. 13) is far
I simplistic to explain the varied nuances within Anabaptism.
Though the Peasants' War, the
lure of the radicals to win over Zurich and Zwingli, and the Munster debacle do play key roles
the collective consciousness and subconsciousness of Anabaptists, there are other significant
luences on the movement, one of which is the tug in the direction of mysticism, spiritualism,
flate-medieval piety as seen in the Christ-mysticism of the Dutch Anabaptists and the lovepired spiritualism of Denck.
I also felt that Reschly's discussion of Pietism needed further precision. His
servation that radical Pietists "often considered Anabaptism their precursor and even sought
ltact and mutual support" (p. 18) has some truth to it. Radicals did fellowship with
~nnonites and the Radical Pietist historian, Gottfried Arnold, did honor the Anabaptists by
:luding them in his History of the Heretics. But Radical Pietists were also critical of
labaptists for their perceived legalism, externalism, and divisiveness. Interestingly, Gottfried
nold gave an inordinate amount of space in his discussion of Anabaptism to the Anabaptistned-spiritualist, David Joris. I also find problematic that Reschly is willing to grant that there
: "several central tendencies" that are discernible across "the spectrum of [Pietist] movements"
18), but does not grant this same point to Anabaptism. Pietism is unquestionably more
rerse in its origins and expressions than Anabaptism ever was.

1':S
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In spite of these scholarly points of debate, I would commend Reschly's work to
student of the Anabaptists and Amish, especially when he turns to his topic proper.

1/

Webster, John, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Karl Barth, Cambridge University Pri ,
2000.

This is the sort of book on which one may write a very large review, or a very st t
one. All the reviews I saw in a day spent reading through the periodicals in Princeton Semina i
book room were of the short variety. And wrong. They say things like, "There is no consist '
formula of interpreting the various aspects of Barth's theology." Sure there is. My thesis ab t
this book is that each of the 17 different authors proceeds by asking questions of Barth. This \~"
Barth's own approach to theological matters and it seems like a helpful approach for a b<,
about Barth.
Granted some of the questions are more difficult than others. I find Trevor Hart's .)
Alan Torrance's so. Yet as one begins with John Webster's clear summary of the progressl
Barth's life and thought in 14 pages (sic) and concludes with Alasdair Heron's reflection on h i
he came across Barth's writings as a student and how he practiced theology in an era in wh
Barth was both lauded and criticized, what we get are clear questions which allow us to proc(11
with the task of understanding Karl Barth, "the most important Protestant theologian sir ~
Schleiermacher," as Webster describes him.
Webster's question is, is Barth so important as all that? Christoph Schwobel writes
Barth's theology. What he does is asks Barth's questions after him. He examines in brief
dispute after another in Barth's career, from his earliest articles through the Church Dogmati
What is helpful about this is the rich overview which is both precise and yet broad. Is Bar
conception of the task of theology as important as his material contribution to theology? If
weigh these two on a scale, we might remember Barth smiling about the angel's laughter at I
wheelbarrow full of the white bound volumes of the Dogmatics. But on the other scale are I
countless questions from Barth reflecting on the task of bringing together empirical reality a
Christianity through asking questions. Such questions!
Trevor Hart's article on Revelation is difficult because he creates a very wide landsca
in which Barth is one figure who can't possibly defend all fronts. And Alan Torrance's article
the Trinity is difficult in part because his question is difficult, how is the Trinity to be conceive'l
Francis Watson asks, how does Barth correlate the four sources of Christian theolof
Scripture, tradition, reason and experience? His answer is along the lines, the Bible is not read
a vacuum, and Barth recognizes that; yet for Barth it is the Bible which keeps our focus on t
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Watson's thesis is that the intent of the Chur
Dogmatics is to encourage readers to reread the Bible.
Bruce McCormack attempts the difficult theological task of finding the central doctri
in Karl Barth. Is such a task possible, or fruitful? Von Balthasar chose grace as the centeri
doctrine of Barth's work. Grace certainly pervades the Dogmatics. McCormack chooses electi<
Barth's view of election is a correction to the classical teaching he maintains. He proceeds
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Ir :' iding a brief summary - another time this procedure in the book works well - of Barth's view,

I, r against Calvin's. He then offers the question, what is the logical relation of God's gracious

I tion to the triunity of God? McCormack avoids some of the problem in finding the one
( ral idea by working hard to set Barth in a larger discussion concerning God.
On and on the good questions and ideas go. George Hunsinger, for example, begins
'{ i George Herbert's summary of Chalcedon Christology.
He proceeds to demonstrate how
I :h's Christo logy differs from that of Alexandria with its tendency to Docetism and of Antioch,
~ I its tendency to Nestorianism.
After chapters which tackle the questions of Barth's theological architecture, the
(,eluding chapters of the book consider Christian ethics, an important topic since Barth is
letimes criticized for not considering the practical implications of theology; politics; religions;
. inism; and modernity and post-modernity.
The book even comes with an index, a rare addition in works which contain essays by
, ly authors, and a helpful one. As the whole book is.
Robert Ives

I Christensen and Shari MacDonald, Our God Reigns: The Stories Behind Your Favorite
lise and Worship Songs. Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 2000. 143 pp., paper, $9.99.
Did you know that the author of one of North America's favorite praise songs was once
first runner-up in the Miss New Mexico contest? It's true! Karen Lafferty, who penned the
ds and wrote the music for the well-known song "Seek Ye First", was once a beauty queen.
r story, along with twenty-four others, appears in Our God Reigns, co-written by a self\cribed "worship pastor, journalist, and husband/father" and an author and editor. What Ken
beck is to hymn stories, these two are to the stories behind praise songs. Rev. magazine
nuary/February 2001 issue) showed an advertisement from Kregel stating that this book was
o available with a companion compact disc (advertised cost: US$2I.99).
As both a pastor and a musician, I enjoyed reading these stories. However, as a
nadian and a Presbyterian, some of them were unfamiliar to me. I would have appreciated
'{ing the CD to listen to while I read, but alas, the CD did not come with the review copy! I did
'Jw 15 of the 25 songs examined, and found myself humming them as I read about their
lesis. Among the best-known songs cited in the book are "As The Deer" (Martin Nystrom);
ive Thanks With A Grateful Heart" (Henry Smith); and "Lord, I Lift Your Name On High"
ick Founds).
Several common threads appeared in a number of these stories. The most outstanding
them was the connection that so many had with Christ For The Nations Institute in Dallas.
xas - an organization I learned about via the Internet (www.cfni.org). The degree of influence
It this organization has had over contemporary praise and worship is pervasive. Other common
eads included Youth With A Mission, Christian Copyright Licensing, Incorporated, and a few
the larger contemporary churches in southern California.
The authors interviewed each songwriter, and allowed each one to review the interview
Iterial for accuracy before the book went to print. Commonly found in most stories were
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anecdotes of the circumstances around the writing of the song. (This stands in contrast to r it
hymn stories, which tell something of the whole life of the writer; this can be accounted fo; y
the fact that most contemporary songwriters are still alive.) Many of the circumstances outli!d
in the stories were tales of pain or poverty, but that strong faith brought them through every tril~
For worship leaders whose congregations use contemporary music regularly, this b l~
will be a handy reference tool for the purposes of introducing the songs. For worship leac ,l
who are largely unfamiliar with the genre, it serves as a modest introduction. The book is wri [
in a very folksy style (the frequent use of the term "gonna" was a bit disturbing). No stor, l
more than four pages long; the book is easily read in a matter of a couple of hours.
Jeffrey F. La .

Jan G. Linn, The Jesus Connection: A Christian Spirituality. St. Louis: Chalice Press, I IO pp.

This small, attractive book is by Jan G. Linn, Professor of Ministry at Lexing.,
Theological Seminary. Both the seminary and publisher are agencies of the Christian Chut
(Disciples of Christ). Linn writes for mainline churches and leaders who may be strong
openness and service but are experiencing "theological slippage." He means by that a slide i
religion in general , spirituality that generic, and a bland, anything-goes approach to Christian I
"This book," says Professor Linn, "is my attempt to address this problem. It begins with
conviction that spirituality in the church ought to have something tangible to say about
relationship to Jesus Christ. In other words, I contend that Christian spirituality is inextrica
bound to the claims of the New Testament in its proclamation of the life, death and resurrect.
of Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord" (pp. 2-3).
!
Like Bonhoeffer's The Cost of Discipleship, Linn's first chapter is crucial to
argument. The author challenges all spirituality that calls itself Christian to get specific. "I w
to argue that Christian spirituality offers more than an idea or an example in Jesus. It is '
invitation to know him, experience him, love him, and belong to him" (p. 7). That kind
language - and that focused reality - just might be good news to some people, and in so
churches.
Linn continues with major chapters on signs of spiritual growth, ways of praying, ,
marks of a spiritUally mature church. Briefer chapters treat the work of the Holy Spirit, the n(
for discipline, and the struggle with discouragement - topics not discussed often enough. 1
whole is written in a flowing, lucid style with examples drawn from the author's classro
teaching, retreat leadership, and personal life. He is to be commended for courageously tackl
a problem that has lain too long untreated. His discussion makes a good start in the leng
rehabilitation that lies ahead. I am grateful to the Ashland Seminary alumna who introduced
to this fine book!
Jerry Fl
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1 dn and Nigel Palmer, The Spiritual Traveler: England, Scotland and Wales: The Guide to
a'ed Sties and Pilgrim Routes ill Britain. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist/ Hidden Spring, 2000. 320 pp.,
a :r, $20.00.

The brothers Palmer have created a comprehensive pilgrim's guide to sites sacred
Britain. It is at one time an introduction to spiritual pilgrimage, a brief history lesson,
lrvey of the sacred landscape, and a careful guide to thirteen pilgrim routes in England,
(:land and Wales,
The authors, experts in Britain's pilgrim routes, and historic church sites, have given
)reader a marvelous tool with which to make pilgrimage. Spiritual travel is more than making
umey to a distant land or even following an itinerary to sacred sites. The Palmers alert us to
, imple truth that every ancient traveler to sacred places knew: that the journey to the divine
lins with the first step and begins within the pilgrim." (xi) Sacred travel invites you to
. ntain a singular focus, live with heightened awareness and anticipation, and move at a slower

1 ughout

e.
A brief history of the nation sets the stage for an intriguing discussion of Britain's
landscape with its stone circles, holy wells, sacred cities, and flora and fauna. A chapter is
;:n to each topic. Explanations are supplemented by commentaries on specific sites, cities and
cies as well as photographs, sketches, diagrams, and sidebars.
The pilgrim guide section of the book takes you town by town along each well-trodden
te with a brief historical commentary, anecdotes, sketches and photos, and literary quotations.
'ectional boxes give clear instructions and mileage for navigating your way to each point of
!rest. Strip maps, similar to those found in medieval pilgrim's handbooks, are printed
tically in the margins to give you a visual perspective on your journey.
I
Here is a wonderful book for all seasons. Pick it up on a cold winter's evening and
:am about following a pilgrim path next summer. Open it in the spring to plot your journey.
rry it with you as a guide along the way. Retrieve it in the fall to reflect upon your experience.
ave used the Palmer's work in each season as I planned and followed the famous Canterbury
lte and a portion of the Ely to Walsinghom route through East Anglia to Norwich and St.
ian's Church. The text prepared me for the pilgrimages, guided me along both routes, and
rted me to significant historical events and sites along the way.
Travel stirs something deep within. But a sacred journey heightens the experience as
II narrow your focus, open yourself to the serendipity of the road, and discover things you
luld never learn as a tourist. It is a pilgrim's delight just to be on the way. The Spiritual
2veler is a wonderful volume not only for its content but also for the inspiration it gives.
ading its pages sets your "toe to tapping," your mind to wonder, and your spirit to soar.
lrney well!
Rick Ryding, Seattle Pacific University
~ed
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Ben Patterson, Deepening Your Conversation With God: Learning to Love to Pray. Beth y
House, 2000.

!

Ben Patterson is not "into" prayer. He confesses that he missed the religious gen'r
whatever it is that makes people enjoy the act of praying. With refreshing candor Ben writes .ts
book which encourages us to learn to love to pray.
For homiletical purposes the entire book is filled to the brim with marvelous illustra e
material. To simply say 'illustrative' is not enough - for the illustrations are very persuasive. 'I
example is Patterson's citing of theologian Hans Kung's massive 602 page treatise entitled, ~
Being a Christian.' Not a word in Kung's book about prayer! Asked why, Professor Kl ~
answered, in effect, 'I forgot.' He spoke about the publisher's deadline, the harassment he 'i s
receiving from the Vatican, and he simply overlooked 'prayer.' It is a real life parable remin4~
us that prayer is al ways the first thing to go when we get caught up in the busyness of the chu,
and the hurried pace of the world. Writes Patterson, ' ... only prayer can deliver us from that pac
This book is far from a scholarly treatise on prayer, but it is a very practical one in ;
style of Ben Patterson's previous books. Preaching on prayer? - this is a wonderful book I
sermonic ideas. Lacking a prayer life? - this is a motivational book particularly for a pastor.

Cliff

Ste"1

H. Wayne House, Charts of Cults, Sects, & Religious Movements. Grand Rapids: Zonden
Publishing House, 2000. 352 pp., paper, $26.99.

Wayne House has prepared a very useful source book for nineteen different cults, se
and religious movements. They are presented alphabetically, from Alamo Christian Ministr
through to The Way International, and include such well-known groups as the Church of Je:
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Eckankar, Freemasonry and the Jehovah's Witnesses.
acknowledges in the preface that since most of the work for the book was completed in 19'
there may be some information included in it that is not current. Nevertheless, it gives
exceptionally good snapshot of each group. House further acknowledges that there is no (
accepted definition of a cult or a sect, but that he uses the terms to refer to "doctrinal deviatiC!
from orthodox Christianity and not in reference to sociological or psychological characteristi(
(p.9).

I

As it is a group that generates significant discussion among Canadian Presbyteria
some of whom would consider it a dubious choice to be included among cults, sects and nl
religious movements, I chose to study the chapter on Freemasonry as part of this review. Thou
the author made use of an abbreviation which he did not spell out - "A/W" - the section ~
otherwise clear and concise. House made use of a variety of sources for his material, b(
primary and secondary, which was helpful. This way, the reader is first introduced to what 1
organization says about itself, then to what those outside, both sympathetic and not, say about
He begins each group's chapter with a section on facts and history about the organizati(
followed by several pages of theological issues and the group's position on them. Each page
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~' Lp in chart form (as with other Zondervan books of charts), with three columns: position ,
1lOrt, and orthodox response.
The positions that are addressed by the author are both those that are commonly
c~idered and some that are less well-known. For example, in the chapter on Freemasonry,
[ se discusses such well-known issues as "The God of Freemasonry is most often referred to as
l iGreat Architect of the Universe' (G.A.O.T.U.)" (p. 142), and some lesser-known issues such
Part of the Masonic plan of salvation includes the ultimate realization that we are not only
~ cally good, but divine" (p. 147). The exhaustive, but not overwhelming, nature of the
lor's work makes this a treasure-trove for pastors and lay people alike as they seek to
erst and what is of God among the religious groups of the world today.
There are two appendices, the first giving an extensive description - in chart form - of
I odox Christian doctrine, in the same rubrical order as one would find a systematic theology.
s is especially helpful for seekers or unbelievers who might pick up this book for general
rest, as it shows them not only what is heretical, but what is considered orthodox Christian
trine as well.
The second appendix contains five creeds of the church - the Apostles' Creed, the
ene Creed, the Constantinopolitan Creed, the Athanasian Creed, and the Definition of
ilcedon. Curiously, the wording cited for the Apostles' Creed varies from what would be
riliar to many as a liturgical document. Similarly, the wording of the Nicene Creed would
prise some readers, as would that of the Constantinopolitan Creed, which without the jilioque
Ise otherwise reads as the Nicene Creed would to many believers.
Finally, House furnishes the reader with a significant bibliography for those who may
:h to do further research into any of the groups studied in the book. On the whole, this book is
II worth having on the shelf for the sake of reference, especially if you have ever thought even
;e of inviting that pesky door-knocker into your home for some dialogue!
leffLoach

lig A. Evans and Peter W. Flint, eds., Eschatology, Messianism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
ldies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature 1. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans,
xii + 176 pp., paper. $20.00.

n.

The first in the series Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature,
Messianism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls offers the reader several contributions on the
)minent theme of eschatology and messianism as shared and developed among the writings of
: Old (OT) and New Testament (NT), the Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS), and related intertestamental,
vish literature. This volume aims to portray the eschatological emphases found among these
[tings as by no means monolithic in perspective. Although, clearly, these writings and their
ended audiences shared various views on future events (1), the nature of the expectations vary
a considerable degree and mayor may not always remain consistent even within a particular
)UP of writings themselves.
Representative of the variety of eschatological and messianic perspectives claimed by
: book's contributors, the book itself contains articles ranging from a discussion of a Moses
~hatology,
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typology of prophetic messianism as perhaps used in DSS and NT sources (by Paul E. HUE' I,
10-22) to a consideration of Paul's use of and dependence on Merkabah mysticism in',s
conception of his apostleship (by James M. Scott, 101-119). Other contributions, from v I·
known scholars in the field (e.g., Peter W. Flint, Martin G. Abegg, Jr., John J. Collins, and C g
A. Evans), offer views on biblical and non-biblical scrolls (and their uses) and their relatio 0
various traditions and philosophical ideas portrayed within the Judeo-Christian heritage ~:a
Greco-Roman culture. A consistent theme among all the contributions in this volume insist: n
the variety of interpretations one finds in the dramas of or leading to (and the persons invol d
in) "the end." In addition, the DSS themselves have much to offer toward the interpretatim If
eschatological and messianic texts of early Judaism and Christianity. An underlying concep n
of the contributors is to view the DSS as a link between eschatology and messianism in the \',
especially among the prophetic books, and their later manifestations in the NT corpus. e
contributors highlight the activity of reinterpretation and re-appropriation of these themes fo la
in early Jewish and Christian writings, showing that this process can already be detected inlr(
DSS themselves. Eschatological and messianic perspectives of early Judaism and Christirull
need not be based on the Greco-Roman, religio-philosophical environment; although, tIl
certainly reflect involvement in a Greco-Roman social context.
'
A book of this sort may easily become overly technical and beyond the grasp ( I
broader readership. Not so with this introductory volume. Although one may find the last I,:
articles of the book (dealing with the complex topics, in themselves, of throne-cha
[Merkabah] mysticism and Johannine messianism, respectively) a bit more technical than I
previous seven, the book as a whole is both erudite and comprehendible to the reader not so v
steeped in the contributors' scholarly milieu. This volume is valuable both for its contributior
scholarship on the DSS and its portrayal of the DSS as integral to conceptions of eschatology:
messianism among early Jewish and Christian writings.
C. Jason Borders, BruneI University/London Bible Colle

Avraham Negev and Shimon Gibson, eds., Archeological Encyclopedia of the Holy Land (revi:
and updated edition). New York: The Continuum International Publishing Group, Inc., 201
555 pp., hardcover, $39.95.

I

This work is a definitive, one volume archeological encyclopedia of the Holy Land tl
is a must acquisition of anyone interested in biblical study. It has over 800 entries and 2
illustrations including pictures, maps and diagrams. The work is a recent revision of the Origil
1972 version having been revised previously in 1986 and 1990. There are 125 contributors
this exhaustive work. The original (1972) edition had 600 entries by 20 scholars with 2
illustrations and cost $15.95.
In the 2001 edition, entries begin with ABARIM (see Nebo) and include geographic
historical and biblical references concluding with ZUZIM; EMMIM. The latter were two peo]
referred to in Genesis 14.5. In addition to the 285 illustrations, there is a chronological tal
tracing the archaeological periods from Paleolithic to Ottoman, 1917, thus spanning I
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n ennia, a chronological chart of the kings of Israel and Judah as well as the Hasmoneans, the
-I t>dians and the Procurators. A helpful glossary is also a part of the end material.
Distinguished scholars from all over the world have contributed from their expertise
IS, site by site descriptions of digs, archeological discoveries, historical commentary and
~(eral articles. This work can serve as a ready reference and commentary for biblical study.
) Negev is Professor of Classical Archeology at the Institute of Archeology of Hebrew
Jversity. He has directed numerous digs and is a prolific author. Shimon Gibson is a field
Uleologist currently in charge of the excavations on Mount Zion, and editor and an author of
r ly articles.
Richard E. Allison

.: Strobel, The Case for Christ: A Journalist ~ Personal Investigation of the Evidence for
r us. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1998. Paper.

The central thesis of this book describes the pilgrimage of Lee Strobel, an investigative
malist, to ascertain reliable information to either document the existence of Jesus Christ as the
:ssiah, or to defy that he was who he claimed to be, the divine and only Son of God. Though
author is an atheist, the diligence with which he searches for answers about the historical
us may give meaning to the personal search of those who read this book.
Through a long, tedious process of interviewing the most astute Biblical scholars,
'obel's questions are answered in profoundly convincing dialogues. In the book he shares each
101 arl y verbatim in the detailed, unbiased manner to which he is accustomed to reporting trials
former legal editor of the Chicago Tribune.
Each section begins with a documented criminal case which has been carefully
iearched and prosecuted with an occasional sentencing of the innocent, the result of improperly
thered or mishandled evidence or of unreliable witnesses or contrived circumstances or
,timony. Strobel progresses then into a similar argument against or in support of a piece of
idence in the Scriptural context of Jesus' life; e.g., in his first interview with Scottish professor
aig Blomberg at Aberdeen University, Strobel questions the credibility of the authors of the
)spels. Blomberg's trust in the ancient texts is supported by the eyewitness theory of their
thors, contrasted against the fictitious naming of the apocryphal gospels. Such ordinary,
known characters as Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John are accepted as authors, regardless of
~ir poor credibility. John's authorship is unanimously attested to by more than a dozen Biblical
lolars, interviewed by Strobel (Strobel 1998, 26-28).
The time period of thirty to sixty years encompassing eyewitness accounts of Jesus' life
considered "negligible by comparison" to the usual formulation of legend which normally
curs over a 400-500 year period after the death of the individual. Such is the case of Alexander
~ Great who died 323 B.C.E. Accounts are considered accurate though recorded 400 years later
trobel 1998, 40). Blomberg's eyewitness theory is further argued by Jesus' appearance in
mrrected form to some 500 persons after his appearance to the twelve disciples. These people
:re already participating in organized worship by the time Paul was given their creed of beliefs.
tat the event of Christ's resurrection, though not officially recorded "can be dated to within two
I
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years of that very event. This information pretty much weakens the mythological concept 1,1
legends developed over time corrupting the eye witness accounts of Christ's life" (Strobel l~ 1
44).

The Yale Law School editor's questioning uncertainty is further addressed by Blomb ~
as he denies that oral tradition has allowed the writings to become distorted in the fashiOlt(
telephone conversations; rather, that they were carefully passed along only when the aul I
believed the accuracy of the story. Thus, allowing for variations and wording omissions,1e
describes the Gospels as "extremely consistent with each other by ancient standards, which !
the only standards by which it's fair to judge them" (Strobel 1998, 56-57). He further notes :,I
there are no adverse witness accounts contrary to Scripture (Strobel 1998, 66).
:
Blomberg concludes by saying that, "Many New Testament scholars have come to fi 1
in Christ." Strobel defends his disbelief: "I am not a scholar, but a skeptic, an iconoclast, a h'l
nosed reporter on a quest for the truth about this Jesus who said he was the Way, the Truth, ;
Life" (Strobel 1998, 68).
Further investigation provides conclusive evidence for the multiplicity of copies the
so vital to Bruce Metzger, Princeton Theological Seminary professor and author of fifty boc
who argues for the authenticity of manuscripts carefully cross checked to match bits of papy
dated to C.E. 98-117 for the Gospel of John. A wealth of evidence exists in Greek documel
manuscripts, and lectionaries for the New Testament, compared with other "books of anti qui
(Strobel 1998, 80).
Strobel finds answers for other inquiries, such as why the earth became black at ,
hour of Christ's death (Strobel 1998, 110-111); the Talmud, Mishnah, and Josephus accounts
Jesus' healing ministry. Was it ministry or sorcery (Strobel 1998, 112-113). He interviews Ed\II'
Yamauchi at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, former Buddhist now a follower of Jes
archaeologist and student of twenty-two languages. Strobel learns that the documentation I
Jesus' life exceeds that of any founders of an ancient religion.
I
Hel continues the archaeological search to document Luke, Mark and John
conferring with John Mc Cray, professor of New Testament and Archaeology at Wheat
College. To Strobel, archaeology may project similar light on the evidence as serology II
toxicology provide for the crime scene in the present day. Luke's credibility had been questior
following identification of Lysanias as tetrarch in Abila near Damascus and of politarchs, wh
were unknown in Roman documents. Archaeologists have located evidence, to support Luk
credibility in both instances. Similar digs in the region have established the reliability of John 2
Mark (Strobel 1998, 132).
Of particular interest to Biblical scholars is the absence of information fn
archaeological digs to support the Book of Mormon. McRay quotes the Smithsonian to supp
this claim, considering the New Testament to be "accepted as a remarkably accurate source bo(
(Strobel 1998, 144).
The search for validity in the person of Jesus continues through the "behaviour refle
personality" concept of psychological profiler John Douglas, who was able to accurately descr
the character of the actual San Francisco serial killer portrayed in "Silence of the Lambs" by
"left-behind products of the person's behaviour" (Strobel 1998, 175). In support of this theory,

t
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of professor Ben Witherington III, scholar of Christology at Asbury Theological
) ninary was the target of Strobel's questions. To Strobel's question about and identity crisis in
f, IS life, Witherington denies such with the affirmation only of points of confirmation: at Jesus'
lltism, temptation, and Transfiguration. He concluded that confirmation of Jesus' identity
lame real in the minds of his disciples following the crucifixion, that Jesus had performed the
I rk of God (Strobel 1998, 184-188).
The arguments continue in logical fashion as the book's author finds answers to such
'~stions as: Was Jesus crazy when he claimed to be the Son of God? (profile evidence). Did
'us fulfill the attributes of God? Did Jesus and Jesus--alone--match the attributes of God?
>lgerprint evidence). The resurrection is researched similarly through interviews with
'ltemporary Biblical scholars. In the end, Strobel concludes that the evidence is heavily
,ighted in favor of Christ. He asks similar consideration of the reader, but in case the evidence
inconclusive, he suggests continued investigation from "respected experts." He concludes that
s vital that the reader not accept Jesus as only a great moral Teacher, but to "fall at His feet and
1 Him Lord and God (Strobel 1998, 365-367). Thus, his bias against the Christ seems to have
ifted to apologist, who would find agreement with all those whom he has so carefully
qfronted with some antagonism throughout his search for veritable information. Perhaps, the
ift begins to occur during the interview with Alexander Metherell, M.D., Ph. D., radiologist,
ysiologist, and engineer. The reader should be forewarned that this physician leaves nothing to
lance in establishing the cause of death of Jesus Christ.
I
The book covers a wide range of methodologies for gathering data, comparing,
,ntrasting, and analyzing it according to the means available now and at time the Gospels were
ritten. The author's need to search for such information speaks to the similar longings of the
ader, perhaps justification enough for writing such a novel. Certainly, nothing seems left to
mjecture in the mind of this theorist. Above all, once certain hypotheses have been clearly
oven, he is accepting of the conclusions as fact. But he does not exclude the possibility that he
ay have overlooked some facet of the search for truth within the records of what is known of
e Christ. He encourages the reader to embark upon a similar quest for evidence.
Marigold Marsh

[ichael Ruse, ed., Philosophy of Biology. Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 1998. ix + 370 pp.,
lper, $22.00.
If you have slipped behind in your reading on the contemporary debates in biology, or
,e acknowledged difficulties in neo-Darwinian explanations of the origin and nature of life, of
)ecies, and evolution, or if you want to catch up on the overlapping issues between biology and
ligion - on life, design, sociobiology, ethics, God and cloning, this collection of essays can be
~ry helpful. The volume identifies 13 topics in the academic discipline of Philosophy of
iology, and collects 37 previously published essays from biologists, philosophers and
leologians - past and present. The essays are filled with engaging facts, inferences, competing
cplanations, arguments, theorizing and speculations. Some of the chapter topics directly engage
leological terrain: Evolution and Ethics, God and Biology, and Cloning, as well as the enduring
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questions of What is life? and the need of Explaining Design. There are also topics of m:
refined intramural biological debate, which, complex as they may be in details, nonetheless sh
the outsider several of the acknowledged problems in Darwinism and neo-Darwinism. Th'
problems include contrasting views on Darwinism and the Tautology Problem (is natu
selection just a conceptual way of interpreting the relationship between biological species, (
that turns out to be only a truth by definition - a non-empirical proposition - hence a fatal tla\\
Darwinism?); The Challenge of Punctuated Equilibrium (one of the most prominent challenge~
the orthodox and neo-Darwinian theory of slow gradual change, from the pen of Stephen 1. GOi1
and others); The Problem of [Species] Classification (we observe distinctly different kinds i
animals - snakes, fish, birds, rabbits, humans - not a seamless continuum of imperceptil
different life forms, which fuels the unresolved problem of the definition of a "species
Teleology (must a Darwinian reject all notions of design and purpose - say, of the eye 0 :
scavenger, because modem science [naturalism and/or atheism] requires it, or to the contra
must a biologist be a teleologist in order to have any story to discover and explain?). Finally,
the topic of Human Sociobiology is not yet on your radar screen, the three articles in this volUl
can serve as good icebreakers. Sociobiology is one of the most intently discussed topics
evolutionary studies, having already spawned evolutionary ethics and evolutionary psycholo!.
It is a topic that continues to grow in influence upon, and penetration into, the contemponll
mind.
Ruse provides an informative and critical Introduction (pp. I -26) to the essays, as well
as a helpful annotated bibliography of this relatively new academic discipline of Philosophy of !
Biology (pp. 363-370). Three articles are from theologians, i.e., William Paley, Arthur Peacod
and Philip Hefner. Biologists and philosophers are responsible for the rest, although in some
cases an author's atheism may prove to be the determining factor, e.g., Richard Dawkins and 1.1
Mackie. There is little space granted to theistic evolution, creation science is represeilted by a
selection from the 1981 State of Arkansas Act 590 and Ruse's critique of it as "the ultimate
fraud." There is no essay in the volume arguing for intelligent design theory.
Two examples of the engaging nature of the essays are noted here. The topic of G
and Biology includes the panentheistic argument by Arthur Peacocke. He reasons that any vif
of God as Creator and Sustainer of the world, given biological evolution, "impels us to take me
seriously and more concretely than hitherto the notion of the immanence of God-as-Creator - tt
God is the Immanent Creator creating in and through the process of the natural order... [su
that] 'The processes themselves, as unveiled by the biological sciences, are God-acting-~
Creator, God qua Creator. '" (p. 339) Here there is no irreconcilable conflict between God a
evolution, rather one is directed to discover the seamless activity of God in the fact of biologi(
evolution. This seamless merging of Darwinism and divine activity of creating new life fon
does, however, create a massive rip in moral nature of God. That is to say, the incalculal
amount of pain, suffering, death, and mass extinctions of mos,t of the life forms that ever car
into existence over millions of years must also be understood to be God-acting-as-Creator, too.
On the topic of Evolution and Ethics, an essay by Ruse and E. O. Wilson provide!
sociobiological link between these two realms. They argue that evolution has made us via natu:
selection and survival of the fittest, yet we now find altruism and beneficence to be constituent
human (and humane) society. Christianity teaches such a morality, but God stands behind t
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mon on the Mount. Sociobiology (or maybe it is time to distinguish atheistic and theistic
as is common in distinguishing atheistic and theistic forms of Existentialism)
I. ,ws only naturalistic causes and explanations of phenomena, including morality. Thus, ethical
; .ffiS have no ultimate objective foundation, but evolution makes us think that such foundations
; it. "Evolution tricks us into beliefs about objectivity, and therefore, in this sense, morality is
.I y a collective illusion of our species!" (p. 24, 316).
Howard M. Ducharme, University of Akron
:>

;f iobiology,

[lann Christoph Arnold, Why Forgive? The Plough Publishing House, 2000.

Arnold's book is not an easy one to read because it touches reality quickly and does not
go! For who among us is not tempted to seek revenge, to deny forgiveness? Perhaps the most
;ective way to discuss forgiveness of another is to share the stories of people who have
Il ggled with the effects of violent crime, abuse, bigotry and war. The author shares human
,' ries of people who now reap the benefit of forgiveness and the stories of those who have been
able to cope in a healthy manner with great injustice.
Forgiveness of others is simple in one sense, and complex in another. In a day and age
len we cry out for 'closure' for families of victims of heinous crimes, one finds the message of
s book to at least bring important matters for consideration. Individuals interviewed for the
ok have varied ways of dealing with their hurt.
The author addresses many ways in which people are hurt. Somewhere in the book the
.ider will be touched with a familiar situation. Forgiveness of others is one aspect of
Irgiveness. For others God needs to be forgiven. And, then, there is the matter of forgiving
leself.
In a familiar style to many books, each chapter begins with an appropriate quote to the
'ecific subject faced in the chapter. This Chinese proverb cited capsulizes the book's message
ld challenge: 'Whoever opts for revenge should dig two graves.' The real life examples of this
10k allow the reader to not feel the object of many 'oughts' and 'shoulds' and 'shall nots' but
ther provide the opportunity to listen in to another human being as he or she struggles with
rgiveness issues.
A certain strength of this book is the wide variety of people who contribute their honest
elings and struggles. One senses that the author himself does not look at the subject merely
)m an objective standpoint but is personally involved in the daily process of forgiveness and
conciliation. This book can be recommended by pastors to those who are struggling with such
meso
Cliff Stewart
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Dean Merrill , Sinners in the Hands of an Angry Church: Finding a Better Way to Influence (
Culture. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1997. 183 pp., paper, $12.99.

In the course of Israel's history she encountered two approaches to her as a vassal
foreign powers. Assyria and Babylonia used a policy of violence and exile, intimidating '\
nations which they conquered into grudging compliance. Persia, on the other hand, felt it easieI
exercise control over happy subjects, so allowing them to return to their ancestral homes whl
they were able to live in more peaceful coexistence. Dean Merrill in this intriguing book poi·
out that in practical terms, Christians, who should be known by love and peace, act toward th<
with whom they disagree in society at large more like pillaging Assyrians than conciliat<
Persians. (Though he does not mention it in this volume, it should be noted that Christians se(
to treat their own brothers and sisters with whom they disagree in even a more violent, and vi '
manner).
One chapter title in particular summarizes Merrill's interest in the book: the Christi
stance in a fallen society. Ha addresses elements of the fallenness of society and various wa'
Christians do, and should respond. I found a number of points striking, but one which I fou
most telling was the use of distortion and half-truths by Christians to support their views agail
those, especially the news media, who they consider being truth-distorters. One wonders if t
Christian faith is so weak that its practitioners need to resort to other than Christian means
defend it.
The book is challenging and readable. It deserves discussion in churches a;
classrooms, and might find a place in adult discussion groups or even a Sunday school class f
thinking believers (something which should not be, though all too often is, an oxymoron).
David W. Bak

Kenton C. Anderson, Preaching with Conviction: Connecting with Postmodern Listeners. Gnu
Rapids: Kregel Publications, 2001. 160 pp., paper, $10.99.

Eager to read a mystery novel combined with a practical lesson on writing a sermon-I
if so, this is your kind of book! Of course, it is difficult to imagine how such a combination d
occur, but it does in this book by Kent Anderson who attempts to tackle in practical form what
means to preach to our postmodern culture. Anderson, in fact, practices what he preaches as I
teaches via a story an intriguing way of writing a sermon that touches the hearts of mode:
listeners.
Propositions have to be made in sermons, but the author rightly notes they are not tl
best place to start. "If the task is to connect the listeners with the text and engage them with tl
sermon, it might be better to think in terms of the people rather than the principles." Presented a
some clever progressions for one to keep in mind in the sermon writing process. I. So what? (TI
the story.) 2. What's what? (Make the point.) 3. Yeah, but... (Engage the problem.) 4. Now wha
(Imagine the difference.)
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The reader will appreciate the many quotations from noted homileticians that add spice
c he discussion. One would recommend this book to pastors who would like some creative
,I 'k to the sermon constructing process.
Cliff Stewart, Abilene, Texas

; tt Moreau, Harold Netland, and Charles Van Engen, eds., Evangelical Dictionary of World
v ·sions.

Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2000. 1068 pp., $60.00.

Having done well with Evangelical dictionaries in theology, counseling, and
l,logetics, Baker Books continued the trend with one on missions. No comprehensive missions
I tionary had been published since 1971, and so much has changed in missions history and
I ctice in the last three decades. Thus the publishers have provided a much-needed resource and
.Iuld realize good sales.
It is an Evangelical dictionary in terms of the interpretative point of view rather than in
subjects covered. Thus articles cover mission histories of work done also by Roman
tholics, Eastern Orthodox, and mainline Protestant denominations. Writers from these
:litions have authored some of the articles. Adventists, Pentecostals and Charismatics are
:epted under the general Evangelical umbrella, though they would have been suspect three
~ades ago.
The two greatest indicators of the dictionary's Evangelical perspective are the list of the
:Jtributors and the theological topics that are included. A great majority of the writers come
)m schools and mission agencies associated with Evangelical constituencies. The theology
iculated comes predominantly from the Reformed heritage, though it is irenic in tone.
Anabaptist, Wesleyan, and Pentecostal perspectives are not well represented in the
ctrinal articles of the volume, though these traditions represent sizeable constituencies within
nerican Evangelicalism. Why topics of systematic theology were included is not always
parent, since their missiological implications frequently were not developed.
It is a comprehensive (though not exhaustive) treatment of missions in terms of
)fesentative biographies, country and continent surveys, country and agency histories, mission
!ory and practice, and Evangelical reflection on all of the above, in over 1400 articles. Of the
3 persons included, 105 are women, and 92 are non-Western. The article on Third World
omen by Sakki Athyal, for example, is outstanding. Geographical articles in general are good.
Ie articles by Mark Shaw on Africa, and Bong Rin Ro on North and South Korea, William
.ylor on Latin America, and Roger Schroeder on Oceania, among others that could be
!ntioned, are excellent. Conversely, articles on Eritrea, Estonia, the Falkland Islands, and
nilar small countries, are so brief that one wonders why they were included. A person could do
well with Patrick Johnstone's Operation World.
My personal interest in missionary biographies made these articles favorite reading.
ost traditions are reflected among the selected entries. But seldom do the biographical sketches
ceed one column, and most get less space. One understands the restraint on space, but do not
rmative figures like William Carey, David Livingstone, 1. Hudson Taylor, and Mother Theresa
serve more coverage? Some contributors seemed not to be fully conversant with the people
173
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about whom they were writing. The article on Eli Stanley Jones, for example, does not even t
Jones' autobiography A Song of Ascents in its suggested bibliography. In the interest!'
historical trivia, it would be nice to know who was really the first single woman to arrive c.a
foreign mission field. Three articles in the dictionary make claims for different contesta ':
Cynthia Farrar (pp. 355-356), Sarah Gorham (p. 401), and a Miss Newell who married Karl F .
Gutzlaff (p. 422).
Evangelical missiology has come into prominence in the last three decades. Pert s
that is the reason that the · many articles on mission theory, practice, and strategy are so heIr ,
History, anthropology, and sociology are applied to questions of missions in the present conti,
One senses the tensions within the missionary enterprise: between "church growth" theories !
"indepth evangelism" strategies; among advocates for "proclamation", "presence" or "holis
mission priorities; between "mission agency", established churches and "independent, nativll
churches; and between "word-centered" missions and "Spirit-centered" evangelism. ' :
dictionary is quite even-handed on these questions, and, when evaluative statements are m,
they tend to be balanced. For students and practicing missionaries, these articles may be the IT
helpful.
As is to be expected in a work of this magnitude, there are typographical errors;
occasionally factual errors. Among these are the following: the Evangelical Lutheran Chu
most certainly did not establish a presence on the Faeroe Islands in the "mid-eighth century" J
351); Count Zinzendorf welcomed the Moravian exiles, the Unity of the Brethren, to his Herrn
estate and not the Dutch semi-monastic group the "Brethren of the Common Life," as the arti!
on the History of Missions asserts (p. 444); one of the three divisions of Poland which destro:
its political unity did not happen in "1975" (p. 762); J. Oswald Sanders did die in 1980 as
article on him states, but the dates after his name incorrectly read "1902-92" (p. 852); Geo
Whitefield is incorrectly identified as a "Scottish evangelist" (p. 1015); and the article
Zimbabwe cites African and mixed race evangelists from South Africa as coming 1
Mashonaland in the "mid-twentieth century" before the British political presence was establisl
in 1890 (p. 1044).
As the Preface of the dictionary indicates (p. 7), the volume is written for a popu
rather than an academic audience. However, students, pastors, and missionaries will find it qt:
helpful for introductory articles on a wide range of mission subjects. Given the priority
missions among Evangelical groups, this dictionary should have long and satisfactory use arne
its intended audience. I would hope that it does well enough to merit a second edition wh
errors could be corrected and weaknesses could be addressed.
The highest recommendation I can give the book is to recount my own experience
reading it for this review. I found myself captivated by the entries and read two to three tin
more articles than the usual sample to review a dictionary or encyclopedia. The book dl
capture one's interest; what more needs to be said?
Luke L. Keefer,

l
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:tlhen H. Webb, Taking Religion to School: Christian Theology and Secular Education. Grand
~ ids, MI: Brazos Press, 2002. $20.00.

Stephen Webb's book along with George Marsden's, The Soul of the American
) versity and Bruce Kuklick and D. G. Hart, eds, Religious Advocacy and American History
15t to the growing interest in the confessional voices increasingly heard in the academy. For
part, Webb argues that the teaching of religion has always been and must be a particularistic
'5ious activity. With the advent of postmodernism, claims of this sort seem almost as banal as
~ { are ubiquitous. Webb goes beyond this simple truism, however, to claim that self-conscious
. gious and theological particularity is not only consonant with the nature of religion itself, but
in the mandate of the secular academy, and the religious lives of the students and instructors
J inhabit it.
Webb disputes the notions that confession has no place in the secular academy, that it
1 unleash antagonisms barely suppressible under more objectivist pedagogies, and that a
tfessionally-sensitive pedagogy cannot be distinguished from advocacy. Of particular note is
argument that religious stridency, which is often attributed to fundamentalists of various sorts,
ives, in part, from the emasculating silence imposed on theological reflection in western
Jlic life. Since many are only exposed to a generic, theologically-evacuated caricature of
19ion, they are ill-prepared to deal with the substantive theological issues which routinely
,erge in the interaction of various religious communions in pluralistic societies. Webb's
Imterarguments deal carefully and successfully with these concerns.
I
Webb suggests several pedagogical strategies that can be used to encourage confessing
ices in the Religious Studies classroom. He insists that no student should be compelled to
nfess his or her religious (or non-religious) views, but space must be made for these
pressions nonetheless. Because religion itself is ineradicably particular, it is critical that
:ligious Studies' pedagogies exemplify this fact. Students should be invited to role-playas
igious believers and exercise their "religious imaginations" in the attempt to sympathetically
y out" the experiences of a believer from the inside.
For all its virtues, Webb's account would have been strengthened if he had reflected
)re systematically on the nature of religion. He is by no means oblivious to our Enlightenment
ritage, especially its withering attack on localism, confessionalism, and particularity. But has
adequately reckoned with the massive reconceptualization of religion that occurred in the
llightenment and in the pietistic, romantic, and evangelical reactions to it? For example, can
igiously meaningful confession even exist in formal settings composed in part of unbelieving
angers? It seems that it can only if confession can be plausibly construed as simply asserting
ctrinal propositions or personal religious experiences.
But what sense can be made of a confessing classroom pedagogy if confession can only
situated in corporate and liturgical settings? It is surely instructive that the classic creeds of
uistendom confess before all else that it is we who believe. It seems that ecclesiologies as
verse as Friedrich Schleiermacher's and the Eastern Orthodox Church's must challenge any
presentation of their faith in propositions abstracted from communal and liturgical contexts.
ebb's nuanced account does not totally ignore this type of classic confessionalism;
vertheless, the academic setting in which religious views must be expressed clearly favors the
I.
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propositional theory of religious confession and its derivative, personal confession. Web] '!
surely correct in affirming that the nature of religion ought to govern religious pedagogy. Bl~ ;
it not also true that an academic pedagogy confines what is meant by religion to contestal,
rationally-construed, doctrinal propositions and their close cousins, personal religi'!
experi~n.ces, which can only enter the classroom if they too are formalized as contest' f
I
proposItIOns.
In the aftermath of the attacks on the World Trade Towers, it was instructive to notel!
apologetic tactics used by those who defended Islam. Most western experts pointed to I!
Koran's doctrinal strictures against these terrorist acts in their attempt to distance radicalism fr
mainstream Islam. What was particularly interesting, however, was the desire of many Ishu '
leaders to defend their religion by inviting interested parties to their temples. This "n
modernist" gesture was very important in that it assumed that Islam can only be exemplified in '
communal life; it can only be truly confessed in the enriched environment of its visi
manifestation. Ultimately, every religion depends on a community of believers who treat e:
other and those around them in ways that make aberrant behaviors implausible expressions
what is being manifest elsewhere.
In the clamor to re-gain admittance into the postmodern academy, it would be ironil
confessing communions were admitted only insofar as they are rendered in terms of doctrinal ,
personally-experiential modes of expression. Communitarian epistemologies, ontologies, ,
ways of life must be severely attenuated if they are to successfully compete for pedagogi
attention. Regrettably, Webb ' s pedagogy does not seem to have scrutinized its own impli.
theology of formal institutions and their rationalizing processes nor how they may, quite ap:
from the intentions of the instructors or students, cast religious life into a mold fashioned out
the very bowels of modernity.
Joel L. From, Briercrest Bible Colle

The Leadership Bible, New International Version. Grand Rapids: The Zondervan Corporati(
1998. 1679 pp. , paper, $24.99.

The NIV Leadership Bible is one in a sea of different "life situation" Bibles that can
purchased from your favourite Christian book retailer. There seems to be such a plethora of th(
Bibles, each with its own series of notes for the reader's edification, it is getting to the po
where one might roll one's eyes and ask, "Another one?"
This Bible, which is also available in hard cover, is replete with leadership tips a
mini-studies, as well as a "unique home-page study system" which is laid out in three easy stf
on the laminated bookmark, which comes with the Bible. One can use this method to engage
studies under the rubrics of personal development, skills, and relationships, with a great variety
sub-topics under each rubric. These studies are designed to last either one or two weeks and (
be used in groups or in personal devotions. Among the "home-page" contents are studies
character, integrity, leader qualifications, wisdom, accountability, conflict management, decisi
making, time management, interpersonal relationships and servant leadership - all issues tl
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rl :er to people who are in leadership, either in the church or in the world. There are suggested
I: :ages for memorization included in each weekly study.
My own experience in following these different studies is that, while they are faithful to
Ctexts they are set with, they tend to apply more to those who are involved in lay leadership, in
church or outside the church. As a pastor, I found some of the applications somewhat
If antic, but that may be why they didn't call it the "Pastoral Leadership Bible". Occasionally, I
(ad that the hermeneutics were stretched a bit to come up with the leadership principles that are
lied, particularly in the Old Testament. However, if one is prepared to overlook these - and
y may merely show a theological bias - the other features of this Bible that foster the
lication of Christian leadership principles in daily life outshine the parts which one might
,sider controversial.
Studies of different Bible characters are also available in this Bible. For example,
rounding Genesis 14, there is a brief (l2-line) commentary on the life of Melchizedek. The
tors comment on what is known biblically about Melchizedek, and close with an application
leaders: "Melchizedek met Abram's physical, emotional and spiritual needs. Often the best
.1embered leaders are those who graciously serve the individuals who comprise their team.
:lchizedek points us to Jesus not only as a priest and king, but also as a servant leader" (p. 18).
The paperback version is bound surprisingly well, and sits open without a great deal of
:.Iggle, except at the front and back. It is somewhat heavy, as these sorts of study Bibles tend to
but this is necessary because of all the "extra" notes that have been placed in it.
, I would commend this Bible particularly to those who are in leadership positions
tside the church. The kind of person who comes to mind is the man or woman who is
,ponsible for making significant decisions in his or her job, and needs to be able to do so with
egrity and good ethical practice - something we would wish for anyone in leadership, but
Jecially Christians in the workplace. The NIV Leadership Bible is another useful tool in
Lking disciples for Jesus Christ.
Jeffrey F. Loach

alter R. Hearn, Being a Christian in Science. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997. 178
" paper.
We live now in what might be called the Era of the Glimpse of God, in a new epoch
in by the serendipitous discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation in
[y, 1963, for which the Nobel Prize in physics was awarded in 1978 (on the discovery, cf. Hugh
ISS, The Creator and the Cosmos: How the Greatest Discoveries of the Century Reveal God
Id ed.; Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1995], passim). Since at least 1965 it has been understood
It this discovery signaled humankind's first glimpse at the beginning of the cosmos, implying
en to many agnostics that if the universe began, the existence of a Beginner was more than just
attractive speculation. When in 1992 the "greatest discovery in the history of mankind" was
rrieved (so Stephen Hawking) clarifying details of this radiation, a discovery which one
ysicist described as "looking at the face of God" (so George Smoot), the personal concepts
lplicit in the new era became even more understandable throughout the world.
~ered
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It is in this light then that the helpful thoughts of Hearn's book should be examined. J
goal is to assure a young person who may consider a career in science, or a theological stud
who might like to understand better how modem science works, that positive contributions can
made to both the Christian and the scientific communities and that this can be done with joy (2 1
Hearn also writes in the light (or darkness) of another background. Hearn is well aware of ~
tragic assault against science in the public arena mounted by the dangerous pseudosciel
peddled by Christian sectarians of the "Young Earthism" movement which dogmatically tout
4000 year old cosmos, the unobserved short-term macroevolution of species following
worldwide flood, and humankind walking with dinosaurs, along with the total rejection ,
modem science that such claims entail. As John Polkinghorne, Belief in God in an Age'
Science (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998),88, aptly observes, "The ghost of Archbish
Ussher has not been wholly exorcised from theology." Hearn alludes to the vocal devotees
1
this ghost on at least three occasions (16, 22, and 97). Deeply unbiblical in some of its tentl
especially in its insertion of the death of plants and animals into Romans 5: 12, this embarrassii
anti-scientific sect poses a tremendous national threat (so Langdon Gilkey) to the budding inter.
in science and technology among our nation's youth, both outside and inside of formal Christi
education. The political tactic employed by "Young Earthism" is deliberately divisive, pilloryi
the entirely appropriate naturalistic methods of experimental science as atheistic, disingenuow
failing to distinguish in methodology between theory and fact, surreptitiously taking scientis
comments out of context to exaggerate, while at the same time bombastically claiming t
imprimatur of "True Science and Education" for its devotional pamphleteering! All of tl
regrettably forces sincere Christian young people to choose between ungodly science and
"inerrant Bible." The discouragement and distortions Christian young people face due to tl
sectarian influence in many churches and in the thinking public at large (where, alarmingly, tl
pseudoscientifically based movement is often associated with the intellectmil worth
Christianity itself), when considering a career in science or when reflecting upon the connecti
between their faith and science, need to be met by books like Hearn's Being a Christian, as w
as by objective critiques of the sect and its philosophical underpinnings (as in, for examp
Ronald Numbers, The Creationists: The Evolution of Scientific Creationism [Berkel(
University of California Press, 1992]; Robert Pennock, Tower of Babel: The Evidence Against l
New Creationism [Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1999]; Ste,
Weinberg, Facing Up: Science and Its Cultural Adversaries [Cambridge: Harvard Univers
Press, 2001]); and, from a liberal theological perspective, Langdon Gilkey, Blue Twilig
Nature, Creationism, and American Religion [Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001]).
Hearn is under no illusion about the fact that he is on the battlefield for the Christi
mind and is concerned that its potential influence for much good in the scientific a
technological world should not be lost to coming generations. He wants to explain the methc
of science, that they are restricted to physical cause and effect (17, 38), and that in decidin~
science is the right career path you should keep in mind that "Christian behavior is rooted
biblical precepts and in loyalty to Jesus Christ" (40). If a young person feels called into a carl
in science (or, 1 might add, wants to investigate its experimental results), Hearn offers assuran
"If scientific work is your calling as a Christian, you will be welcomed into a wonderful fami'
I

1
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[. ). Hearn advocates looking to God in the face of temporal pessimism, letting the optimism
~ lerated from eternity help you serve here and now in the way you are called.
.
The opportunity to be a witness within the scientific community is greater in the new
:. than ever before and Hearn is right both to detect and to encourage this. As an example, he
: !s the work of professed agnostic astronomer Robert Jastrow, formerly director of NASA,
lose book, God and the Astronomers, is so widely read. Like many scientists, Jastrow rejects
Iistein's impersonal God of rational order but is not sure on how to proceed. Hearn argues that
I trow needs prayer, not condemnation (well aware that many famous scientists have unjustly
~ !n personally attacked by Christian sectarians) for holding naturalistic presuppositions, "Who
JWS, perhaps in Robert Jastrow the Son of God will live - before the sun dies" (97). If I may, I
,uld like to insert a personal testimony. I was once present in a conversation with Nobel
ureate Richard Feynman at the University of California at Irvine, where Feynman had just
livered a memorial lecture. A physics colleague of mine there cordially presented Feynman
th a genuine Christian witness. Feynman demurred, saying that he could detect nothing about
~ universe to suggest the existence of God. However, I suspected then that Feynman was
nfused about how some Christians could be intellectually credible and seek to reject modern
entific methods, replacing them with fantastic philosophical speculation. A stumbling block
d been placed in his way about what Christianity was and he never recovered from it.
ynman died shortly thereafter. Now, in the new era, the opportunity to be a Christian witness
the scientific community is very much enhanced and ever increasing because the entire climate
skepticism is being influenced in a positive way by new experimental discoveries. If Christian
,ung people respond to God's calling to enter science, in careers like astronomy, biochemistry,
lology, paleontology, paleobiology (where the macroevolution of hominids to modern man does
It at all have to be accepted as an assured experimental result given recent DNA evidence from
Neanderthal fossil), and physics, for example, they will have the opportunity to make new
scoveries that affect humankind for the better and have the further satisfaction of being a
spectable Christian witness used of God.
While the concept of spiritual life is foreign to science itself because it deals with only
easurable physical properties, the Christian in science can develop spiritual life via fellowship
ith the Holy Spirit and through learning Scripture. A Christian in science will not be in an
:>lated position. There are good journals, like Science & Christian Belief, to help, as well as a
Imber of theology and science groups (107-110, 126, and 137). Hearn includes a little
~hortation on "The Bible and Science" that is timely 017-19). Hearn further urges that a
hristian's life in science can be one of adventure and fulfillment; he gives his own convincing
stimony to that effect.
Hearn cites a few examples of Christians in science (and theology) who extend their
itness to the general public, like astronomer/pastor Hugh Ross, whose "writing and speaking
lve helped to demonstrate to conservative Christians that big bang cosmology and an ancient
lith are compatible with a faithful reading of the Bible" (37), and like Robert C. Newman,
hose "Progressive Creationism" in J. P. Moreland and John Mark Reynolds (eds.), Three Views
z Creation and Evolution [Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1999]), 105-33, is worthy of perusal,
. are responses to it by Walter L. Bradley 034-36) and Vern S. Poythress (148-52) in Three
'ews.
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Hearn offers a useful set of notes to each chapter and a good working list of referent
which also might have included Nathan Aviezer, In the Beginning: Biblical Creation and Scie l
(Hoboken, NJ: KTAV, 1990) and, with apologies for mentioning my own work, "Bibll
Creation and Science: A Review Article," JETS 39/2 (1996), 289-91.
\
I highly commend Being a Christian in Science to theological students who may \\
to explore the methodology of the physical (natural) sciences. There is no need for Christian, I
fear the experimental findings of modem science; rather there is an emerging realization
harmony with a literary interpretation of the Bible. There is a need, however, for all Christ
students to understand what science is and what it is not. Hearn is helpful here as is John Rem
"Fifteen Answers to Creationist Nonsense," Scielllijic American 287/1 (2002), 78-85 (81, ~
who fairly observes, from the physical cause and effect perspective of science alone, that "1
origin of life remains a mystery" and that "A critical tenet of modem science is methodologi
naturalism - it seeks to explain the universe purely in terms of observed or testable natt,
mechanisms." Being a Christian in science, if you become a cell biologist or a paleobiologist,
example, does not mean that you have to agree with the arguments of a John Rennie, but)
might want to present other plausible interpretations of the available evidence. Being a scien
or desiring to understand the experimental findings of modem science from a sound theologi i
perspective will not conflict with Christian convictions and biblical faith. In fact there ;
influential venues in the new era for Christians in science to honestly and professionally prest
cogent arguments based on experimental findings and scientific methods (not on religic
speculation as a replacement for the very successful scientific methodology that underpins (
technology, our military, and our industrially based economy), arguments which suggest
active role for the biblical God. In doing this, Christians in science will keep in mind that su
potentially persuasive arguments will fall short of formal proof, given God's desire to rem.
invisible and to let His power and divinity be inferred by those who will thoughtfully contempli
His creation (Romans 1:20).
Christians in science today, like Hearn, are concerned for their Christian testimony al
do not want to be lumped together with sectarian activities which are widely regarded as agail,
the public trust, as recently illustrated by the Iowa Academy of Science's Position Statement
Pseudoscience for the public good: "Pseudoscience is a catch-all term for any mistaken
unsupported beliefs that are cloaked in the disguise of scientific credibility. Examples inclu
assertions of 'scientific creationism,' the control of actions at a distance through meditation, a
the belief in levitation, astrology, or UFO visitors." Every young person contemplating whet~
God would like him or her to study science and every theology student who would like to betl
understand how all of those programs on television (like PaleoworId and the Discovery Chann(
can fit productively into practical ministry should take time to pray and study the Bible usir
sound hermeneutical methods.
Hearn's book will be a very welcome complement to su
valuable and worthwhile endeavors.
Paul Elbert, Visiting Professor of Theology and Scien
Church of God Theological Semim
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E. Alexander and Marsha Ann Tate, Web Wisdom: How to Evaluate and Create
rmation Quality on the Web. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1999. 156 pp.,
ISO.

Lt

~

With the phenomenon of millions of web sites popping up daily, we, as web users, need
, e able to apply great wisdom to ensure that what we place on the web will be found, read, and
~ 1. Second to tllis, with all this information available to us in microseconds, we need wisdom
I iscern what is valuable information and what is garbage. (If you are uncertain of the amount
I arbage out in cyberspace, do a simple search and marvel at the number of hits you receive!)
This book, Web Wisdom, is information to both the user of the web and a web page
lucero Janet Alexander and Marsha Tate are reference librarians at Widener University's
Ifgram Memorial Library. Using this experience, they apply the evaluation method used for
:ten material to the web. The main idea of this book is to apply critical techniques to the web
those we would normally apply to other written materials. By applying these critical
miques to web pages, web masters are prepared to present information that is reliable and
,tworthy.
Web Wisdom helps web users understand the complex issues that arise from the
)rmation that is published non-traditionally via the web. One major issue the book addresses
1e need to be people of discernment. Anyone can publish on the web in contrast to traditional
Ited material. As such, this book takes the evaluation methods of printed material (accuracy,
norship, currency, objectivity, and coverage) and demonstrates how differently these are
,lied to written, published works than to web material. What we have taken for granted in the
1)liShed world, we seem to ignore in the web world. Being critical evaluators of web
Jrmation is key to how we use and repeat information we obtain from the web.
I
Another valuable component of this book is the discussions on the types of web pages
1the purposes for which they are created. By understanding why people create pages and the
les of pages that reside on the web i.e., advertising, advocacy, information, personal, and
ertainment, we are better able to create pages that serve the purposes we intended.
As an instructor in the field of technology and ministry, I have been presented with
:at challenges of deciphering information found on the web. My goal, with the help of this
ok, is to create responsible web users and web page developers. Students need to understand
w the information they process from the web can hurt their own credibility and the credibility
their churches and ministries.
I would encourage anyone who uses the web, either for information or for promotion of
:ir organization, understand the key elements of evaluation of web pages and web sites. This
ok is a wonderful resource and one that I will encourage other faculty, students, and members
my family to read. We all need to become responsible purveyors of accurate information.
Vickie Taylor
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Andrew Careaga, eMinistry: Connecting with the Net Generation. Grand Rapids : Krel
Publications, 2001. 216 pp., paper, $10.99.

With all the attention given to the Internet, both negative and positive, it is refreshing '
have a book written to assist people in ministry with decisions about how to use the Inten :
effectively. eMinistry is a practical book that shows us that the Internet can be used sucCessful,
in reaching the unchurched. We can dispel many of our fears about the Internet and find ways \'
enhance ministry while not ·sacrificing community for the sake of the computer.
Careaga spent time researching this topic by talking with people from many WalkS,}1
life, interviewing theologians, pastors, missionaries, teenagers, technology gurus, and freque
NetSurfers. What he discovered was surprising and encouraging to all who have reservatio
about the effectiveness of the Internet in today's ministries. He has even included at the end I
every chapter valuable web links for them.
I
Regardless of whether we are ready or not, people are using the Internet as a means '
finding information and developing communication. If the church decides to bypass this form ,
technology, we will find ourselves outside of the communication loop. As Careaga writes, "W
the church be there for online seekers with a message of salvation and hope? Or will we choo '
instead to ignore the impact of this new medium and let other belief systems influence the heal I
and minds of the Net surfers" (p. 35)? The "itching ears" of the eGeneration are searching f
something to "hear." What will they find?
To assist those who are interested in Internet ministry, this book offers resources aJ'
information geared toward understanding and developing a successful Internet ministry. TJ
book is presented in two parts; the first address the characteristics of the net-generation, and t:
second explores the online world. Careaga is careful to address both the drawbacks and t]
benefits of the Internet ministry.
If you are wondering whether Internet ministry is right for your church, eMinistry is
must read for you. I am using this book in our "Technology in Ministry" class to give paste
and church leaders useful information regarding their ministry settings.
Vickie Tayl

I

Mark Stover, ed., Theological Librarians and the Internet: Implications for Practice. New Yor:
London: Haworth Information Press, 2001. 201 pp., hardcover, $59.95.

One of the most significant innovations of the late twentieth century has been d
democratization of information through computer technology. Once the exclusive domain
large institutions, the impact of the integrated circuit in decreasing computer size, along with tl
development of the graphical user interface (GUI) to make computers user friendly has mov(
information technology from the exotic to the mundane. The resl;llt for libraries and librarians,
well as library users, has been profound. Yet, how much has this new technology affect(
theological libraries? How effectively are theological librarians using the new technologies? Do.l
the new technology mean that we can do away with the traditional humanities library in genen
and the theological library in particular?
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While these greater philosophical questions are not addressed in Theological Libraries
the Internet, the nuts and boIts issues of how librarians may make effective use of the
e mology is discussed in great, if not, for the non-professional, agonizing detail. The essays
r uded in the book are: "Internet Shock, Change, Continuity, and the Theological Librarian,"
I: Mark Stover (pp. 1-12); "Religious and Theological Journals Online: The A TLA Serials
:,lection Project," by Mark Dubis (pp. 13-15); "The Function of Web Catalogs in Theological
· raries," by John Dickason (pp. 17-43); "Electronic Journals in Religious Studies: Theological
· raries Prepare for the Digital Future," by Marshall Eidson, (pp. 45-67); "Theological Distance
!lcation: A Librarian's Perspective," by Dave Harmeyer (pp. 69-86); "The Creation of the
'bash Center Internet Guide," by Charles K. Bellinger (PP. 87-96); "Homiletics and Liturgics
1 the Internet," by Robert R. Howard (pp. 97-104); "Accessing Digital Images: Sources for
· istian Art on the Internet," by El izabeth Davis Deahl (pp. 105-125); "Opening the Front Door:
:;igning a Usable Library Website," by Andrew 1. Keck (pp. 127-137); "Using the Web in
I igious Studies Courses," by Rebecca Moore (pp. 139-150); "Some Selected Internet
i;ources for Novice Researchers of Christian History," by Michael Strickland (pp. 151-160);
:leoretical and Conceptual Foundations for Web Design in Religious and Theological
demic Libraries," by Mark Stover (pp. 161-201); and, "Virtually Jewish: The Creation of a
vish Internet Tutorial," by Terren I. Wein and Juna Z. Snow (pp. 203-214).
As in any edited volume, the articles vary in readability and in usefulness for various
ders. A number of articles presuppose an understanding of library jargon. Other articles, such
those by Bellinger, Howard, Deahl, and Strickland, provide useful information and web
lresses for a wide constituency. One should, however, be cautioned web addresses can change
:h remarkable regUlarity. Other articles, such as Keck's, are addressed to information
)fessionals, but are also useful to the more general reader. Moore's essay is most helpful for
.chers of religion or theology who are attempting to integrate Web resources into their classes.
Readers may be surprised to learn that, while print journals may be superceded by the
vent of the web, libraries focusing upon the humanities will still need to acquire books. The
LSon, in part, is because of copyright law. Unfortunately, the book only touched on this issue
Iry briefly. The restrictions of the copyright law are why many texts available at "free" sites are,
I fact dated and precritical. Thus, the user finds the interesting phenomenon of the latest
:hnology only being able to access older material.
The book fails to mention some of the great frustrations in Web searching. A chapter
boolean searching would have been helpful for the novice. Furthermore, the inadequacies of
arch engines are not explored. The writers assume also a certain degree of information literacy
the part of their audience.
In conclusion, while Theological Librarians and the Internet does not discuss all the
lportant issues facing the theological librarian in the new information age, it is a useful
:roduction to some of the areas of major concern. It provides a good introduction to both the
Dmises and problems of the Internet as applied to religious studies. Non-librarians also will find
me informative articles, but should avoid the jargon-laden ones.
Russell Morton
II .
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Walter P. Wilson, The Internet Church. Nashville: Word Publishing, 2000. I 74pp.

It is no secret that one of the buzz words for the church of today is "online." t
exactly what that means for the local church is complicated. One the one hand, we all understli1
that our culture has become so dependent upon the Internet that one can hardly escape its placi1
our homes, businesses, and churches. On the other hand, can the church effectively use I !
medium to reach men and women across the world without becoming isolated and out of to 1
with humanity?
Wilson has done a good job of helping the general public become aware of the neet::
use this effective medium for spreading the gospel and touching the lives of the lost, I:
forgotten, and the hidden. His background prepared him to write this book. His experienc(l
the co-founder, Chairman, and CEO for Exclaim Technologies, his heart for the lost, and I
passion for the Great Commission give him the wisdom he shares with the church. Wilson '
shared with the church the practical advice needed to take advantage of this "glc
communications tool" that God has provided to the world.
Helping the church and its members to grasp the concepts of Internet usage for chu'
purposes is not an easy task but as Wilson explains, " ... this is not about technology; it's about I
Great Commission and our obedience to our Creator and Redeemer" (p. 14). His thesis for
book is centered on the viewpoint that we as Christians must look at the Internet as a wa)·
which God is moving to bring to completion His mission of having His truth proclaimed to
very ends of the earth.
Most of the book's 12 chapters help the reader understand the importance of :
Internet in today's ministries. The focus is to guide us to a comfortable place in this world
fast-paced change. We all know that the church is one place where change is difficult and sl<
But when it comes to getting onboard with Internet ministry, being slow can make one's mini~
culturally irrelevant.
The journey through this book begins with an understanding of the call of the chur
the church's inadequacies, and the faithful provision of God who calls and equips and conclUi
with an understanding of how we can renew and transform our ways of thinking. Wilson c:
this transformation the change from "atoms to bits."
The final chapter in the book deals with practical ways in which the church can use
Internet for ministry. Wilson shares examples from his own church and ,stories from otl
churches.
If you or your church is uncertain whether Internet ministry is for you, I highly sugg
reading this book. You will be gently guided through all your questions and concerns and )
will have a greater understanding of your role in the world. I recommend this reading for past
to help develop a philosophy of technology in the local church and for helping people underst:
the need for some form of Internet ministry.
Vickie Ta)
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